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3Abstract
Electric Impedance Tomography (EIT) is a promising medical imaging technique
that reconstructs the internal conductivity of an object from boundary measure-
ments. EIT is currently being used to monitor the lung during ventilation clinically.
Amongst other suggested uses for imaging it can also be used to image neuronal
function. There are diﬀerent ways on how EIT can image neuronal function and
two of these are tested in this thesis. The overall aim of our work was to advance
imaging of physiological and pathological neuronal activity using EIT and assess its
potential for future clinical use. In Chapter 1, a general introduction into brain ima-
ging techniques and EIT is given. In Chapter 2, the eﬀect of diﬀerent anaesthetics
on the neuronal signal was assessed to prepare for EIT recordings under anaes-
thesia. In Chapter 3, we assessed the validity of two biophysical models regarding
the behaviour of the impedance in response to alterations in the carrier frequency
experimentally. This allowed an assessment of the ideal carrier frequency to image
physiological neuronal activity. In Chapter 4, the source of the fast neural signal
in EIT is discussed further. In Chapter 5, the possibility of imaging physiological
neuronal activity throughout the brain is tested and its limitations are discussed.
In Chapter 6, the impedance response to epileptiform activity is characterized and
the potential use of EIT in imaging epileptic foci in epilepsy patients is discussed.
In Chapter 7, imaging of epileptic foci in subcortical structures is tested using two
diﬀerent ways of imaging with EIT.
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1.1. Introduction
1.2. Imaging fast neural activity of the brain
Human beings have desired greater understanding of brain function for over a cen-
tury. Damage or disease of the neural system profoundly interferes with our lives,
which fuels our interest in its function. In order to better understand our brain
and the diseases which aﬄict it we would like to image brain activity and use this
information to understand circuitry and function. The ideal imaging method would
be non-invasive, include the entire volume of the brain, and have very high tem-
poral and spatial resolution. And while there are a multitude of well-established
functional neural imaging methods, each with their advantages and disadvantages,
the ideal imaging method for many purposes does not currently exist. For example,
there is a void of the ideal method to image the abnormal neuronal activation in
epilepsy, a common neurological disorder with a prevalence of 4.5-5/1000 in Europe
(Forsgren et al. [2005]). Epilepsy is characterized by spells of hyper-synchronous
neuronal activity, the epileptic seizures. The seizures of 60-70% of patients with
epilepsy can be controlled by medication, while surgery is an option for some of
the remaining patients (Schuele and Lüders [2008]). In order to successfully cure or
control the seizures of a patient with refractory epilepsy a focus from where their
epilepsy starts has to be found. To localize this epileptogenic focus, a vast range of
imaging techniques are employed, in addition to neuropsychology, videotelemetry,
and non-invasive as well as invasive neurophysiological monitoring with electroen-
cephalograms (EEG). The invasive neurophysiological monitoring includes the im-
plantation of electrodes directly on the surface of the brain as well as the insertion
of depth electrodes. There is often a nescessity to insert electrodes into the cortex,
risking damage, bleeding, and infection. This reﬂects how unsatisfactory the exist-
ing functional imaging methods are to image the epileptic seizures. The imaging
methods used to ﬁnd the epileptogenic focus include structural magnet resonance
imaging (MRI) to look for any suspicious lesions, positron emissions tomography
(PET) to look for interictally hypometabolic areas, and functional MRI (fMRI) to
assess whether the suspected epileptogenic area is close to eloquent areas such as
motor function and speech (Schuele and Lüders [2008]). The use of fMRI maps
which are correlated to EEG voltage maps of epilepsy are currently being invest-
igated (Grouiller et al. [2011]). Epilepsy patients usually receive invasive and/or
non-invasive long-term EEG monitoring whilst being under video surveillance in
an attempt to map the electrophysiological result to the clinical picture (Schuele
and Lüders [2008]). These EEG recordings are sometimes used to do EEG source
modelling, but this has its intrinsic problems which will be discussed in 1.4. If a
patient is considered for surgery they often also receive a CT scan of their head
to set intra-operative neuro-navigation systems up. None of these elaborate and
well established neuro-imaging methods can provide us with a clear image of the
propagation of the epileptic activity of the brain, the advantages and disadvantages
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of each of the functional neuro-imaging methods will be discussed in 1.4. The main
problem with most of these imaging techniques is that they use secondary eﬀects
of neuronal activity to image active areas of the brain. Hence they cannot provide
the temporal resolution necessary as neuronal activity can propagate at speeds of
up to 100 ms 1(Hursh [1939]). High temporal resolution functional imaging would
be of great value in diseases such as epilepsy as the epileptic focus will be the ﬁrst
activation point in operable epilepsy. In order to distinguish the focus from second-
ary activated areas a method that provides a temporal resolution in the range of
milliseconds whilst showing the propagating activity in a three-dimensional space
would be needed. The eﬀect of a clearer determination of epileptic foci would be
two-fold: surgery is only considered in patients where the surgeons and physicians
are reasonably sure that an operation would cure or control their epilepsy there-
fore more patients could undergo this life-changing procedure; the clearer we can
determine which area of the brain causes the epilepsy the smaller an area could be
removed which would likely improve the postoperative cognitive function in these
patients. EIT is an imaging method that has the potential to ﬁll this gap and the
goal of this PhD project is to develop 3D EIT and test its usefulness for clinical
imaging.
1.3. Relevant Physiology of Neuronal Systems
1.3.1. Anatomy of the Neural Cell
A neuron is a specialized cell whose deﬁning feature is excitability and the presence
of synapses. A typical neuron is formed of the cell body called the soma, dendrites,
and axon (see ﬁgure 1.1). The dendrites are ﬁlaments arising from the soma and
oﬀer surface area for axodentritic synapses coming from other neurons as well as
giving stability for the micro-structure of neuronal tissue. The axon arises from the
axon hillock of the soma and is a long ﬁlament on which electrical impulses can
travel to reach other neurons. The axon branches on its end and connects to other
neurons via button-like endings called synapses to communicate information from
cell to cell. Some axons will be surrounded by an insulating layer, the myelin sheath,
which is formed by oligodendrocytes in the central nervous system and schwann cells
in the peripheral nervous system (Kandel et al. [2000]).
1.3.2. Anatomy of the Neuronal Cell Wall
Like all cells of the human body, the cell wall of a neural cell consists of a phos-
pholipid bilayer with a number of large proteins embedded in and attached to it.
Phospholipid molecules are esthers of glycerol and contain two long-chain fatty
acids, the fatty acid chains are hydrophobic while the ’head’ of the molecule is hy-
drophilic. Membrane proteins can act as pathways to transport substances from one
side of the membrane to the other, either in the form of active energy dependent
pumps, as transporters, or as channels that contain trans-membrane aqueous pores
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Figure 1.1.: Diagram of a typical myelinated neuron (source:
http://en.wikipedia.org ).
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Figure 1.2.: Phospholipid bilayer of cell membranes with its hydropilic
outside (’heads’) and hydrophobic inside (’tails’) (source:
http://en.wikipedia.org).
which can allow water or ion to ﬂow down their concentration gradient. The cell
wall is approximately 8-10 nm thick and electrically it acts as a combined resistor
and capacitor in parallel. Cell walls have a very high intrinsic electrical resistivity
as they contain lipids so that most conductance in cell walls is due to the alternat-
ive pathways across membrane proteins, the ion channels. The resistivity of neural
tissue therefore depends on whether the ion channels within the membrane are in a
closed or open state (Aidley [1998]).
1.3.3. Neural Membrane at rest
Excitable cells maintain a constant membrane potential during rest. This mem-
brane potential is generated by ion channels that are selective to certain ions and
speciﬁc ion pumps. Membrane potentials can generally be created when two com-
partments containing ﬂuids with diﬀerent salt concentrations are separated by a
semi-permeable membrane that, for example, only lets one type of kation through.
The diﬀerence in salt concentration in cells is achieved by a constantly working
ATP-dependent pump that exchanges 3 sodium ions for 2 potassium ions . The
action of this pump, the 3Na+
2K+ -ATPase, leads to high concentrations of extracellu-
lar sodium and high potassium intracellular. The cell membrane at rest is mainly
permeable for potassium ions so that the potassium ions ﬂow will follow the diﬀu-
sion gradient. In the cell there is about 30 times as much potassium inside the cell
compared to outside so that there will be chemical force that drives the potassium
ions to the extracellular space. As the anions cannot follow the potassium there will
be a negative charge on the inside of the cell (Klinke and Silbernagel [2003], Aidley
[1998]). David Goldman developed the constant ﬁeld theory in 1943 which assumes
that (1) ions move in the membrane under the inﬂuence of electric ﬁelds and con-
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centration gradients just as they do in free solution, (2) that the concentration of
ions in the membrane at its edges are proportional to those in the aqueous solutions
in contact with it, and (3) that the electric potential gradient across the membrane
is constant (Goldman [1943], Aidley [1998]). From this assumption the equation
to calculate cell membrane potential when there is no current ﬂowing was derived
and ﬁrst systematically applied by Hodgkin and Katz in 1949 (Hodgkin and Katz
[1949]). The normal resting potential on the membrane of a neuron is between -70
and -80 mV.
1.3.4. The Action Potential
Information is transmitted by changes in the membrane potential of neuronal cells.
This change of membrane potential is termed action potential. Action potentials
have three phases (1) the fast depolarization and reversal of the membrane potential,
(2) slower repolarization and (3) hyperpolarization. To start an action potential
voltage-gated sodium channels as well as voltage-gated potassium channels open,
the presence of voltage gated ion channels in the cell wall of neuronal cells allows
neurons to be excitable. There is a big driving force for sodium ions to enter the
cell following their chemical gradient which leads to a transient reversal in polarity
(reaching a membrane potential of +20 mV). These voltage-gated sodium channels
progress into an inactive state after opening and the repolarization is started. Due to
the simultaneous activation of voltage-gated potassium channels the repolarization
is sped up and there will be a short period of hyperpolarization. Action potentials
follow the so-called all-or-nothing law. This means they will either be elicited with
unchanged amplitude when a depolarization above the threshold opens voltage-
gated sodium channels or nothing will happen. Information in the neural system
must therefore be coded by frequency of action potentials rather than changes in
the amplitude of action potential (Klinke and Silbernagel [2003], Aidley [1998]).
1.3.5. Propagation of the Action Potential
A depolarization on the neuron will propagate down the axon to reach other neurons.
The areas of the membrane next to the depolarized section will also depolarize due
to opening of their voltage gated channels. The action potential only travels down
the neuron in one direction because the sodium channels have a refractory period
during which they are unable to pass current after an action potential. The axons of
some neurons will be myelinized in order to speed up conduction. Myelin increases
membrane resistance and reduces capacitance. The myelin sheath is arranged in an
interrupted fashion with unmyelinated segments called nodes of Ranvier between
them. An arriving action potential will depolarize the unmyelinated membrane
only so that the movement of the action potential can commence in a saltatory
fashion which increases the conduction velocity. The arriving depolarization will
then be transmitted by synapses to excite or inhibit other neurons. These synapses
can either be chemical or electric. In electric synapses, which for example connect
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Figure 1.3.: Action potential showing the fast depolarization according to the all-or-
nothing law, the slower repolarization and the refractory period (source:
http://en.wikipedia.org).
neurons of the thalamus to each other, the synapse is directly connected to the
membrane of the next neuron via channels termed gap junctions. The electric
potential can then directly travel from the neuron to the next cell (Hestrin [2011]).
In chemical synapses a neurotransmitter is excreted from the synapse in response to
an incoming action potential. This neurotransmitter is stored in the nerve ending
in vesicles which fused with the presynaptic cell wall to release their contents into
the synaptic cleft in response to the inﬂux of Ca2+ions. The inﬂux of Ca2+ions
is achieved by voltage gated calcium channels which open when in response to the
incoming action potential. The neurotransmitter will diﬀuse across the synaptic cleft
to bind and activate receptors on the postsynaptic membrane, and can either have an
excitation or inhibitory eﬀect onto the next neuron. The temporary depolarization
of the postsynaptic membrane is termed excitation postsynaptic potential (EPSP)
and the temporal or spatial summation of EPSP’s can lead to an action potential.
The temporary hyperpolarization of the postsynaptic membrane due to inhibitory
neurotransmitters is called an inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) and it makes
the occurrence of an action potential less likely (Kandel et al. [2000]).
1.4. Neuro-imaging methods
Electric Impedance Tomography as a neuro-imaging method will be discussed separ-
ately in 1.7. EIT can image both the neuronal activity directly as well as metabolic
changes associated with neuronal activity, but does not provide a structural image
of the brain.
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Figure 1.4.: Saltatory conduction of the action potential on an axon
showing the ’jumping’ depolarization along the axon (source:
http://en.wikipedia.org).
1.4.1. Structural imaging methods
The currently most commonly used structural neuro-imaging methods are CT and
MRI. CT uses x-rays and hence has the disadvantage that ionizing radiation is
needed for a scan. It has the advantage of a very accurate imaging of the bony
structures, blood and a reasonable contrast in the soft tissues especially when con-
trast agents are used (Kretschmann and Weinrich [2004]). It is furthermore a very
fast technique and it can usually be performed with monitoring equipment for the
patient in place which makes an invaluable clinical tool for strokes or imaging in
acute medical settings. MRI is an imaging method that makes use of the nuclear
magnetic resonance of atoms and can provide good contrast between soft tissues.
It is the best method to obtain a structural image of the brain and can be further
enhanced with contrast agents (Kretschmann and Weinrich [2004]). It has the ad-
vantage of not using any ionizing radiation, but is expensive and the scans take
much longer than CT scans. Also, most standard monitoring equipment can not be
brought into the MRI scanner which makes a MRI scan of intensive care patients
diﬃcult.
1.4.2. Imaging the metabolic changes associated with neuronal
activity
Several imaging methods use the physiological increase in blood ﬂow and metabolism
caused by neuronal activity. Functional MRI, PET, functional ultrasound, and most
optical imaging methods all make use of either changes in blood ﬂow directly or
their oxygen and glucose contents. The currently most commonly used functional
imaging method is fMRI, in which the changes in blood supply of active areas are
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used for mapping. In fMRI the diﬀerent eﬀect of oxygenated and deoxygenated
haemoglobin in the blood on a magnetic ﬁeld is used. If an area in the brain is
activated its metabolic demands rise and more blood is directed to this area. The
increase in blood ﬂow leads to a higher oxygen content in active vs inactive areas
of the brain, this eﬀect is called the blood-oxygenation level dependent (BOLD)
response (Logothetis [2008]). fMRI has a good spatial resolution of about 2mm
(Hopﬁnger et al. [2000]), but it’s temporal resolution is intrinsically limited to the
time it takes for the blood ﬂow to respond to neural activity which makes it not
useful to image the spread of neuronal activity. PET imaging of neuronal activity
also makes use of the metabolic demands of activated neuronal tissue. To image
neural activity a radionuclide, such as oxygen-15 or ﬂuorodeoxyglucose, is injected
and its emitted positrons are indirectly measured (Wieler et al. [1986]). Often a
CT scan is performed on the same patient in the same machine to aid 3D imaging
by co-registering the images. Ultrasound is another method that has recently been
used for functional neuroimaging based on the changes in bloodﬂow for research
purposes. To image with ultrasound (US) high frequency pulses are sent into the
tissue and their echos are recorded. The pulses are scattered by the diﬀerent tissues
and their echoes can be used for image reconstruction. Moving blood can speciﬁcally
imaged by the characteristic change it causes to the emitted pulses in the tissue by
making use of the Doppler eﬀect. New developments in ultrasound have allowed
researchers to record changes in local blood ﬂow in response to neuronal activity
(Macé et al. [2011], van Raaij et al. [2011]). Some have enhanced this eﬀect with an
injectable contrast agent (van Raaij et al. [2012]). Further to the methods discussed,
there are several optical imaging methods that have been applied to image neuronal
function, mainly in research settings. Diﬀuse optical imaging uses the diﬀerent
spectra of oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin while intrinsic optical imaging
measures the absorption spectra of blood (Gibson et al. [2005], Franceschini et al.
[2003]). Both of these methods have a good temporal resolutions but can only be
used to image on directly underlying cortex, which limits its clinical usefulness.
1.4.3. Imaging the neuronal activity directly
EEG and MEG record a surface map of the electric and electromagnetic ﬁelds
that neural activity produces, respectively. Both have a temporal resolution of
milliseconds and both can be used for source modelling (Barkley and Baumgartner
[2003], Jousmäki [2000]). However the inverse solution of EEG is not unique and
no travelling activity can be imaged unless it is occurring directly on the cortical
surface on which EEG electrodes are placed. Unfortunately, no 3D imaging of
the travelling neural activity is possible with either EEG or MEG. Another way of
imaging the neuronal activity directly are voltage sensitive dyes or calcium sensitive
dyes, which can be used to image changes in neuronal cell wall due to activity or
change in intracellular calcium concentration, respectively. These methods are used
for research purposes, they provide excellent temporal and spatial resolution for
surface recordings, however they require exposed brain and they are neurotoxic
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which limits their clinical usefulness (Hillman [2007]).
1.5. Introduction to Electric Impedance Tomography
(EIT)
Electrical impedance tomography is an emerging method that could potentially be
used for imaging neural activity as well as some pathological changes in the brain
e.g. in stroke or epilepsy (Oh et al. [2011a], Liston et al. [2012], Holder [1987]).
The company Draeger has recently marketed an EIT-system that adjusts ventilator
settings according to their recordings on ventilated patients in intensive care. The
use of bio-impedance for breast tumour detection has also been suggested (Holder
[2005], Costa et al. [2009]). Electrical impedance is a measure of the opposition a
tissue or other substance has to current (Kennely [1893]). Information in the neural
systems is transmitted by electrical changes on neurons, this change in membrane
potential is due to changes in the conductivity of the membrane to sodium and
potassium ions via ion channels. The resistance of the neuron changes with the
opening and closing of ion channels that allow more or less ions to pass through the
cell membrane. As electrical current passes through biological tissues via the ions
within the substance, changes in the ion concentration in the diﬀerent compartments
of the cell will change the electrical conductivity of biological tissue (Aidley [1998]).
The idea of using electrical impedance to measure neuronal activity is not new in
itself - in fact in the 1930’s several researchers used measurements of changes in
impedance to substantiate the then-assumption that the membrane potentials and
action potentials were due to opening and closing of ion channels (Cole and Curtis
[1939], Lullies [1930], Cole and Curtis [1938]). Electric impedance measurements
make use of some of the basic electric properties of neurons and its use for imaging
neuronal function therefore seems favourable. There are several technical diﬃculties
to overcome but electric impedance tomography has the potential to provide func-
tional images with a very high temporal resolution. The speed in which information
is transmitted in the brain makes the temporal resolution of any functional brain-
imaging method crucial. Most other imaging methods (e.g. fMRI and PET) are
measuring secondary eﬀects of neuronal activation and therefore have an intrinsic
limit to temporal resolution. Electric impedance however would have the potential
to measure the slow secondary changes due to neuronal activation as well as the
primary fast electric component of neural activity.
1.6. Bio-impedance of neural tissues
Bio-impedance is a measure of the opposition of a biological system to current ﬂow
which depends on the resistive and capacitive properties of the tissues. Mathem-
atically, impedance is measured in ohms and is represented by a complex number
with a real part - the resistance (R) - and an imaginary part - the reactance (X).
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Figure 1.5.: Principle of EIT represented on a semicicular body with electrodes on
the surface. Current is passed between a pair of the electrodes and
the remaining electrodes are used to record the resulting voltages. The
ﬂow of current and hence the recorded voltages change if the resistivity
of the cortex is temporarily altered. The top ﬁgure shows the current
pattern at rest, the middle ﬁgure shows the alteration in voltage if the
resistivity is temporarily increased and the bottom ﬁgure shows the
alteration in voltage if the resisitvity is temporarily decreased.
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Reactance is the opposition of a circuit element to a change of electric current or
voltage, due to that element’s capacitance (the ability of a body to store an elec-
trical charge), as a built-up electric ﬁeld resists the change of voltage on the element.
As discussed above, the opening of ion channels during action potentials or post-
synaptic potentials causes the electrical resistance of neuronal cell membranes to
decrease. As a consequence, the resistance of a neural tissue is expected decrease
by 0.06-1.7% during local neuronal activity, as predicted by biophysical modelling
based on cable theory (Liston et al. [2012]). In contrast, the capacitance of cell
membranes does not change substantially with the opening of the ion channels, and
therefore the eﬀect of neuronal activity on the reactance of the neural tissue is most
likely negligible (Cole and Curtis [1939]). For this reason, in the present thesis I
will consider only the resistance - and not the reactance - of neural tissues and its
modulation during neuronal activity.
1.7. Electrical Impedance Tomography of Brain function
Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is a novel method employed for the imaging
of neural activity. EIT uses electrodes for the injection of electric current into an
object and for the measurement of electric potential over its surface. One or more
pairs of electrodes are then used to inject a deﬁned current and the remaining
electrodes record the resulting voltage maps on the surface of the object. EIT has
the potential to image fast neuronal activity in the brain by treating it as a network
of resistors and reconstructing changes in the resistance of neural tissue due to
activity. Resistive changes in the brain can be detected as voltage changes on its
surface, and because the injected current is known, these resistive changes can be
reconstructed by mathematical modelling.
1.7.1. The sine wave method in EIT
Oh et al. developed a method to measure impedance changes due to the fast neural
in the cortex of a rat (Oh et al. [2011a]). The experimental set-up they used is
illustrated in ﬁgure 1.6 and it included a 29-channel electrode grid being implanted
on the part of the primary sensory cortex (S1) that represents the forepaw in a rat.
The electrode was connected to a current source and EEG recording system via a
multiplexer. The multiplexer would address two electrodes on the electrode grid
for current injection and the remaining electrodes recorded the resulting voltage
map. They used a carrier frequency of 225 Hz for the injected current and reported
peak impedance decreases of -0.07% in response to an electric stimulus at 2 Hz.
The injected constant current sine wave was locked to forepaw stimulus which was
applied at 2 Hz. The frequency of the carrier frequency was odd (225 Hz), which
resulted in the ﬁrst of each pair of evoked stimuli being in phase while the second is
in antiphase. The activation of neurons due to the forepaw stimulation will produce
a voltage itself that can be recorded with surface electrodes. This voltage due to
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Figure 1.6.: Experimental set-up for EIT recordings of the fast neural response to
electric stimuli to the forepaw of a rat. Two of the contacts on the
electrode grid are used for current injection and the rest is recording
the voltages. The recorded voltages contain the EEG with the voltages
added due to the current injection.
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neuronal activation is called evoked potential (EP) and will be discussed in detail
in 2.1.2.2. When EIT recordings are conducted with the set-up described by Oh et
al. the injected current will cause a voltage that can be measured on the surface
of the brain which is altered by the changing resistivity (or its inverse the change
in conductivity ()) of the tissue due to neuronal activity and has the EP of
the neurons themselves added to it. In order to extract the evoked potential two
consecutive segments can be added together. The carrier frequency will be cancelled
out as the segment with the ﬁrst evoked stimuli will be in phase while the second
one will be in anti-phase. When two consecutive segments of evoked activity are
subtracted from each other the evoked potential will mostly cancel out. The change
in conductivity () is a good measure of the change in impedance (Z ) as it is
mainly the conductivity changing ( the phase angle of nervous tissue is less than
10 up to 1 kHz (Oh et al. [2011b]). The  can be extracted by band pass ﬁltering
and demodulating the evoked potential free segment and is used as a measure of
the change in impedance (Z )(Oh et al. [2011a]).
1.7.2. Image reconstruction process
In order to calculate the change in conductivity  (the inverse of resistivity) in
the brain, the ﬂow of current is modelled in a 3D model of the head. The boundary
voltages (BV) which should result from a known injected current with this estimated
 is calculated for every element of the 3D model (also called the mesh). The
calculated results are then matched to the recorded BV’s and the process repeated
with a diﬀerent estimate of  should they not match. This iterative process is
called inverse modelling. It is easy to understand that this is an intensely time
consuming process and therefore most EIT recordings are reconstructed using a
sensitivity matrix. A sensitivity matrix (also known as the Jacobian matrix) is a
matrix which is deﬁned by the mesh, the electrode positions, the current injection
and the measurement protocol. The sensitivity matrix allows the mapping of the
measured v to :
v = A (1.1)
where A is the sensitivity matrix.  can then be calculated as:
 = A y v (1.2)
where Ay is the pseudo-inverse of the sensitivity matrix. The multiple ’s can
then be used to reconstruct an EIT-image. When using a sensitivity matrix we
use a linear approximation of the forward model, so treat the change in conduct-
ivity as linear, when in fact it is not. This approximation can be used as v
changes in a nearly linear fashion provided that  is small (less than 20% (Holder
and Khan [1994])) which is the case in imaging fast neural activity with a  of
approximately 1%. Our Mesh requires a large number of elements to provide ac-
curate forward modelling (calculating the expected ﬂow of current). However, we
have substantially fewer independent measurements (voltage measurements on elec-
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Figure 1.7.: Illustration of extraction of Z Oh et al. [2011a], with permission. By
adding to segements in anti-phase the evoked potential is extracted.
By subtracting them the EP is removed mostly from the data and the
remaining voltages can be band-pass ﬁltered to obtain the Z .
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Figure 1.8.: Finite element mesh used as a 3D model to calculate the ﬂow of current.
trodes) than unknowns (elements in the mesh) in the domain. Mathematically this
means that the problem is under-determined (we have more unknowns than explan-
atory measurements) and therefore regularization assumptions (adding assumptious
information) are needed for the inverse modelling.
1.7.3. Instrumentation
A recording system for EIT as used by Oh et al. has the following components (Oh
et al. [2011a]):
• A current source for current injection
• A multiplexer, to switch between pairs of injecting electrodes
• A recording system to record voltage maps; a clinical EEG head-box is usually
suﬃcient
• A personal computer for control of the components and data storage
1.8. Purpose and Design
The goal of this thesis is to develop EIT as a neuroimaging method and to test
its potential usefulness in clinical settings. In order to be useful for the clinical
setting it ideally would supply us with a 3D image of the neuronal activity in the
entire volume of the brain or the area of the brain that is covered by electrode
grids as mesial structures are involved in a substantial number of operable epilepsy
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forms. As a ﬁrst step it was necessary to improve the method Oh et al. described
(Oh et al. [2011a]). This was accomplished by improving the rat, testing which
which carrier frequency to use, and testing two competing assumptions from the
biophysical modelling. An attempt to image physiological function in 3D has then
been made and its limitations are discussed. I then focus on epilepsy, where the
pathophysiology allows using EIT to image more than just one process and I make
an assessment of EIT’s potential for clinical use.
402. Anaesthetic considerations for EIT
measurements
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2.1. Introduction
2.1.1. Orienting statement
EIT recordings of sensory stimuli in anaesthetised animals are planned and should
the eﬀect that the anaesthetic might have on the recordings should therefore con-
sidered. There is no data available that describes the eﬀects of anaesthetic drugs
on EIT recordings, but it is highly likely that the eﬀects anaesthetics have on the
sensory evoked potential (SEP) in EEG will correlate with the eﬀects it has on the
EIT signal. Evoked potentials (EP’s) in EEG represent a population of neurons
that are similarly orientated and ﬁre simultaneously such that a large change in
impedance is expected with large EP’s in the EEG. A review of the available liter-
ature on the eﬀect of anaesthetics on SEPs in EEG has therefore been undertaken.
It is well described in the literature that anaesthetics, to varying degrees, cause a
decrease in the amplitude and an increase in the latencies of evoked potentials. The
decrease in amplitude of evoked potentials - especially auditory evoked potentials -
is even used to monitor anaesthesia depth (Mantzaridis and Kenny [1997], Kurita
et al. [2001], Davies et al. [1996]). Apart from minimizing the depressing eﬀect of
anaesthetics on our recordings other considerations should be taken into account.
The anaesthetic regime chosen for these experiments should be well controllable, in
order to keep the rat in a stable state for prolonged recordings, and have as little
systemic and autonomic eﬀect as possible. Additionally, the depth of anaesthesia
should be as stable and as easily adjustable as possible as there is a diﬀerent depth
of anaesthesia necessary for surgery compared to the recordings.
Four general anaesthetics were chosen and their eﬀects on evoked potentials tested;
these comprised anaesthetics that have been reported to have minimal depressing
eﬀects on EPs and one anaesthetic for which no data is available at present.
2.1.2. Background
2.1.2.1. Previous work
The previous anaesthetic protocol within our group was developed by Oh et al.
to conduct their EIT measurements on the rat’s cortex. The anaesthetic protocol
for this study comprised induction with 4% halothane and maintenance with 1-2%
halothane with a 70/30% mix of O2 and N2O. The animals were tracheotomized and
the blood pressure was constantly monitored (Oh et al. [2011a]). These experiments
were terminal. The previous group achieved an average EP amplitude of 655±212V
(mean±SD) with this protocol. The intra-individual variability was substantial: one
standard deviation of the intra-individual measurements was typically one third of
the mean value.
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2.1.2.2. Evoked Potentials
Somatosensory evoked potentials are pre  and postsynaptic responses recorded over
parts of the nervous system following stimulation of a peripheral nerve, the visual
or the auditory system (Daube [2002]). Evoked potentials can also be elicited by
physiologic stimuli to the peripheral nerves (e.g. tendon stretch, ﬁnger tap), but
only electric stimulation produces amplitudes big enough to make the EP suﬃ-
ciently reliable for clinical use (Daube [2002]). EP’s are most commonly recorded
in electroencephalograms (EEG) in clinical use but are also measured with mag-
netencephalography (MEG) for research purposes. Evoked potentials are generally
rather small, with amplitudes of up to several microvolts in human scalp record-
ings, compared to the background EEG ﬂuctuations, which are tens of microvolts
in human scalp recordings. Evoked potentials have to be repeated and averaged
over time in order to be recorded reliably. There are generally 500-2000 repetitions
needed to record somatosensory EPs from the scalp of a human (Daube [2002]).
Somatosensory Evoked Potentials SEP’s in humans are usually recorded over
the limbs, spine, and scalp following the stimulation of peripheral nerve trunks and
cutaneous nerves. The most commonly used peripheral nerves are median or ulnar
on the upper limb, and tibial or peroneal nerve on the lower limb (Daube [2002]).
Factors that aﬀect the amplitude of the evoked response are muscle artefact and
electrical artefact, which includes stimulus artefact and 50 Hz mains hum. The con-
vention for naming the deﬂection is N for upward (negative) and P for downward
(positive) deﬂections when recording with the grid-1 negative-up convention (Daube
[2002]). The ﬁrst cortical positive deﬂection is often termed P1, and the ﬁrst negat-
ive deﬂection is termed N1. Alternatively a description of the positive and negative
peaks according to their latency in milliseconds can be found in the literature e.g.
P10 for a positive peak occurring at 10 ms. P1 is generally more consistent in size
than N1 in median nerve evoked potentials and is therefore preferably used in this
review (Daube [2002]).
Humans The average peak-to-peak (P-N) amplitude of human scalp recordings
of median nerve EPs is 1-5 V (Colon and Visser [1990], Peterson et al. [1986]).
The amplitude, but not so much the latency, of EPs shows great intra - and inter-
individual variability and is often distributed in a non-Gaussian fashion (Colon
and Visser [1990]). Allison et al., following median nerve stimulation, recorded
intracranial SEPs with amplitudes of 195.3  60.9 µV for recordings without general
anaesthesia and 79.8  21.0µV with various general anaesthetics; however, this was
a study with a wide range of surgical patients and the anaesthetic protocols for the
group was not uniform (Allison et al. [1989]).
Rats There was no data for median nerve stimulation in the awake rat found in
the literature review undertaken; however the evoked response to various noxious
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Figure 2.1.: Standard EP recorded on a human scalp after stimulation of the median
nerve. Source: DeLisa et al. (1994), with permission.
stimuli in the awake animal has been reported. The reported EPs were recorded
epidurally and P1 amplitudes of 25 V and 240 V were recorded in response to
noxious stimuli to the tail and the whisker pad (Stienen et al. [2003]). In contrast
to the limited data on awake recordings, there are several groups that reported the
size of EPs in their paradigms under a multitude of anaesthetics. These studies
are diﬀerentiated into intra- and extra-cranial recordings to allow for comparison
of EP amplitudes. In extra-cranial recordings the authors either used sub-dermal
needle electrodes or attached the recording electrode to the skull. With subdermal
needle electrodes P1 amplitudes of 177.8V have been reported under pentobar-
bital anaesthesia (Freeman and Sohmer [1996]). Another group that used subdermal
needle electrodes did a comparison of EP amplitudes under diﬀerent anaesthet-
ics and reported P1 amplitudes of 8.21 V (SD 4.99) under ketamine, 7.52 V
(SD 3.54) under medetomidine, 5.41 V (SD 2.64), and 6.29 V (SD 2.64) un-
der fentanyl/ﬂuanisone/midazolam anaesthesia (Hayton et al. [1999]). In a set-up
where the recording electrodes were directly ﬁxed to the skull, P1 amplitudes of
200 V have been reported under  chloralose anaesthesia. In intracranial extra-
dural recordings of P1 amplitudes of 400 V under pentobarbital anaesthesia have
been reported (Desk et al. [1990]). Under anaesthesia with  chloralose and ur-
ethane mean P1 amplitudes of 520 V and 500 V were reported from epidural
recordings, dependent on the frequency of the forepaw stimulation of 1 Hz or 2 Hz
respectively (Ngai et al. [1999]). No data for subdural extra-cerebral recordings of
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EPs of forepaw stimuli could be found for this literature review. In summary the
largest reported EPs were recorded from epidural electrodes under  chloralose an-
aesthesia. A comparison however remains diﬃcult since diﬀerent types of electrodes
and locations of recordings have been used in the reviewed studies.
2.2. Anaesthetics
Anaesthetics can be diﬀerentiated according to the route of administration: volat-
ile (or inhalational), intravenous, intraperitoneal, subcutaneous, or intramuscular
anaesthetics. I will not further discuss intraperitoneal, subcutaneous and intra-
muscular drugs as they are diﬃcult to control over longer periods of time. Most
general anaesthetics interact with neurotransmitter receptors, most commonly with
the -aminobutyric acid (GABA-) system. They act on diﬀerent subunits of the
GABA-receptors and some of these receptors are speciﬁc for diﬀerent areas of the
brain (Katzung and Trevor [2009]).
2.2.1. Volatile anaesthetics
Volatile anaesthetics include nitrous oxide, halothane (a ﬂuorinated alkane) and
the halogenated methyl ethers, e.g. isoﬂurane or sevoﬂurane. Nitrous oxide is an
incomplete anaesthetic, but is often added to veterinary anaesthetic protocols for
its analgesic value; its mode of action is complex and not fully understood (Travis
[2004]). It is assumed that volatile anaesthetics inﬂuence GABAA-receptors but
mice with altered subunits of their GABAA-receptors only showed an obtunded
response to volatile anaesthetics while the eﬀect of injectable anaesthetics such as
propofol or etomidate was entirely abolished (Jurd et al. [2003]). Volatile anaes-
thetics decrease the brain metabolism, but increase cerebral blood ﬂow due to a
mild vasodilatory eﬀect (Waelbers et al. [2010]). Halothane has been reported to
interrupt the functional-metabolic coupling of the brain in surgical dosages (Ueki
et al. [1992]). All of the described volatile anaesthetics cause dose dependent res-
piratory depression and depress the normal ventilatory response to carbon dioxide,
even at sub-anaesthetic concentrations (Schüttler and Schwilden [2008]). Isoﬂurane
is currently the volatile anaesthetic of choice for anaesthesia of rats as it suppresses
the cardiopulmonary system less than halothane and is less expensive than sevo-
ﬂurane (Wolfensohn and Lloyd [2010], Schüttler and Schwilden [2008]). Halothane
is being taken oﬀ the market in the UK for veterinary use due to its liver toxicity as
there is concern for staﬀ health and safety (Njoku et al. [2002], Elliott and Strunin
[1993]). Using volatile anaesthetics in humans that require EP recordings during
surgery is generally not recommended as they suppress the SEPs to a larger degree
than injectable anaesthetics (Sloan and Heyer [2002], Hans and Bonhomme [2006],
Sloan [1998]). Hayton et al. compared the eﬀect of isoﬂurane on SEPs to a range
of injectable agents in rats, and found a signiﬁcantly larger suppression of the EP
with isoﬂurane than with the injectable agents (Hayton et al. [1999]). All of the
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currently used volatile anaesthetics decrease the amplitude and increase the latency
of cortical SEPs but the eﬀect is dose dependent. In a study that compared the ef-
fects of inhaled anaesthetic agents onto EPs in humans it was shown that halothane
reduces the N1-P1 amplitude down to 0.540.34 V on a MAC of 1.5 with 60% N2
O and 0.90 0.39 V without N2O compared to 2.671.21 V before induction.
Isoﬂurane reduced the N1-P1 amplitude to 0.140.26 V on a MAC of 1.5 with
N2O and to 0.280.33 V without N2O down from 2.802.02 V (Peterson et al.
[1986]).
2.2.1.1. Alfaxalone
Alfaxalone is an anaesthetic steroid; anaesthetic steroids modulate GABAA-receptors
in a way that increases the eﬀect of GABAAon these receptors. They were taken oﬀ
the market in the mid-80’s as the soluble agent it was distributed in caused allergic
reactions, however, no such reactions have occurred since it was reintroduced with
an improved soluble agent (Whittem et al. [2008]). A single dose of alfaxalone will
provide short term anaesthesia, but it can be used for long-term surgery if a continu-
ous infusion is given Wolfensohn and Lloyd [2010]. Alfaxalone is easily adjustable,
has a linear anaesthetic eﬀect, and minimal eﬀect on blood pressure (Wolfensohn
and Lloyd [2010]). The eﬀect on EEG as tested in dogs was a shift in the domin-
ant frequency band from beta to delta and occasional burst suppression. At some
frequencies EEG power increased soon after the start of alfaxalone infusion, then
decreased below baseline later (biphasic pattern) (Ambrisko et al. [2011]). The lit-
erature review undertaken did not ﬁnd any study examining the eﬀect of alfaxalone
on EPs.
2.2.1.2. -chloralose
Chloralose is a chloral derivate of pentose or hexose sugars. Chloraloses cause sed-
ation and anaesthesia, but also has a stimulant action manifested by spontaneous
myoclonic movements and clonic convulsions following sudden peripheral stimula-
tion (chloralose hyper-excitability) (Balis and Monroe [1964], Wang et al. [2008]).
They most likely interact with GABAA-receptors, but the exact mode of action re-
mains unknown (Hayton et al. [1999], Riviere and Papich [2009]).  chloralose ac-
tivates the EEG in general as well as activating abnormalities in epileptic and brain
lesion patients, but rarely ever causes actual seizures in non-epileptic patients (Balis
and Monroe [1964], Monroe et al. [1956]).  chloralose also sets oﬀ psychotic epis-
odes in patients that have a history of psychosis (MONROE and MICKLE [1967]).
It causes minimal cardiovascular depression, little change in blood pressure and no
change or only a small reduction in heart rate (Wang et al. [2008]).  chloralose
preserves functional-metabolic coupling even at surgical dosages and is especially
suited for studies that rely on this coupling process such as fMRI studies under an-
aesthesia in animals. It produces very light sedation and, as a sole agent, it should
only be used for non-painful procedures (Flecknell [2009]).  chloralose should be
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used for terminal experiments only due to its toxicity Flecknell [2009]. It has been
suggested that  chloralose makes it easier to elicit epileptic seizures by electric
stimulation in animal epilepsy models (Rosenblueth and Cannon [1941]).
2.2.1.3. Medetomidine
Medetomidine is a selective full agonist of central and peripheral 2 adrenoreceptors,
it inhibits noradrenergic neurons in the locus coerulus and causes a complete disrup-
tion of the signal from the ventrobasal thalamus to the cortex (Angel [1993]). This
makes it undesirable for future EIT 3D-imaging projects of deeper structures. It has
both analgesic and anaesthetic eﬀects. In a study on the eﬀects of anaesthesia on
EPs it reduced the EPs to a larger extent than other injectable agents (see 2.1.2.2
for comparison) (Hayton et al. [1999]).
2.2.1.4. Propofol
Propofol is a short-acting hypnotic, it has a very short half-life and is therefore
easy to adjust when given as a continuous infusion. It may cause an initial drop
in blood pressure and apnoea. Its eﬀect is mainly due to potentiation of GABAA-
receptor activity, and also works as a sodium channel blocker and may aﬀect the
endocarbinoid system. It is the favoured anaesthetic by many neuro-anaethetists
for anaesthesia involving craniotomies as it has ICP-lowering and oedema-reducing
properties (Hans and Bonhomme [2006]). EPs elicited under propofol anaesthesia
had signiﬁcantly larger amplitudes when compared to those under isoﬂurane an-
aesthesia and sevoﬂurane anaesthesia (Clapcich et al. [2004], Boisseau and Madany
[2002]).
2.2.1.5. Barbiturates
Barbiturates facilitate the actions of GABA at multiple sites in the central nervous
system and appear to increase the duration of GABA-gated chloride channel open-
ing. They also might be GABA-mimetic at high concentrations (Katzung and Tre-
vor [2009]). Commonly used barbiturates in veterinary practice are pentobarbitone,
thiopentone, and methohexidone. Pentobarbitone has been shown to decrease the
amplitude of SEPs and prolong their latencies to a larger degree than ketamine
(Goss-Sampson and Kriss [1991]). All benzodiazepines cause severe respiratory de-
pression (Flecknell [2009]). Pentobarbitol has a very small security margin and
accidental overdoses are common (Wolfensohn and Lloyd [2010]). They also lead to
functional-metabolic decoupling (Ueki et al. [1992]).
2.2.1.6. Benzodiazepines
Benzodiazepines   in contrast to barbiturates   enhance GABA eﬀects alloster-
ically without interacting with the GABA-receptor (Katzung and Trevor [2009]).
Benzodiazepines produce frontal  activity with a decrease in  activity at low
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doses (Sloan [1998]). Midazolam in doses consistent with anaesthesia induction
produces mild depression of cortical SSEPs and minimal eﬀect on subcortical and
peripheral evoked potentials (Sloan [1998]). Diazepam does not alter the SEP at
all when used alone in humans (?). All negative eﬀects of benzodiazepines to the
EEG are dose dependent, but their eﬀect is less marked than the eﬀect of volatile
anaesthetics (Cottrell and Smith [2001], Sloan [1998]).
2.2.1.7. Opioids
Opioids act on the -, - and -opioid receptors. They are commonly used in com-
bination anaesthesia protocols as they act synergistically with volatile and injectable
anaesthetics (Cottrell and Smith [2001], Schüttler and Schwilden [2008]). Opioids
produce a dose related decrease in frequency of the EEG until the delta-range, while
exhibiting almost no eﬀect on the EEG amplitude (Sloan [1998]). As a result of this
property they are frequently used in epilepsy surgery (Sloan [1998]). A study on hu-
mans showed no signiﬁcant change in SEP’s when fentanyl was given (?). However,
used alone they are not suﬃcient as an anaesthetic agent. There have been concerns
that opioids may raise intracranial pressure, but this view is no longer supported
and opioids are regularly given to patients with raised intracranial pressure (Lauer
et al. [1997]).
2.2.1.8. Ketamine
Ketamine acts on N-Methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA)-, opioid-, muscarinic- and diﬀer-
ent voltage-gated-receptors. It has analgesic and sedative properties, and appropri-
ate doses of it lead to a lack of apparent awareness termed dissociative anaesthesia
(Schüttler and Schwilden [2008]). Ketamine produces high theta activity in EEG
with an accompanying increase in beta activity that appears to represent activa-
tion of thalamic and limbic structures (Sloan [1998]). It provokes seizure activity in
epileptic subjects, but not in normal subjects. It provides excellent analgesia and
hypnosis but may increase ICP in patients with intracranial abnormalities (Sloan
[1998]). It increases cortical SEP’s and increases muscle tone, even spontaneous
movements may occur and should it should thus be used in combination with a
benzodiazepine (Flecknell [2009]).
2.3. Rationale for the study
The main purpose of this study is to ﬁnd an anaesthetic regime that allows us to
maintain stable surgical anaesthesia over 10 hours or more and decreases the EP
amplitude as little as possible. In order to determine the favourable anaesthetic
I report on observations speciﬁc to each anaesthetic used, such as blood pressure
problems or diﬃculties in maintaining anaesthesia, as well as the mean amplitude
reached with each anaesthetic and a comparison between the groups.
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2.4. Experimental design
The same anaesthetic protocol as Oh et al. was used to measure impedance and
diﬀerent anaesthetic protocols were tested against their protocol (Oh et al. [2011a]).
EPs show a large intra- and inter-individual variability and testing of the anaesthet-
ics regime on large groups of animals was avoided by recording forelimb SEP’s under
halothane and then a switched to the anaesthetics under investigation. Because this
method provided a within-subject comparison, fewer animals were used. The eﬀects
of propofol, ketamine,  chloralose and alfaxalone were examined. Propofol was
chosen, as it is a commonly used anaesthetic in cranial neurosurgery and it has
been previously shown that it allows larger EP-amplitudes than sevoﬂurane and
isoﬂurane (Clapcich et al. [2004], Boisseau and Madany [2002]). In a study that
compared the eﬀect of diﬀerent anaesthetics on EPs ketamine produced the largest
EP-amplitudes and therefore it was included in this study (Hayton et al. [1999]).
 chloralose has been chosen as it allows signiﬁcantly larger BOLD responses in
fMRI compared to halothane, but no direct comparison of EP-amplitude under
halothane and  chloralose anaesthesia is available in the literature (Austin et al.
[2005]). Alfaxalone was chosen as there is no data available on its eﬀect on EPs.
The diﬀerent anaesthetics were tested in a random order to avoid eﬀects of a user
dependent learning curve. All anaesthetics were dosed according to the individual
need of the animal used; the dosage ranges are given in table 2.1.
2.5. Methods
2.5.1. Animals
10 female Sprague-Dawley rats, 5 to 8 months old and weighed between 280 and
400g were used. They were clinically healthy and were housed in cages in groups of
up to three with a 12 hour light/dark cycle and food and water ad libitum. All work
done with the rats was approved under UK Home Oﬃce regulations and was carried
out in accordance with the Animals (Scientiﬁc Procedures) Act 1986 regulations and
the European Directive 2010/63/EU on the protection of animals used for scientiﬁc
purposes, project license number 70/7450.
2.5.2. Anaesthetic Protocols
All protocols were tested against a halothane protocol which has been our previous
standard (Oh et al. [2011a]). For all protocols adrenaline, labetolol, and mannitol
were used if needed for blood pressure and intracranial pressure control. All animals
received rimadyl subcutaneously, which is long-acting non-steroidal analgesic for
pain control. The animals were relaxated with pancuronium as soon as anaesthesia
was suﬃcient, but only if mechanical ventilation could not be achieved without it.
All animals were ventilated via a tracheostoma. Body-temperature of all animals
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was monitored with a rectal probe and maintained by the use of a heating blanket
attached to a feed-back system. All of our experiments were terminal.
2.5.2.1. Protocol 1: Propofol
• Induce with halothane and nitrous oxide (50%)
• Give s.c. rimadyl
• Perform craniotomy under halothane and record forelimb SEP’s with EEG
and EIT
• Switch to propofol and await the end of the detection of halothane in the
exhaled air by the anaesthetic monitor (and a minimum of 30 min)
• Record forelimb SEP’s with EEG and EIT under propofol
2.5.2.2. Protocol 2:  chloralose
• Induce with halothane and nitrous oxide (50%)
• Give s.c. rimadyl
• Perform craniotomy under halothane and record forelimb SEP’s with EEG
and EIT
• Switch to i.v.  chloralose and await the end of the detection of halothane
in the exhaled air by the anaesthetic monitor (and a minimum of 30 min)
• Record forelimb SEP’s with EEG and EIT under  chloralose
2.5.2.3. Protocol 3: Alfaxalone
• Induce with halothane and nitrous oxide (50%)
• Give s.c. rimadyl
• Perform craniotomy under halothane and record forelimb SEP’s with EEG
and EIT
• Switch to i.v. alfaxalone and await the end of the detection of halothane in
the exhaled air by the anaesthetic monitor (and a minimum of 30 min)
• Record forelimb SEP’s with EEG and EIT under alfaxalone
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Propfol Alphachloralose Alfaxalone Ketamine/
Diazepam
Induction
Dose
10-30mg/kg 80mg/kg N/A 30mg/kg
Ketamine
Maintenance
Dose
10-50 mg/kg/h 25-35 mg/kg/h 12 mg/kg/h 50-90
mg/kg/h
Source Flecknell
(2009)
Brinker et al.
(1999); Ueki et
al. (1992);
Storer et al.
1997
personal com-
munication Dr
Mocho, vetin-
ary surgeon
Flecknell
(2009)
Table 2.1.: Doses ranges of the intravenous anaesthetics, all anaesthetic doses
were adapted the individual animal requirements to maintain surgical
anaesthesia.
2.5.2.4. Protocol 4: Ketamine and Diazepam
• Induce with halothane and nitrous oxide (50%)
• Give s.c. rimadyl
• Perform craniotomy under halothane and record forelimb SEP’s with EEG
and EIT
• Switch to i.v. ketamine and diazepam and await the end of the detection of
halothane in the exhaled air by the anaesthetic monitor (and a minimum of
30 min)
• Record forelimb SEP’s with EEG and EIT under ketamine and diazepam
2.5.3. Anaesthetic and surgical procedure
The rat was induced in a perspex box into which a mixture of 2 l/min O2, 2 l/min
N2O and halothane at 4% was introduced. A nose cone was applied as soon as they
lost consciousness and halothane reduced to 2% or less depending on their respirat-
ory eﬀort, and O2 and N2O were reduced to 1 l respectively. Mechanical ventilation
was started, after a tracheostomy was performed, with a Harvard Apparatus Inspira
Ventilator (Harvard Apparatus, Ltd, UK). A veterinary dosing catheter (Size: 8fg,
Vet Tech Solutions Ltd., UK) was cut to size and used as a tracheostomy tube.
The respiratory rate and tidal volume was calculated automatically by the ventil-
ator based upon the weight of the rat. The rat was initially ventilated in assisted
volume mode and then switched to volume mode once the ventilator detected weak-
ening of the breathing reﬂex (“assist alarm”). The total input of gas was reduced
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to 0.3 l/min with a 50/50 ratio of O2 and N2O once the mechanical ventilation was
started. The blood pressure was monitored via a 24 G cannula (BD Insyte/Vialon,
Becton, Dickinson U.K. Ltd.) in the femoral artery with a clinical blood pressure
transducer (TruWave, Edwards Lifescience Ltd.) attached to an anaesthetic mon-
itor (Cardiocap 5, Datex Ohmeda). The same anaesthetic monitor also recorded
the exhaled gases (CO2, N2O and halothane) during the procedure as well as the
ECG via adapted standard monitor ECG leads. The femoral vein was also can-
nulated using a 24 G cannula to allow intravenous access. Anaesthesia depth was
monitored throughout the procedure by assessment of withdraw response to painful
stimuli (toe pinch) and corneal reﬂexes. The anaesthetics were adjusted according
to the reﬂex monitoring and absence of increase in blood pressure during painful
procedures and evoked potentials, aiming to use as little of any given anaesthetic as
possible. Minimal corneal reﬂexes were tolerated during EP recording, but not dur-
ing surgery. The mean arterial pressure (MAP, calculated as diastolic blood pressure
+1
3 systolic blood pressure) was kept between 90 and 110 mm Hg using labetolol
and adrenaline as necessary. An increase in MAP to painful stimuli was taken as a
sign of inadequate anaesthesia depth and the drug dose was adjusted accordingly.
The body temperature of the rat was controlled with a homoeothermic heating unit
comprising a heating blanket in which the rat was wrapped and a rectal probe which
provided temperature feedback to the system (Harvard Apparatus, Kent, UK) The
rat was ﬁxed in a stereotactic frame in the prone position using earbars. The rat’s
head was then shaved and the skin incised using a scalpel. The bone was then
freed from periosteum and the suture lines identiﬁed. The insertion of the temporal
muscle on the left side was cauterized using a bipolar cauterization system (Malis
CMC 2, Codman, USA). The insertion line was then incised with a scalpel and
the muscle bluntly dissected oﬀ the bone using a cotton bud until the zygomatic
arch came into view. A craniotomy reaching para-medial from 2 to 3mm rostral
to the bregma to just rostral of the lamda suture in a triangular fashion with the
tip of the triangle reaching down laterally to 1 mm above the level of the junction
of zygoma to temporal bone (see ﬁgure 2.2). A veterinary bone drill was used for
the craniotomy (Ideal Micro-Drill TM). The bone ﬂap was then lifted and the dura
incised with micro scissors in a crescent shape and deﬂected over the mid-line to
avoid damage to the superior saggital sinus. The electrode grid (see Appendix A
for description) was then placed over the primary sensory cortex. The brain was
kept moist with warm (38C) 0.9% Na Cl solution. The electrode was weighed
down with wet cotton wool and covered with cling ﬁlm to avoid drying the brain
out during recordings. A 1.5 x 1.5 cm silver/silver chloride reference electrode plate
was placed under the skin of the right side of the skull, opposing the electrode grid.
Silver needle electrodes where placed in the right forepaw for stimulation.
2.5.4. Hardware
The system used to record the EPs was a 32-channel EEG acquisition system (Activ-
eTwo AD-box, Biosemi, Netherlands) with low-noise DC coupled ampliﬁers, 2 V dy-
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Figure 2.2.: Craniotomy margins shown on an anatomical drawing of the skull.
namic range, and 24-bit output on each channel. Sampling was performed at 16,384
Hz with hardware anti-aliasing ﬁlter at 3 kHz. An isolated stimulator (NL800A,
Digitimer, UK) was employed to produce somatosensory stimulation. The entire
system was optically isolated and controlled by a Windows PC (Fig. 3.6). Some
of the EPs were extracted from EIT recordings. For the EIT recordings, an ultra
low noise programmable constant current source was used to inject current. It can
produce a sinusoidal waveform from 1 Hz to 2 kHz with an amplitude of 0.1–100
A; the output impedance was over 1 MW (UCL-CS2 current source; details in Oh
et al. [2011a]). The current source could address any pair of the 29 electrodes in
the electrode array. In the EIT measurements voltages were recorded using the
EEG system mentioned above. Sampling was performed at 16,384 Hz with hard-
ware anti-aliasing ﬁlter at 3 kHz. A more detailed description of the EIT hardware
set-up can be found in Chapter 3 under 3.2.3. A diagram of the experimental set-up
is shown in chapter 1 under 1.6. The recording electrode grid is described in detail
in Appendix A; the design has been published by Schuettler et al. (Schuettler et al.
[2008]).
2.5.5. Measurement of evoked Potentials
A 10 mA electrical stimulus to the forepaw at 2 Hz was used to evoke the EPs
and these were averaged over 1.5 min. The measurements were recorded with an
ActiveTwo AD-box EEG system (Biosemi, Netherlands) and 29 of the 128 available
channels used. The sampling frequency was 16 384 Hz, the low pass ﬁlter was set
to 3 kHz. A current of 50A at a frequency of 225 Hz was injected using the CS2
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in the cases were the EPs were extracted from EIT recordings. The EPs of the EIT
recordings were subtracted out so that their values could be used for the calculation
of the mean amplitude of the EPs for each protocol as well; this provided EPs
averaged over 30 min. The method to extract the EPs from the EIT was the same
as used by Oh et al. and is described in detail in 1.7.1. The EEG data sets were
read into Matlab (Matlab R2011a) for processing. The reference electrode was a
1.5 x 1.5 cm silver/silver chloride plate which was placed into the skin opposite the
recording electrode grid.
2.5.6. Statistical comparison between the groups
The diﬀerence between the mean of the EPs with the injectable anaesthetic and the
baseline with halothane was used as a variable in each rat. A single sample t-test
was used to compare the diﬀerence between injectable anaesthetics and baseline. A
single-factor ANOVA was used to test for diﬀerences between the groups. Post hoc
two-sample t-tests with a pooled variance were performed to compare between the
groups in pairs. A signiﬁcance level of p<0.05 was set.
2.6. Results
2.6.1. Technical issues
The main technical diﬃculty during the experiments was ventilator failure, which
occurred in four experiments. Subsequently two experiments did not produce usable
data. On one occasion the ventilator failed at the end of the experiment.
2.6.2. Anaesthesia dependent observations
2.6.2.1. Propofol
In two of the three subjects that received propofol there was an episode of high
blood pressure up to 160/120 mmHg lasting for approximately 30 min. This oc-
curred despite absent blink reﬂexes and toe-pinch reﬂex. Another observation worth
mentioning is that after 3-5 hours the required dose of continuously injected propo-
fol drops oﬀ sharply. In all three cases only half of the initial dose was needed after
5 hours of continuous propofol injection.
2.6.2.2.  chloralose
Animals under  chloralose anaesthesia showed spontaneous movements despite
absent blink reﬂex and toe-pinch reﬂexes. Two of the three tested subjects had
spontaneous whisker movements and one of the subjects moved the forepaw spon-
taneously.
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Group 1: Propofol
Halothane (mV) Propofol (mV)
Rat 1 0.170.1 0.310.07
Rat 2 0.770.002 1.310.1
Rat 3 0.590.31 0.730.1
Rat 4 0.410.03 0.420.04
Rat 5 0.910.12 1.710.12
Group 2:   Chloralose
Halothane (mV)   Chloralose (mV)
Rat 1 0.730.27 1.420.88
Rat 2 0.560.14 1.40.28
Rat 3 0.490.08 1.290.18
Group 3: Alfaxalone
Halothane Alfaxalone
Rat 1 0.630.23 0.680.22
Rat 2 0.310.02 0.680.33
Rat 3 1.080.31 0.540.12
Table 2.2.: Summary of results of the evoked potentials in the three groups used for
further evaluation.
2.6.2.3. Alfaxalone
There was one run of spikes on the EEG lasting for approximately 20 seconds
during anaesthesia with alfaxalone which unfortunately could not be recorded on
time. There were no other anaesthetic diﬃculties under alfaxalone anaesthesia.
2.6.2.4. Ketamine
Prolonged and signiﬁcant blood pressure drops occurred in both animals in which
ketamine was used. The ketamine group was removed from further analysis for this
reason.
2.6.3. Comparison of EP amplitudes
The evoked potentials recorded under halothane anaesthesia diﬀered signiﬁcantly
from those recorded under the injectable anaesthesia (p<0.05). The ANOVA re-
vealed a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the propofol,  chloralose and alfaxalone
groups (p<0.05). The post-hoc t-tests showed no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
the propofol and  chloralose group (p>0.05) but a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
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the  chloralose group and the alfaxalone group (p<0.05). However, no diﬀerence
between the propofol and the alfaxalone group could be shown (p>0.05).
2.6.4. Shape of the Evoked Potentials
Figures 2.3,2.7,2.4,2.6, and 2.5 shows examples of typical EPs under the respective
anaesthetics. It is noteworthy that EPs under halothane anaesthesia are broadened
while the shape of propofol is the most natural when compared with a standard EP
as seen in ﬁgure 2.1.
2.7. Discussion
Our analysis conﬁrmed the notion from the literature that injectable anaesthetics
generally produce larger amplitudes for EPs than inhalational anaesthetics (Sloan
[1998]). Ketamine was removed from the analysis as the switch from halothane to
ketamine led to prolonged blood pressure drops, which might have caused brain
damage and would have made any assessment unreliable. These blood pressure
drops could well be due to the interaction of the metabolites of ketamine with
halothane which has been described in the past (White et al. [1973]). It is expec-
ted that similar problems would occur if isoﬂurane was used for induction instead
of halothane, because ketamine interacts with the metabolites of isoﬂurane as well
(Hollmann et al. [2001]). EPs elicited under chloralose anaesthesia had signiﬁc-
antly larger amplitudes than those elicited under alfaxalone, while the amplitudes
were not signiﬁcantly larger compared to propofol anaesthesia. It was, however,
diﬃcult to maintain stable surgical anaesthesia with  chloralose, and the long
half life of the drug makes dose titration diﬃcult. The most irritating feature of
anaesthesia with  chloralose in rats was spontaneous movements that made assess-
ment of anaesthesia depth diﬃcult and may cause movement artefacts. Spontaneous
movements under  chloralose have been previously described in the literature and
occurred in our experiments while both blink reﬂex as well as the paw withdraw
reﬂex where absent (Balis and Monroe [1964]). There was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between propofol and  chloralose or propofol and alfaxalone. There was however
a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between  chloralose and alfaxalone. It appears that propo-
fol stands in the middle of these two agents regarding the amplitude of the EPs.
Propofol was especially easy to handle and to adjust allowing long periods of stable
anaesthesia. Furthermore propofol decreases intracranial pressure, which helps to
avoid both injury to the brain during surgery as well as secondary damage to the
brain during the recording. Another observation was that the shape of the EPs
under propofol anaesthesia are the closest to the natural shape (compare ﬁgure 2.1
with 2.7, note that in our recordings, in contrary to the quoted example, positive
changes are shown as an upward deﬂection). EPs evoked alfaxalone anaesthesia
were signiﬁcantly smaller than those evoked under  chloralose which makes it
appear the least favourable choice of injectable anaesthetics for recording of evoked
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Figure 2.3.: Typical averaged evoked potential under halothane anaesthesia. The
top right panel shows the average EP measured in all channels, the
bottom right the maximum EP across channels and the bottom left the
corresponding standard deviation of the EP. The top left panel shows
the variablity of the latencies of the EPs across trials.
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Figure 2.4.: Typical evoked potential under  chloralose anaesthesia. The top right
panel shows the average EP measured in all channels, the bottom right
the maximum EP across channels and the bottom left the corresponding
standard deviation of the EP. The top left panel shows the variablity
of the latencies of the EPs across trials.
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Figure 2.5.: Typical averaged evoked potential under Ketamine anaesthesia. The
top right panel shows the average EP measured in all channels, the
bottom right the maximum EP across channels and the bottom left the
corresponding standard deviation of the EP. The top left panel shows
the variablity of the latencies of the EPs across trials.
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Figure 2.6.: Typical averaged evoked potential under Alfaxalone. The top right
panel shows the average EP measured in all channels, the bottom right
the maximum EP across channels and the bottom left the corresponding
standard deviation of the EP. The top left panel shows the variablity
of the latencies of the EPs across trials.
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Figure 2.7.: Typical averaged evoked potential under propofol anaesthesia. The
top right panel shows the average EP measured in all channels, the
bottom right the maximum EP across channels and the bottom left the
corresponding standard deviation of the EP. The top left panel shows
the variablity of the latencies of the EPs across trials.
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potentials. It is appreciated that a small number of animals have been used in
this study. However, the results are in agreement with the literature as far as it
is available. No direct comparison of the anaesthetics used were available, but the
literature review predicted an improvement of the EP-amplitudes with all of the
chosen agents except for alfaxalone over halothane, where no data was available.
The larger EP-amplitudes with propofol compared to halothane is in accordance
with the results of Clapcich et al., and the comparison of  chloralose to halothane
mirrors the fMRI results of Austin et al. which showed a larger bold signal with
 chloralose (Hayton et al. [1999], Austin et al. [2005], Clapcich et al. [2004]).
2.8. Conclusion
Propofol will be used as a main agent for future EIT recordings as it produces
stable EPs which are larger in amplitude than halothane and it produces stable,
easily adjustable, surgical anaesthesia. No signiﬁcant diﬀerence to  chloralose
was detected, however it is appreciated that  chloralose may produce larger EPs
than propofol, but the spontaneous movements and diﬃculty of assessing anaes-
thesia depth make the drug unfavourable. I am planning to use isoﬂurane as the
induction agent for future experiments and hence am avoiding ketamine due to its
interactions with isoﬂurane and its associated diﬃculties. Because halothane is no
longer available on the UK market, future experiments will be performed with iso-
ﬂurane as the induction agent. Induction with a volatile agent has the advantage
that it does not stress the animal, furthermore, propofol is given intravenously which
makes a separate agent for induction necessary until cannulation is achieved.
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3.1. Introduction
3.1.1. Orienting paragraph
The ideal functional neuroimaging method will generate images with suﬃciently
high spatial and temporal resolution such that the propagation of neuronal activity
is clearly observable. Sine-wave EIT can potentially achieve this goal: it has the
capability to image neural activity with sub-millisecond time resolution and spatial
resolution in the few hundreds of micrometers within the region of interest. The
temporal resolution of sine-wave EIT is limited by the frequency of the sinusoidal
current (the carrier) injected for the impedance measurement. For example, the
resolution is at most 1 millisecond with a 1-kHz carrier, or 500 microseconds with a
2-kHz carrier. This is due to the maximum width possible for the bandpass ﬁlter. In
this chapter I will examine the possibility of increasing the time resolution of EIT by
recording evoked responses from the rat cortex using higher carrier frequencies. The
temporal resolution of the sine-wave EIT method will be determined based on the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the impedance measurements at higher frequencies.
3.1.2. Background
3.1.2.1. Previous work within our group
Biophysical modelling
The principle by which EIT could image neuronal activity rests on the application
of low-frequency currents which remain in the extracellular space under resting con-
ditions because they cannot enter signiﬁcantly into the intracellular space across
the capacitative cell membrane. During the action potential or neuronal depolariz-
ation, the membrane resistance diminishes by about 80x (Cole and Curtis [1939]) so
that the applied current enters the intracellular space as well. Over a population of
neurones, this will lead to a net decrease in the resistance during coherent neuronal
activity, such as cortical evoked responses, as the intracellular space will provide
additional conductive ions. The magnitude of such fast changes was previously
modelled in our group for the unmyelinated crab nerve. The biophysical modelling
was based on cable theory to predict the behaviour of currents on passive dend-
rites by modelling them as cylinders composed of segments with capacitances and
resistances combined in parallel. The local resistivity changes were predicted to be
maximal at DC and to decrease quickly at higher frequencies; at 1 kHz, the changes
were predicted to be 1000x smaller than at DC (Liston et al. [2012]). These pre-
dictions were in agreement with empirical measurements on the crab nerve (Gilad
et al. [2009]). Oh et al. assumed that the cortex would behave in a similar fashion
to the crab nerve, based on Liston et al.s prediction and on empirical quantiﬁca-
tion of noise, they assessed that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the impedance
changes on the cortex would peak around 250 Hz, as the predicted decrease in the
impedance signal would be oﬀset by a steeper decrease in the noise level (Fig. 3.1,
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Figure 3.1.: Left: Diagrammatic illustration of relative amplitudes of resistance
change during fast neural activity, EEG noise amplitude, and the res-
ulting SNR over frequency. The signal and EEG noise are normalised
and shown in arbitrary units. The EEG amplitude was recorded from
rat cortex during anaesthesia with halothane, resistance change is from
biophysical modelling for the crab nerve (Liston et al. [2012]), and ‘other
noise’ is instrumentation noise scaled to the EEG. Right: Amplitude of
impedance decreases during evoked responses in rat cortex with vary-
ing carrier frequency. Figures from Oh et al. [2011a], reproduced with
permission.
Oh et al. [2011a]).
Recordings in the rat cortex
Oh et al. measured impedance changes during evoked responses in the cortex of
anaesthetised rats using the sine-wave EIT method (Oh et al. [2011a]). Their in-
strumentation was the same as the one used by us, described in section 3.2.3 below,
with the exception of the acquisition system. They used a 32-channel system with
22-bit sampling at 2 kHz per channel and hardware ﬁlters of 0.15–570 Hz (SD32R
system, Micromed, Italy). Oh et al. recorded activity related impedance decreases
of -0.070.0006% with a signal-to-noise ratio of >50 (after averaging) with this
set-up. They achieved a time resolution of 8 ms using a 225-Hz carrier.
Oh et al. also made single-channel impedance measurements in the rat cortex
at higher frequencies: 325, 625 and 1225 Hz, which were not published. For these
measurements, they replaced the Micromed system with a 1-channel system com-
prised of a Neurolog pre-ampliﬁer (NL106, Digitimer, UK) and ﬁlter unit (NL125,
Digitimer, UK). The gain was set to 50 and the bandpass ﬁlter was set from DC to
10 kHz. (NL106, common mode rejection ratio >68dB @ 50Hz and input imped-
ance >1 M
). The data were sampled at 16 kHz by a National Instruments 16-bit
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Figure 3.2.: Unpublished recordings of the impedance response of cortical tissue to
forepaw stimulation using the Neurolog system with a carrier frequency
of 625 Hz and current amplitudes from 5 to 40 A. The top row shows
the evoked EEG response and the bottom row shows the relative change
in tissue impedance due to activity. The relative change in impedance
stays constant irrespective of the current amplitude used.
data acquisition system set to oversample and provide 18-bit resolution (NI USB
6259, National Instruments, USA). They conducted measurements in 6 rats at 625
Hz; instead of an impedance decrease, they obtained an impedance increase at this
frequency (see ﬁgure 3.2). This positive impedance change was assumed to be an
artefact.
3.1.2.2. Other impedance measurements of brain function
Probably the most relevant functional impedance study for our purposes, apart from
Oh et al. is the work of Klivington and Galambos (Klivington, K Galambos [1967]).
They used wire depth electrodes to record impedance changes on the exposed cortex
of a cat with a Wheatstone bridge and carrier frequencies ranging from 1 kHz to
100 kHz; an auditory stimulus was used to elicit evoked responses. They recorded
impedance decreases of approximately 0.03 
 (measured at 10 kHz carrier frequency,
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the baseline impedance of the cortex was not stated), followed by an increase in
response to the stimulus and reported a modest signal decrease at higher carrier
frequencies. This study is particularly interesting to us because they used 1 kHz as
the minimum frequency, which according to the modelling of Liston et al. would
have produced an almost negligible signal in the crab nerve (Liston et al. [2012]).
Their ﬁndings encouraged us to test higher carrier frequencies for EIT imaging of
fast neural activity.
Impedance measurements have also been used in other neurophysiological studies.
For example, Tsukahara et al. and Smith et al. both used impedance recordings of
activity in neurons in the red nucleus and spinal motorneurons of cats, respectively
(Tsukahara and Fuller [1969], Smith et al. [1967]). Both studies reported that in-
hibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) were easily recordable in their intracellular
recordings, but excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) were not. They reached
the conclusion that EPSPs are mainly elicited from synapses at the dendrites of
neurons while IPSPs are mainly elicited from synapses at the soma of neurons
based on their data.
More recent studies tried to collect tomographic impedance images from human
subjects. Tidswell et al. used scalp electrodes placed around the head in a circular
fashion Tidswell et al. [2001a]. They used a 50 kHz injection frequency to image
the changes in blood ﬂow due to neuronal activity in response to visual stimuli.
Unfortunately, they only detected impedance changes in ~20% of electrode meas-
urements. The measured changes were in the correct anatomical location. Peak
increases in the impedance recordings were 0.40.1% and decreases were -0.50.1%
for visual paradigms, while the peak increases for a somatosensory paradigm were
0.180.07% and peak decreases were -0.070.03%. Gilad et al. made tomographic
impedance measurements to attempt to image fast neural activity in response to
visual stimuli (Gilad and Holder [2009]). They used scalp electrodes distributed
over the head and selected a (DC) square wave as a carrier. They were unable to
image the activity even though they could measure signiﬁcant impedance changes
(0.00100.0005) as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was too low (2:1).
3.1.2.3. Other modelling
Seoane et al. modelled the frequency dependence of the transencephalic impedance
change during cerebral hypoxia, which causes a decrease in extracellular change due
to cell swelling. They modelled the brain tissue as a suspension of spherical cells
using an equation from Cole (Cole [1928], Seoane et al. [2005]); in contrast, Liston
et al. had modelled the cortex as a suspension of randomly oriented cables (Liston
et al. [2012]). Seoane et al.’s model predicted a ﬂat impedance spectrum from DC
to 20 kHz (i.e., most of the current is extracellular) followed by a gradual decrease
in impedance up to 750 kHz; these predictions were validated with measurements in
anaesthetised piglets (Seoane et al. [2005]). Logothetis et al. conducted impedance
measurements on the cortex of macaque monkeys over frequencies from 10 Hz to 5
kHz, and showed that the impedance of the cortex was independent of frequency,
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Figure 3.3.: Frequency spectrum of the EP waveform. FFT = fast fourier transform,
calculated from the average of 100 SEPs in a rat by stimulating the
contralateral forepaw. The EP-only recording was obtained between
impedance recordings.
homogeneous and tangentially isotropic within the grey matter. They concluded
that the cortex can be modelled as a pure-resistive conductor for theoretical pre-
dictions of impedance behaviour over frequencies from 10 Hz to 5 kHz (Logothetis
et al. [2007]). Ranck measured the cortical impedance over frequency in the anaes-
thetised rabbit and reported a ﬂat response from zero to 100 kHz with a maximum
phase shift of 7at 50 to 100 Hz (Ranck [1963]).
3.1.2.4. Potential artefacts
Artefact due to Evoked Potentials (EPs) One of the possible sources of artefact
is the cortical evoked potential. If the EP coheres with the injected carrier current,
it can cause artefactual modulation of the signal if its removal is incomplete. The
frequency band of the evoked potential drops rapidly at higher frequencies ( 1
10 at
200 Hz compared to 1 Hz and 1
100 at 600 Hz compared to 1 Hz), which means that,
the higher the carrier frequencies, the less likely are any artefactual changes from
the EP (compare ﬁgure 3.3).
A related artefact may occur if the shape or timing of the EP waveform are altered
by the injected current used to measure the impedance. If this occurs, then the EP
will diﬀer during the phase and antiphase segments so that, after subtraction, there
will be a residual voltage which will appear as an apparent change in impedance.
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Artefacts due to problems in the instrumentation The hardware can cause arte-
facts due either to the current source or the recording system. If the current source
does not output a constant current then it would appear as a change in the meas-
ured impedance. On the recording side there could be an artefact caused by poor
linearity of the EEG system; however, such an artefact would be random and not
consistent across channels or recordings since it would depend on the DC compon-
ent of each channel. Therefore, there is a negligible chance of having a consistent
artefact due to instrumentation.
3.1.3. Experimental Design
3.1.3.1. Statement of purpose
The purpose of this work was to measure fast-neural impedance changes of the rat
brain at higher carrier frequencies, and determine the optimal carrier frequency
for EIT recordings with respect to SNR and temporal resolution. To come to a
conclusion on what frequency to use, the dZ signal at higher frequencies needs to
be characterized. This would permit us to image with higher temporal resolution.
It was tested whether the cortex is mainly resistive to frequencies up to 50 kHz,
as measured by Ranck, Seoane et al. and Logothetis et al., or whether the signal
amplitude (and consequently SNR) decrease as fast as predicted by the biophysical
model of Liston et al. for the crab nerve. The characteristics of the reconstructed
images at higher frequencies were assessed for the spatial measures of the recon-
structed centre of neuronal activity.
3.1.3.2. Rat experiments
The change in impedance of the rat brain in response to a sensory stimulus to
the forepaw was recorded; a subdural electrode grid comprising 29 contacts was
used for the recordings. To assess the characteristics of the impedance signal over
frequencies, current was injected from 175 to 1975 Hz in steps of 50 Hz. The
current was injected using one pair of the contacts and the remaining contacts of
the electrode were used to record a voltage map. Furthermore images of evoked
activity were recorded at a variety of carrier frequencies to assess image quality.
Carrier frequencies of 225 Hz, 625 Hz, 1025 Hz, 1525 Hz and 1925 Hz were used for
the imaging recordings.
3.1.3.3. Rationale for controls
To ensure that the recorded changes were technically sound, a number of control
recordings were conducted. These control recordings were designed to address the
diﬀerent potential sources of artefacts: the hardware (i.e., the current source, EEG
headbox, or stimulator), the software (e.g., the demodulation algorithm), or from
possible neuronal stimulation due to the injected current.
Hardware controls included:
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• testing the constant current output by simultaneously recording the voltage
drop across a known series resistor during an experiment, to ensure that the
current output was stable and to determine the capacitive component of the
signal.
• using an ipsilateral forepaw/no stimulation paradigm to ensure that the stim-
ulator did not cause any artefact in the impedance recordings.
Software controls included:
• a simulation analysis to test whether the algorithm was eﬀective in separating
the impedance signals from the EPs;
• recordings with varying current amplitude levels, since an added artefact from
imperfectly subtracted EPs or alterations in the EP-waveform due to the
injected current would not be proportional to the current amplitude.
The variable current-level control was also used to test whether the neuronal activ-
ity was changed, since the impedance signal may behave in a non-linear fashion
with respect to current if neuronal activity was being stimulated at higher current
amplitudes.
3.2. Methods
3.2.1. Alternative modelling
As an alternative to Liston et al.’s model, the cortex was modelled as a suspension
of spherical cells with passive cell membranes (see ﬁgure 3.4). Cole’s equation for
the electric impedance of suspensions of spheres (Cole [1928]) was used:
Z = re
(1   f)re + (2 + f)(ri + Zm
a )
(1 + 2f)re + 2(1   f)(ri + Zm
a )
where Z is the speciﬁc impedance of the tissue in 
cm2 , re is the resistivity of
extracellular ﬂuid in 
cm, ri is the resistivity of the cytoplasm in 
cm , Zmis the
surface membrane impedivity in 
cm2 (rm being the resistive component, and Cm
the capacitive component), a is the cell radius in cm and f is the volume factor
of concentration of cells. The same values Liston et al.’s were used in this model:
re = 60
cm , ri = 70
cm, rm = 2;500
cm2, Cm = 2F=cm2, a = 17m, and
f = 0:55 (Liston et al. [2012]). To model the eﬀect of neuronal depolarisation on
the bulk impedance of the tissue, the membrane resistivity was decreased from 2,500

cm2 to 1 
cm2.
3.2.2. Animals, anaesthetic and surgical procedure
Female Sprague-Dawley adult rats were used for the experiments and were surgically
prepared as described in Chapter 22.5.3. They were induced with 4% isoﬂurane in
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Figure 3.4.: (A) and (B) show the pathways of the electrical current through bio-
logical tissue; (A) low frequency, (B) high frequency. (C) shows the
electrical circuit model used for the neuronal membranes. Picture from
Seoane et al. (Seoane et al. [2005]), with permission.
Figure 3.5.: Subdural electrode array, reproduced from Schuettler et al., with per-
mission (Schuettler et al. [2008]).
30% oxygen and 70% air and maintained with 2% isoﬂurane on the nose-cone until
intravenous access was established. The anaesthesia was then continued with a
constant infusion of propofol, as described in Chapter 2. All work was conducted
with permission of the UK Home Oﬃce.
A craniotomy was performed to expose one cerebral hemisphere widely. The dura
was resected and recordings were made with a custom designed electrode array,
8 x 8 mm placed on exposed cortex. This was constructed of platinum foil on a
silicone rubber backing which had been laser cut to provide 29 circular electrodes,
0.6 mm in diameter, hexagonally arranged with a centre-to-centre distance of 1.2
mm. The electrodes were platinised to reduce contact impedance and noise from
the electrode–electrolyte interface (Schuettler et al. [2008]).
3.2.3. Hardware
The instrumentation comprised an ultra low noise programmable constant current
source which could produce a sinusoidal waveform from 1 Hz to 2 kHz with an
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Figure 3.6.: Instrumentation set-up for recordings on rat cerebral cortex (adapted
from Oh et al. [2011a], with permission)
amplitude of 0.1–100 A; the output impedance was over 1 MW (UCL-CS2 cur-
rent source). This current source was constructed from a FPGA (EP1K50, Altera,
USA), programmed as a main controller and digital waveform generator. It received
commands from a PC and produced timing and control signals to the acquisition
system. The sine waveform was digitally generated in a ROM which contained
2,000 samples of sine waveform data which were read by the FPGA and able to
generate frequencies from 1 Hz to 2 kHz. The DC component and high frequency
clock noise were rejected by a band pass ﬁlter (10 Hz– 10 kHz). There were two
independent current sources to supply 0.1–10 A or 10–100 A. These comprised a
ﬂoating Howland current source which contained digitally controlled potentiomet-
ers (DS1267-010 and DS1267-050, Dallas, USA) to provide equal resistance ratios.
Power was supplied from two 6 V batteries and was stabilised with isolated 6W
DC-DC converter modules with regulated output (TMR-6, Traco Electronic GmbH,
Germany). The current source could address any pair of the 29 electrodes in the
electrode array. Voltages were recorded with 32 channels of the 128-channel EEG
acquisition system (ActiveTwo AD-box, Biosemi, Netherlands) which has low-noise
DC coupled ampliﬁers, 2 V dynamic range, less than 0.1% distortion, and 24-bit
output on each channel. Sampling was performed at 16,384 Hz with hardware anti-
aliasing ﬁlter at 3.6 kHz. The EEG system and the current source were ﬂoating
independently. An isolated stimulator (NL800A, Digitimer, UK) was employed to
produce somatosensory stimulation. The entire system was optically isolated and
controlled by a Windows PC (Fig. 3.6).
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3.2.4. EP and impedance recordings
Somatosensory evoked responses were produced by stimulation of the contralateral
forepaw via needle electrodes at 2 Hz with pulses 100 ms in duration and 10 mA
peak amplitude in all subjects. Cortical EPs were ﬁrst recorded by averaging 120
responses. The electrode array was repositioned if needed so that the maximum
response was near the centre of the array. Impedance was then recorded either
as frequency-sweep recordings or as full recordings, as described below. All meas-
urements were made with respect to the reference electrode contralateral to the
electrode array. The reference electrode was a 1.5 x 1.5 cm silver/silver chloride
plate which was placed into the skin opposite the recording electrode grid. The
data processing and analysis to estimate the change in dZ is described in detail in
3.2.6.2.
3.2.4.1. Frequency-sweep recordings
These were short recordings which allowed measurement of impedance with a large
number of carrier frequencies in order to compare the eﬀect of frequency on the
dZ signal. Impedance changes were recorded from the non-injecting electrodes dur-
ing evoked responses in 6 rats, using the same stimulation settings as in the EP
recordings. The injecting electrodes were chosen so that one electrode was on the
region of maximum evoked response and the other was at any of the edges of the
array, this meant that they were two to three electrode contacts apart (2.4 to 3.6
mm). The frequency of the injected current ranged from 175 Hz to 1525 Hz in 3
rats and was extended to 1975 Hz in another 3 rats, all conducted in steps of 50 Hz.
Unless otherwise stated, the carrier current was 60 mA rms amplitude. No carrier
frequencies were left out in any of the recordings.
3.2.4.2. Image recordings
These recordings were performed with multiple injection pairs in order to reconstruct
images of the conductivity changes occurring in the cortex during evoked responses.
In a similar fashion to the frequency-sweep recordings, impedance was recorded
during contralateral forepaw stimulation at 2 Hz over 1 minute for each injection
pair. The injected current was 50 mA peak amplitude and had its frequency set
at 225 Hz, 625 Hz, 1025 Hz, 1525 Hz or 1925 Hz. Each recording set had 25-30
injection pairs; the injection protocol was optimized to provide large dZ signals and
maximum distinguishability between layers, as predicted by forward simulations
(ﬁg. 3.7). The protocol was adapted to each experiment according to the location
of the largest EP signals.
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Recording type Number of rats Number of recordings
Image recording at 225 Hz 5 5
Image recording at 625 Hz 8 8
Image recording at 1025 Hz 7 7
Image recording at 1525 Hz 2 2
Image recording at 1925 Hz 3 3
Total image recordings 8 24
Frequency sweep up to 1525 3 6
Frequency sweep up to 1975 3 4
Table 3.1.: Overview of numbers of recordings. The numbers per recording are due
to the length of time required for each full recording, it was therefore
not always possible to collect a full set of images at all frequencies.
Imaging at higher frequencies was only made possible by reprogramming
the current source so that the initial frequency sweeps and images went
up to 1525 Hz but later ones went up to 1925 Hz. There are therefore
more data points for the frequencies below 1525 than there are for the
frequencies above.
Figure 3.7.: Example of electrode addressing protocol, the electrode contacts
marked in red represent the source/sink.
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Control type Number of rats Number of recordings
Ipsilateral/No stimulation 2 3
Current level control 2 4
Current output control 1 2
Table 3.2.: Overview of numbers of controls
3.2.5. Experimental controls
3.2.5.1. Ipsilateral/no stimulation
Impedance recordings during (1) ipsilateral forepaw stimulation or (2) no stim-
ulation. These controls were performed to verify whether the impedance signal
may have been artefactual and caused by the electrical stimulation or a hardware
problem. Impedance was measured with a carrier set at 625 Hz and 60 mA peak
amplitude.
3.2.5.2. Current level control
Impedance recordings with diﬀerent current amplitudes were conducted to verify
whether the proportional impedance changes remained constant over a range of
current levels. This can detect the presence of an additive artefact in the impedance
signal, which by deﬁnition would not be proportional to the carrier amplitude.
Furthermore, this control can also detect whether the injected current is stimulating
or inhibiting the neural activity and thus modifying the impedance changes. The
frequency of the carrier was set at 1025 Hz, and the peak amplitude of the carrier
was varied from 12 mA to 60 mA in steps of 6 mA. The same injection pair as for
the frequency sweep recordings was used for the current control recordings in each
rat. The Pearson correlation was used to test whether the absolute dZ value was
proportional to current amplitude. Neuronal stimulation was checked for by testing
the eﬀect of current amplitude on the size of the EPs, also using Pearson correlation
test.
3.2.5.3. Current output control
The current source was tested during the experiments as follows. A 1-kW resistor
was placed in-series with the current-injecting channel, and the voltage drop across
the resistor was recorded during the impedance recordings in one rat. The measured
current was analysed in the same way as dZ signals (explained in Section 3.2.6.2);
Student’s t-test was used to detect signiﬁcant ﬂuctuations in the injected current
around the time of the observed impedance changes (i.e., 5-20 ms after the forepaw
stimulation). These recordings were also used to estimate the phase angle of the
impedance signals.
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3.2.5.4. Reconstruction of full recordings with variable bandpass ﬁltering
To ensure that the bandpass ﬁltering had no eﬀect on the image reconstruction, one
recording at 1925 Hz carrier frequency was reconstructed with varying bandpass
ﬁlters. This should only change the temporal resolution but not the localisation of
the reconstructed activity. The bandpass ﬁlter for this control was 120 Hz, 300 Hz
and 1 kHz.
3.2.6. Data processing and analysis
3.2.6.1. Recovery of the EPs during impedance measurements
During impedance recordings, the voltage measurements at each electrode contained
three superimposed components: (1) the spontaneous EEG activity; (2) the evoked
potentials elicited by the forepaw stimulation; and (3) the boundary voltage due
to the current injection modulated by the changing conductivity () of the tissue
(e.g., during neuronal activity). Evoked potentials were produced every 500 ms and
the frequency of the carrier frequency was odd, which resulted in the ﬁrst EP of
each segment pair being in phase with the carrier and the second being anti-phase.
Therefore, in order to cancel out the carrier signal and extract the evoked potentials,
two consecutive segments were simply added together (see Fig. 1.7).
3.2.6.2. Estimation of change in impedance (dZ)
The impedance changes (i.e., dZ signal) were estimated by the following ﬁve-step
procedure on each paired segment (see Fig. 1.7): (1) subtraction of the paired
segments to cancel out the EPs (in reality, it is not possible to remove EPs perfectly;
section 3.2.6.5 describes the analysis done to test whether the leftover EP signal was
a potential source of noise); (2) band-pass ﬁltering the resulting signal around the
carrier frequency (details below); (3) demodulation using the Hilbert transform
(details below); (4) subtraction of the baseline (i.e., the segment average) to obtain
impedance changes; and (5) normalisation by the baseline, so that the impedance
changes are expressed as percentage of the baseline. The baseline was subtracted
at each 1-second segment, which removed any slow drifts due to battery depletion
(the drift during each segment was negligible).
Band pass ﬁltering The band-pass ﬁlter applied was set as wide as possible up to a
bandwidth of 300 Hz around the carrier frequency but above 105 Hz in order to avoid
the EEG band. The 300-Hz bandwidth limit was used to make the impedance signal
amplitudes comparable at higher frequencies. The bandwidth (temporal resolution)
was as follows for the diﬀerent carrier frequencies: 70 Hz (14.3 ms) for the 175-Hz
carrier, 120 Hz (8.3 ms) for the 225 Hz carrier, 170 Hz (5.9 ms) for the 275 Hz
carrier, 220 Hz (4.5 ms) for the 325 Hz carrier, 270 Hz (3.7 ms) for the 375 Hz
carrier, and 300 Hz (3.3 ms) for all other carrier frequencies: 425-1975 Hz.
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Demodulation Following the band-pass ﬁltering, the carrier signal was demodu-
lated by calculating the absolute values and phases on an analytic version of the
signal computed using the Hilbert transform. The modulus of the analytic signal
was taken to be the real component, as the phase angle of nervous tissue was previ-
ously measured as being less than 10 at frequencies up to 2 kHz (Oh et al. [2011a]),
so that the modulus could be assumed to be negligibly close to the real component.
This assumption was validated in two recordings during which the phase of the
current was recorded, and the impedance signal was decomposed into resistive and
reactive components (see Section 3.2.5.3).
Normalisation For comparison of the impedance changes in the frequency sweep,
the recordings were normalised as follows. The channel with the largest imped-
ance changes was identiﬁed for each rat, and the dZ signals from this channel were
weighted by their maximum amplitude over all carrier frequencies. Then, the nor-
malized dZ signals were averaged over all recordings.
3.2.6.3. Statistics
The recording period for each injection pair was generally set to 1 minute, yield-
ing 60 dZ signal samples which were independently processed as described above.
Samples with changes greater than 200 V were considered to be outliers and re-
moved from further analysis; these outliers were later conﬁrmed by visual inspection
to be due to noisy measurements (a typical recording session had fewer than 10%
of the samples removed due to noise). Following outlier removal, the average and
standard deviation of the dZ signal samples were computed at each time point. The
average was used as the best estimate of the dZ signal, and the SNR was estimated
as the ratio between the average and standard deviation of the dZ signal samples
at each time point. Signiﬁcant impedance changes were detected by computing the
t-statistic of the dZ signal at each time point, with the signiﬁcance level set at
p<0.001 (two-sided). Finally, to compute population statistics over all frequency
sweep recordings, the channel with the largest impedance changes was ﬁrst iden-
tiﬁed in each recording and was normalised by its maximum amplitude over all
frequencies. Then the normalised dZ signals were averaged across recordings, and
the t-statistic was computed at each time point to detect signiﬁcant changes in the
population-level impedance signal (signiﬁcance level was set at p<0.01). All results
are given as meanSE.
3.2.6.4. Reconstruction of conductivity changes in the cortex
A 2.3-million element cylindrical mesh was used to model the rat cortex. A cyl-
indrical mesh instead of an anatomical correct brain mesh was used, because sim-
ulations comparing the anatomical correct mesh and the cylindrical mesh showed
no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the reconstruction. The mesh dimensions were 8 mm
radius and 5 mm in height, and the electrodes were placed in the middle of the
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top ﬂat surface. The resolution of the mesh near the electrodes was very ﬁne (80
mm) and gradually became coarser in depth, as the distance from the electrodes
increased. A complete electrode model was used for the forward modelling, assum-
ing 1 kW contact impedance for all electrodes and 0.3 S/m baseline conductivity in
the cortex. The baseline boundary voltages predicted by the ﬁnite element model
closely matched those recorded during the experiments (from visual inspection).
The forward model was used to estimate a sensitivity (Jacobian) matrix for the
current injection protocol used in each experiment. Conductivity changes were es-
timated from the recorded dZ signals using the sensitivity matrix and applying
ﬁrst-order Tikhonov regularization (Holder [2005]). The regularization parameter
was optimised by the cross-validation method (Abascal et al. [2008]) as follows: for
each parameter value in the search space, the cross-validated error was computed
by ’leaving out’ an injection pair from the reconstruction procedure, and then using
the estimated conductivity changes to ’predict’ the data for the injection pair that
had been left out. This procedure was repeated for every injection pair to obtain an
unbiased estimate of the model’s generalisation error. Finally, the parameter value
associated with the lowest cross-validated error was chosen and used to estimate
the conductivity changes using all the data.
3.2.6.5. Simulation analysis of dZ signal estimation
A simulation analysis was performed to verify whether the signal processing al-
gorithm was eﬀective in removing the EPs from the impedance signals in similar
conditions to those found in actual recordings. A constant sine wave was added to
individual traces of EPs recorded immediately prior to impedance recordings (120
EP traces of 1 min each, the recordings with the largest EPs were chosen; n = 6
rats). The frequency, amplitude, and phase of the sine wave were set to be the
same as those used in the impedance recording. The resulting signal was processed
in the same way as the impedance measurements, and the demodulated signal was
analysed for signiﬁcant changes. The purpose of this simulation was to test the
algorithm and to quantify potential artefacts in the estimated impedance signal
due to the presence of residual EPs, which may partially cohere with the carrier
especially at lower frequencies.
3.3. Results
3.3.1. Results of alternative modelling
Modelling of cortical impedance using Cole’s formula shows negligible change in
tissue resistivity and reactance between DC and 2000 Hz. Consequently, the model
predicted a constant decrease of 0.1% in tissue resistivity over the same frequency
range due to neuronal depolarisation (Fig. 3.8). The modelled phase angle at
2000 Hz was less than 1, and therefore the resistive component was >99% of the
impedance modulus.
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Figure 3.8.: The modelling shows no changes in tissue resistance and reactance for
a simulated neuronal activity with a membrane resistivity change from
2500 
cm2 down to 1 
cm2 over frequency.
3.3.2. Results of frequency sweep recordings
3.3.2.1. EP amplitudes in the frequency sweep recordings
The EP amplitude in frequency sweep and the imaging recording was 0.990.1 mV
(meanSE, for n = 82 recordings in eight rats). The eﬀect of the injected carrier
frequency on the EP is discussed in 3.3.3.2 and graphically depicted in ﬁgure 3.16.
3.3.2.2. Impedance changes in the frequency sweep recordings
Signiﬁcant impedance changes (dZ; 2-sided t-test, p<0.001) in more than one chan-
nel were detected in all ten recordings obtained from six rats. The negative peak
impedance change at 225 Hz was -0.04 %0.01, which decreased at 575 Hz down to
-0.010.002 % to increase to -0.060.01% at 1575 Hz and even further to -0.080.02
at 1825 Hz (see image 3.9 for overview of entire frequency range, n=10 recordings
(120 repeats per frequency) for 6 rats). The positive peak impedance change was
0 at 225 Hz, peaked to 0.070.02% at 675 Hz and decreased down to 0.01% at
frequencies above 1500 Hz (see ﬁg.3.9, (B)).
Figure 3.10 illustrates a typical set of dZ signals and evoked potentials (EPs)
measured during an impedance recording (carrier frequency: 1025 Hz). The EPs
were similar to those observed in an EP-only recording immediately prior to the
impedance recording, and had maximum peak amplitude of 900 V in channel 21.
Signiﬁcant impedance changes were detected in several channels (p<0.001, 2-sided
T-test, obtained for each channel, n = 60 repeats), with a maximum amplitude of
0.06% in channel 17. Most of the channels with signiﬁcant impedance changes ex-
hibited a sharp positive peak followed by a negative peak in the dZ signal waveform.
The timing of the positive impedance changes coincided with the initial rising edge
of the EPs.
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A B
Figure 3.9.: Absolute values of dZ (A) negative absolute peak changes in impedance
sweep and (B) positive peak changes in impedance over frequency (n =
10 recordings of 6 rats)
3.3.2.3. dZ signal waveforms over frequency
The dZ signal waveform varied with the frequency of the injected current. At both
low (Fc <325 Hz) and high (Fc >1575 Hz) carrier frequencies, the dZ signal was
unimodal and negative. In contrast, when measured with a carrier between 325 Hz
and 1575 Hz, the dZ signal was bimodal, with a signiﬁcant positive peak followed
by a negative peak. Waveform patterns were similar across channels exhibiting
signiﬁcant impedance changes. Figure 3.11 shows the dZ signals measured from
channel 17 (i.e., the channel with the largest impedance change in Fig. 3.10; signal
was averaged over 60 trials in one recording and signiﬁcance was computed using
the variance within the recording) at diﬀerent carrier frequencies (up to 1575 Hz in
this set of recordings). The positive peak in the dZ signal becomes signiﬁcant at
425 Hz, reaches its maximum value between 575-675 Hz, and gradually decreases
thereafter.
The pattern of dZ signal waveforms was consistent across all six rats used in this
study. However, there was a large variability in the maximum signal amplitude
across rats: it ranged from 0.033% to 0.258%, with an average of 0.126 ± 0.085%
(all reached statistical signiﬁcance at p<0.001). Therefore, to obtain the population
average (i.e., the average over the average dZ signals from each recording; signiﬁc-
ance was computed based on the variance between recordings), the dZ signals were
normalised as described in 3.2.6.2. The normalised population dZ signals are shown
in Fig. 3.12 below, and exhibit the same pattern of waveforms as described above.
The amplitude of the positive peak in the dZ signal ﬁrst became signiﬁcant at Fc =
425 Hz, was maximal at 675 Hz, and then decreased linearly until it was no longer
statistically signiﬁcant at 1625 Hz (Fig. 3.9, A). In contrast, the amplitude of the
negative peak was signiﬁcant at all frequencies, but decreased from Fc = 325 Hz to
925 Hz, and then increased again at higher frequencies (Fig. 3.9, B).
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Figure 3.10.: Example of EP (grey lines) and impedance change (dZ) signals (black)
measured over the electrode array. Electrode channels (numbered 1-
29) are shown in their respective positions on the array. Green circles
indicate the current-injecting channels, and the red (black) bars in-
dicate the amplitude of the in-phase (out-of-phase) boundary voltage
measured at the other channels (excluding broken ones). For channels
with absolute boundary voltages (BV’s) above 6 mV, the recorded EPs
are plotted in grey and the estimated dZ signals are plotted in black
over an interval of 50 ms following the forepaw stimulation. dZ values
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from zero (p<0.001, two-tailed t-test) are high-
lighted in magenta. The scale bar for BV, EP and dZ can be seen in
the bottom right corner.
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Figure 3.11.: Example of dZ signals from one set of recordings across carrier fre-
quencies; Full frequency sweep recording as described in from a single
rat. (Top left subpanel) Average EP recorded at channel with largest
impedance changes. (All other subpanels) dZ signal measured from
the same channel at diﬀerent carrier frequencies (Fc). Solid lines in-
dicate the average dZ signal (averaged over trials), dashed lines are ±
s.e.m. (not visible in most plots; n60 trials in one recording). Signi-
ﬁcant positive dZ values are highlighted in red and signiﬁcant negative
values are in blue (p<0.001, two-sided T-test; variance taken over tri-
als). The signal at Fc = 175 Hz appears smaller as the bandwidth is
narrower (compare description in 3.2.6.2).
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Figure 3.12.: Normalised population dZ signals across carrier frequencies. For each
rat, the channel with the largest average impedance changes was iden-
tiﬁed and normalised by its maximum amplitude over all frequencies.
Solid lines indicate the average normalised dZ signal (averaged over
recordings), dashed lines are ± s.e.m. (not visible in most plots).
Signiﬁcant positive dZ values are highlighted in red and signiﬁcant
negative values are in blue (p<0.01, two-sided T-test; n = 10 in 6
rats; variance taken between recordings). The signal at Fc = 175 Hz
appears lower than at 225 Hz due to the narrower bandwidth used
(compare description in 3.2.6.2).
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Figure 3.13.: Measured noise over frequencies as percentage of the baseline. Results
from n = 10 recordings of 6 rats, errorbars represent 1 SEM
3.3.2.4. SNR of dZ peaks
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was largest for the negative impedance changes
measured using high-frequency (>1500 Hz) carriers. The size of the signal has been
discussed in section 3.3.2.2, the noise decreased with increasing carrier frequencies,
as above n=10 recordings (120 repeats per frequency) for 6 rats. At 275 Hz the mean
noise amplitude was 0.060.002% while at 1975 Hz the noise amplitude dropped
to 0.020.0001% (see ﬁgure 3.13 for full range of noise amplitudes). From these
values the SNR was calculated over frequency. The SNR of the positive dZ signal
was largest at 975 Hz, where it reached an average of 18.7 (Fig. 3.14, left). This
was the case despite the positive dZ signal being larger at 675 Hz than at 975 Hz
(Fig. 3.14, left) – this discrepancy between signal size and SNR can be explained
by the higher noise level at lower frequencies due to the EPs. Similarly, the SNR of
the negative impedance changes was higher at 1525 Hz (SNR = 27.3) than at 225
Hz (SNR = 12.2; Fig. 3.14, right), despite the signal amplitude being comparable
between these two frequencies (compare ﬁg. 3.9).
3.3.3. Validation of impedance recordings
In this section I report the results of the controls and analysis performed to validate
the dZ signals measured in our experiments.
3.3.3.1. No-stimulation and ipsilateral-stimulation controls
No signiﬁcant impedance changes were detected in any recording performed without
stimulation of the rat’s forepaw, or during stimulation of the ipsilateral forepaw
(p>0.05, two-sided t-test). These control experiments were performed in two dif-
ferent rats, with the same results.
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Figure 3.14.: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the positive (left) and negative (right)
peaks in the dZ signal; solid line is average of 10 recordings from 6
rats, error bars are s.e.m.
3.3.3.2. Current level controls
The amplitude of the measured voltage changes was proportional to the injected
current level. The current level was varied between 12 and 60 A (steps of 6
A; frequency was set at 1025 Hz), and the absolute amplitude (in V) of the
measured voltage was found to be proportional to the current level in all channels
with signiﬁcant changes (Fig. 7). When expressed as a proportional change (in %
of the baseline signal amplitude), the impedance changes were uncorrelated to the
current level (p>0.05, n=32 recordings from 2 rats).
The EPs were also analysed for possible eﬀect of current injection on neuronal
activity. Both peak amplitude and time of the EPs were tested for correlation
to both current level and frequency, but no signiﬁcant correlations were detected
(p>0.05, n=36 recordings from 2 rats for current level, and n=72 recordings from 3
rats for frequency; see ﬁgure 3.16). Thus, there were no detectable changes in the
EPs due to either amplitude or frequency of the injected current.
3.3.3.3. Current output control
There were no signiﬁcant changes in current amplitude at the time of impedance
changes, as measured across the series resistor in two separate recordings (p>0.05,
n=60 samples for each recording, two-sided T-test). Thus, the current source de-
livered a constant current throughout the experiments. A linear drift of <0.01% /
minute was present in the recordings due to battery depletion. This linear drift was
corrected in the analysis. The impedance changes measured in the current output
recordings were also decomposed into resistive and reactive changes, the relative
phase was ~6o between the injected current (frequency: 1925 Hz) and the potential
of the measurement electrodes. The resistive changes accounted for >99% of the
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Figure 3.15.: Relation of impedance changes to current level. dZ (%) was independ-
ent of current level for applied currents of 12 A to 60 A (1025 Hz
carrier frequency for n = 4 recordings in 2 rats). (Left) dZ (%) for
injection amplitudes of 12 A and 60 A. (Right) Peak amplitude of
the dZ signal (in V ) measured at diﬀerent current levels; mean =
solid line; error bars = 1 SEM (n = 4 recordings in 2 rats).
A B
Figure 3.16.: Eﬀect of current on EPs. (A) No signiﬁcant eﬀect (p = 0.7; Pearson
correlation) of the current amplitude from 5-60 A on the EP amp-
litude with a 1025 Hz carrier frequency (n=36 recordings from 2 rats).
(B) No signiﬁcant eﬀect (p = 0.2; Pearson correlation) of the carrier
frequency on the EP amplitude with a current amplitude of 60 A
(n=72 recordings from 3 rats).
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changes in the modulus of the measured frequencies.
3.3.3.4. Simulation analysis of dZ signal estimation
A simulation study was done to verify whether the EPs could have caused arte-
factual impedance changes due to partial coherence with the carrier signal (see
Methods). This analysis was performed to verify the impedance recordings from all
six rats, by adding a series of EP-only recordings of each rat to simulated carrier
signals of the equivalent length (phase and amplitude of the carrier were the same
as those measured in the impedance recordings). No signiﬁcant impedance change
was consistently detected across rats at any carrier frequency (2-sided t-test, signi-
ﬁcance level set at p<0.01, n=60 simulated samples for each of six rats). The EP
causes ﬂuctuations in the dZ signal at frequencies <600 Hz – but these ﬂuctuations
were within the margin of error and not statistically signiﬁcant (compare ﬁg. 3.17).
No EP dependent statistically signiﬁcant changes with respect to the baseline were
obtained in any of the six rats, however the large standard error increases the noise
at lower frequencies. The standard error of the EP artefact was 0.026% of the
baseline at 225 Hz, 0.036% at 525 Hz and decreased thereafter to 0.02% at 725 Hz
and 0.007% at 925 Hz and 0.003% at 1925 Hz (see ﬁg. 3.18 for full range).
3.3.3.5. Relationship between EP and dZ
Finally, several examples were found from the impedance recordings demonstrating
that impedance changes can be eﬀectively dissociated from EPs. Figure 3.19 shows
examples obtained from 3 diﬀerent rats of channels that had large EPs but no sig-
niﬁcant impedance changes (left column) and, conversely, channels with signiﬁcant
impedance changes but very low EPs (right column). Thus, the presence of EPs was
neither a suﬃcient nor necessary condition for the presence of impedance changes
in any single channel.
3.3.4. Reconstructed conductivity changes across carrier frequencies
Conductivity changes (dsv) (the inverse of the resistiviy) were reconstructed, which
occurred in the rat cortex during the evoked responses. To facilitate visualisation
of dsv over time, rasterised images were produced from every reconstructed set. The
salient features of the dsv images were consistent across rats, and are shown for one
representative rat for 625 to 1925 Hz frequency range. The image for the 225 Hz
recording is from a diﬀerent rat as no rat had image recordings for all frequencies.
The distance of active areas in the reconstructed images using the diﬀerent fre-
quencies was calculated for each rat and then compared across rats. This allowed
us to compare images that have been recorded with respect to the electrode array
but not with respect to a standard brain. The centre of the active regions in the re-
constructions of nine rats (deﬁned as the regions above half-maximum conductivity
change) were spatially close to one another across frequencies, with the exception of
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Figure 3.17.: EPs measured during EP-only recordings were added to simulated
carrier signals and the resulting signal was processed for detection of
artefactual impedance changes. dZ signal estimated from the resulting
signal after addition of simulated carrier at diﬀerent frequencies. Solid
lines indicate the average dZ signal, dashed lines are ± s.e.m. (not
visible in most plots). No signiﬁcant dZ values were detected (p>0.01,
n=60 samples each for 6 rats, two-sided t-test).
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Figure 3.18.: Standard error of the EP artefact over frequencies expressed as % of
the standing voltage. The error at frequencies <425 Hz is lower due
to the decreased bandwidth (n=60 samples each for 6 rats).
Figure 3.19.: Examples from three rats (rows) of channels with large EPs but non-
signiﬁcant dZ signals (left column), and channels with signiﬁcant dZ
signals (p<0.001, two-sided T-test) but small EPs (right column).
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the active regions at 225 Hz. The relative distance between the centres of activity
was computed using the active region at 625 Hz as reference; these distances were
computed between recordings within the same rat and were averaged across rats.
The average distance between active regions ranged from 265 m to 570 m (Fig.
3.26), with the active areas at 225 Hz being signiﬁcantly farther away from the
reference than the rest (p<0.05, Wilcoxon ranksum test, n = 25 recordings in 90
rats). The active regions at 225 Hz were also signiﬁcantly more superﬁcial (average
depth: 611 m) compared to the active regions at other frequencies (average depth:
1.1 mm; p<0.01, Wilcoxon ranksum test; n = 25 recordings in 9 rats, ﬁg. 3.25).
To verify whether the observed anomaly in the location of the reconstructed activ-
ity at 225 Hz could be attributed to the impedance measurements, a correlation ana-
lysis between the raw dZ amplitudes in all combinations was performed to measure
their similarity across frequencies. The peak impedance changes at 225 Hz were
found to be signiﬁcantly less similar to the chosen reference (the peak changes at
625 Hz) than the peak changes at other frequencies, as measured by their correl-
ation coeﬃcient (p<0.01, Wilcoxon ranksum test; ﬁg 3.27, n = 24 recordings in 8
rats). Whereas the positive and negative peak dZ signals at 1025, 1525 and 1925 Hz
were highly correlated with the positive peak changes at 625 Hz (averaged absolute
correlation coeﬃcients ranging from 0.7 to 0.9), the negative dZ peak at 225 Hz
was less correlated (average absolute coeﬃcient = 0.37). Therefore, the measured
impedance changes at 225 Hz were relatively dissimilar to the impedance changes
measured at higher frequencies.
3.3.5. Eﬀect of demodulation bandwidth on the impedance signal
and reconstructed conductivity changes
To illustrate the eﬀect of the choice of bandwidth in the demodulation of impedance
signals, a recording at 1925 Hz was processed using diﬀerent bandwidths: 120 Hz,
300 Hz (the default), 500 Hz, 700 Hz, and 1000 Hz. The overall waveform of the dZ
signals did not change with bandwidth but appeared noisier at higher bandwidths
(Fig. 3.28, top). The reconstructed conductivity changes showed no apparent eﬀect
of bandwidth on the location of the active regions (Fig. 3.28, bottom) – the centre
of the active regions occurred at a depth of 1.1 mm in all images. As expected,
the relationship between bandwidth and temporal resolution was apparent in the
images, as the time course of the impedance / conductivity changes appeared longer
at 120 Hz bandwidth than at higher (>300 Hz) bandwidths.
3.4. Discussion
The purpose of this study was to ﬁnd a suitable carrier frequency for fast-neural EIT
imaging. Impedance changes in the rat somatosensory cortex were measured during
evoked responses while varying the carrier frequency between 175 and 1975 Hz. The
impedance recordings appeared to be technically sound, as evidenced by the: (1)
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Figure 3.20.: Example of reconstructed conductivity changes in rat cortex during
evoked responses, as measured with a 225 Hz carrier. (Top row) Ras-
terised images of EPs measured over electrode array. Colour coding
is the same as in right colour bar, except that the scale ranges from
0 (black) to 1 mV (dark red). (Other rows) Rasterised images of con-
ductivity changes. Each image corresponds to a slice parallel to the
brain surface, beneath the electrode array; depth of slices as indicated
on y-axis. Conductivity changes are colour-coded as indicated by the
colour bar.
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Figure 3.21.: Example of reconstructed conductivity changes in rat cortex during
evoked responses, as measured with a 625 Hz carrier. Same format as
in ﬁgure 3.20.
Figure 3.22.: Example of reconstructed conductivity changes in rat cortex during
evoked responses, as measured with a 1025 Hz carrier. Same format
as in ﬁgure 3.20.
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Figure 3.23.: Example of reconstructed conductivity changes in rat cortex during
evoked responses, as measured with a 1525 Hz carrier. Same format
as in Figure 3.20.
Figure 3.24.: Example of reconstructed conductivity changes in rat cortex during
evoked responses, as measured with a 1925 Hz carrier. Same format
as in Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.25.: Depth of reconstructed negative (N) and positive (P) impedance
changes, measured with diﬀerent carrier frequencies. N_225, N_1025,
N_1525, N_1925 = Negative impedance peak, positive conductivity
change at 225 Hz, 1025 Hz, 1525 Hz and 1925 Hz carrier frequency,
respectively; P_625, P_1025 = Positive impedance peak, negative
conductivity change at 625 Hz and 1025 Hz carrier frequency respect-
ively; The mean values over all rats with full recordings at the respect-
ive frequencies are shown; error bars represent one standard deviation.
The mean depth of the reconstructed activity for 225 Hz is signiﬁc-
antly diﬀerent from the reconstruction at all other frequencies (p<0.01,
Wilcoxon ranksum test; n = 24 recordings in total, for ﬁve frequencies
and eight rats).
Figure 3.26.: Distance (in m) of the reconstructed centre of activity at 625 Hz to
the reconstructed centre of activity at other carrier frequencies. The
reconstructed centre of activity at 225 Hz is signiﬁcantly more distant
than the distances at the other frequencies (p<0.05, Wilcoxon ranksum
test; n = 24 recordings in total, for ﬁve frequencies and eight rats).
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Figure 3.27.: Absolute value of the correlation coeﬃcients between the peak dZ sig-
nals measured at 625 Hz (the ’reference’) with the peak dZ signals
measured at the other frequencies. The peak dZ signals at 225 Hz
are signiﬁcantly less correlated with the reference than those at the
other frequencies (p<0.01, Wilcoxon ranksum test; n = 24 recordings
in total, for ﬁve frequencies and eight rats).
Figure 3.28.: Estimated dZ signals and reconstructed conductivity changes using
variable bandwidths on a recording at 1925 Hz. Upper panel: dZ
signals estimated using a bandwidth of 120 Hz (left), 300 Hz (middle)
and 1 kHz (right). Lower panel: corresponding reconstructions of the
conductivity changes (same format as in ﬁgure 3.24).
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dipole pattern of the potential map over measurement electrodes (see Figure 3.10);
(2) successful recovery of the EPs after cancellation of the carrier signal; and (3)
physiologically plausible amplitude and timing of impedance signals. The results for
the frequency at 225 Hz were consistent with those previously reported (Oh et al.
[2011a]); both the amplitude and time of the negative dZ peak were consistent with
those reported by Oh et al. A signiﬁcant positive peak in the dZ signal (Fig. 3.12)
was measured as the frequency was increased to around 625 Hz, which is consistent
with unpublished results of the previous group (see 3.1.2.1). Thus, unlike the unim-
odal, negative dZ signal measured at 225 Hz, the dZ signal waveform measured at
higher frequencies was bimodal, with a signiﬁcant positive peak followed by a neg-
ative peak. Further increases in frequency, from 625 Hz to 1575 Hz, were followed
by a decrease in the amplitude of the positive peak and increase in the amplitude
of the negative peak (Fig. 3.12). In addition, the amplitude of the negative peak in
impedance due to neuronal activity did not drop over frequency but was maintained
at -0.080.02 at 1825 Hz carrier frequency compared to -0.04 %0.01 at 225 Hz
carrier frequency. The diﬀerent bandwidth used at frequencies <425 Hz should be
taken into account when comparing the amplitude of the impedance change. This
lead to a smaller dZ amplitude at 175 Hz compared to 225 Hz.
This discussion is structured as follows. First, I examine the results of the various
controls and demonstrate that, despite its unexpected waveform at higher frequen-
cies, the dZ signal measured in our experiments is unlikely to be an artefact of the
instrumentation or of the EPs. Then I discuss the observed trends in the charac-
teristics of the dZ signal and, based on these results, determine the optimal carrier
frequency for future EIT recordings. I will then discuss possible eﬀects of the in-
jected current on neuronal activity. Finally, I discuss some possible physiological
explanations for the observed positive impedance changes.
3.4.1. Validity of impedance measurements
The results of the control experiments and analyses are consistent with the hy-
pothesis that the measured dZ signals were genuine, activity-related impedance
changes. So far, our results appear to rule out alternative explanations that the dZ
signals were artefactual and caused by the instrumentation or the recorded EPs.
Here I discuss the evidence against these alternative hypotheses.
The main evidence against the dZ signal being an instrumentation-related arte-
fact comes from the controls performed in the animal model, which included a
no-stimulation paradigm and an ipsilateral stimulation paradigm. These paradigms
were not expected to elicit a signiﬁcant neuronal activation and, consequently, any
impedance changes. Since there were no impedance changes during these control
recordings, it follows that the dZ signal during the normal recordings cannot be
an artefact of the electrical stimulation or the hardware alone. To further rule out
any instrumentation-related issues, each component of our system was tested or
replaced. First, it was veriﬁed that our current source indeed delivered a constant
current during our experiments. A small (1 kW) resistor was placed in series with
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the current-injecting channel and recorded the voltage across the resistor during two
rat recordings which had signiﬁcant impedance changes. There were no signiﬁcant
changes in current amplitude as measured across the series resistor.
Secondly, our results were compared to unpublished validation data of Oh et al.
(see 3.1.2.1), where they used a Neurolog system with a carrier frequency of 625
Hz. They came to same results as ours, even though they used a diﬀerent system
to ours for current injection and measurement. They recorded impedance changes
in response to forepaw EPs and also recorded activity-related positive impedance
changes at 625 Hz but not at lower frequencies.
Another potential concern was that the EPs could distort the measured dZ sig-
nals or EP shape might be altered by the injected current. EPs naturally vary from
trial to trial, and so cannot be completely removed by subtracting samples between
consecutive trials (as part of the signal processing; see Methods). A residual EP
signal may be partially coherent with the carrier signal, manifesting as an artefac-
tual modulation. However, several results indicate that this does not occur. First,
there were no consistent impedance changes when recorded EPs were added to sim-
ulated sine waves at diﬀerent frequencies – the EPs caused only small, statistically
insigniﬁcant ﬂuctuations in the resulting dZ signal (Fig. 3.17). Second, the size
of the dZ signal in V was directly proportional to the injected current amplitude
(Fig. 3.15), consistent with an impedance change. The amplitude of any EP-related
artefacts in the demodulated signal is unlikely to scale with current, since EP size
was unaﬀected by higher current levels. An alteration of the shape of the EP due
to the injected current is hence unlikely. Finally, several channels were found with
signiﬁcant impedance changes but low EPs, or with large EPs but no impedance
changes (Fig. 3.19). Altogether, these results demonstrate that EP-related arte-
facts in the dZ signal were negligible and the recorded changes in the impedance
physiological in origin.
3.4.2. Determining the optimal carrier frequency
Previous biophysical modelling of the cortical cells by Oh et al., based on the pre-
dictions of Liston et al. for the crab nerve, had predicted that the SNR would
peak at around 250 Hz and monotonically decrease at higher frequencies (Figure
3.1, Oh et al. [2011a], Liston et al. [2012]). Had this been conﬁrmed, the optimal
carrier frequency for EIT neural recordings would have been 250 Hz, which would
limit its temporal resolution to 8 ms (see Methods). However, the SNR did not
follow the predicted trend and that the SNR at 1925 Hz was larger than at 225
Hz. This result is in accordance with our modelling using Cole’s equation, as well
as the measurements by Logothetis et al. (Logothetis et al. [2007]). A theoretical
basis for the diﬀerence between the two models and the diﬀerent results in the lit-
erature has been proposed by Bédard an Destexhe (Bédard and Destexhe [2009]).
They modelled the eﬀect of the accumulation of ions at the interface on the inject-
ing electrode on the voltage measurement. They came to the conclusion that the
 dispersion (frequency dependence) of the cortical impedance seen by authors
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such as Klivington and Galambos and Gabriel et al. (Klivington and Galambos
[1968], Gabriel et al. [1996]) is due to the accumulation of ions at the electrode in-
terface when a two-electrode method is used. If additional non-injecting electrodes
are used for voltage measurements as in our method,  dispersion of cortical tissue
does no occur (Bédard and Destexhe [2009]). Using multiple non-injecting recording
electrodes therefore allows us to apply higher carrier frequencies and increase the
temporal resolution of the sine-wave EIT method and improve the SNR. The SNR
of positive and negative impedance changes followed diﬀerent trends with respect
to carrier frequency (Figure 3.14). The maximal SNR for the positive dZ signal was
achieved at around 625 Hz and decreased monotonically thereafter. In contrast,
the SNR of the negative dZ signal increased at higher frequencies and reached a
maximum between 1525 and 1975 Hz.
The centres of reconstructed activity within the same rat were remarkably similar,
as seen in 3.3.4, with the exception of the reconstructed centre of activity at 225
Hz. The centre of activity in recordings at 225 Hz was located more superﬁcially
in the cortex than at other frequencies. Therefore, recordings at 225 Hz not only
had a lower SNR than those at higher frequencies, but their reconstructed centre
of activity was also not concordant with those at higher frequencies. This may be
attributed to these recordings being noisier due to the residual EPs (see Fig. 3.17),
and not simply to the lower bandwidth used for these recordings, since setting a
lower bandwidth for a recording at 1925 Hz did not alter the reconstructed area of
activity as shown in Fig. 3.28.
In conclusion, a carrier frequency of 1975 Hz appears to allow for maximal tem-
poral resolution as well as the highest SNR, and the centre of the reconstructed
activity is concordant with those at frequencies = 625 Hz. Hence, 1975 Hz ap-
pears to be the optimal carrier frequency for EIT imaging of fast neural activity
from those frequencies tested. There is the potential that an even higher carrier
frequency would improve the temporal resolution further whilst keeping the SNR
stable, this could not be veriﬁed, due to hardware limitations.
3.4.3. Eﬀect of sinusoidal current on neocortical activity
Recent reports have shown that weak sinusoidal electric ﬁelds can signiﬁcantly alter
cortical activity by entraining action potentials (Frohlich and McCormick [2010],
Anastassiou et al. [2010]). Although these ephaptic eﬀects are stronger at lower
frequencies (<8 Hz; Anastassiou et al. [2010]), they raise the question of whether the
current injected for impedance measurements was safe over the range of frequencies
and amplitudes employed in this study. The previous study by Oh et al. (2011)
addressed this concern for currents at 225 Hz by analysing the eﬀect of current
amplitude on the size of the recorded EPs and dZ signals. They found that both
EP and dZ signals were not aﬀected in size for current levels up to 50 A, but
EPs measured during 100 A current injection were signiﬁcantly smaller (Oh et al.
[2011a]). A similar analysis in the present study for currents at 1025 Hz did not
detect any signiﬁcant eﬀect of a 5-fold increase in current level (from 12 to 60 A) on
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either the amplitude or timing of EPs, or on the size of impedance changes. Neither
EP amplitude nor timing were aﬀected by the frequency of the injected current
(amplitude of current was set at the maximum 60 A). Although these results do
not rule out an eﬀect of the current at the cellular level, they suggest that cortical
activity was not signiﬁcantly altered at a macroscopic level (as measured by our
instrumentation) by the current injected for the impedance measurements or that,
if it was, the eﬀect was linear.
3.4.4. Positive impedance changes during neural activity
By far the most important result in this work were the positive impedance changes
during evoked responses at intermediate frequencies (425  Fc  1575 Hz). The
result is in accordance with unpublished results of the previous group (see 3.1.2.1).
This result directly contradicted the long held assumption that impedance of cortical
tissue should only decrease during neural activity due to the opening of ion channels
(Liston et al. [2012], Holder [2005]). Although positive impedance changes had
been previously reported in the literature (Klivington, K Galambos [1967]), they
were reported to occur after an initial impedance drop, and could thus be plausibly
explained as the result of ion channels closing during membrane hyperpolarisation.
However, the same explanation cannot be applied to the positive impedance changes
observed in our recordings, since these occurred prior to both the impedance drop
and the peak time of EPs. An alternative biophysical explanation is therefore needed
for this newly discovered phenomenon.
First, it should be noted that the measured impedance changes were almost en-
tirely resistive changes. The rat cortex was almost purely resistive, as evidenced by
the relative phase of ~6o between the injected current (frequency: 1925 Hz) and the
potential of the measurement electrodes. This result is consistent with measure-
ments in the macaque cortex, which was reported to be resistive, homogeneous, and
isotropic in the grey matter (Logothetis et al. [2007]) and with measurements from
the pig cortex (Seoane et al. [2005]). Furthermore, impedance changes measured
in two rats were decomposed into resistive and reactive changes, and the resistive
changes accounted for >99% of the changes in the modulus. Thus, the observed
increase in impedance was due to an increase in the resistivity of cortical tissue.
One possible explanation is membrane resonance of cortical neurons at 600 Hz.
Resonance of central neurons at such a high frequency has not previously been de-
scribed but I will outline here why I think this is feasible. Central neurons have
a frequency dependent response due to the passive and active properties of their
membranes. The passive components (the parallel leak conductance and capacit-
ance of the outer membrane) of the cell membranes act as a high-pass ﬁlter and
attenuate transmembrane current to voltage oscillations at low frequencies. The
active components are speciﬁc classes of voltage gated currents, for example slowly
activating, rectifying potassium currents, which act as a low-pass ﬁlter. The passive
and active components of the neuron membrane taken together can produce mem-
brane resonance, which can be modelled as inductance in parallel to the resistance
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Figure 3.29.: Impedance spectrum of electronic circuits and neurons (Hutcheon and
Yarom [2000], reproduced with permission). Subplot (a)-(c) show the
output voltage of a current with steadily increasing frequency, passed
through three diﬀerent kinds of electronic circuits. (d) Depicts the
measured output voltage of this current through a neuronal membrane.
and capacitance in an electronic circuit model (Hutcheon and Yarom [2000], see
ﬁgure 3.29).
Resonance frequencies of various central neurons have been described in the past
which is a possible mechanism of speciﬁc neurons to discriminate between their in-
puts, based on their frequency content, so that oscillatory inputs near the resonant
frequency produces the largest response (Hutcheon and Yarom [2000]). The highest
resonance frequency described for a nerve cell that was found in the literature was
300 Hz for the giant squid axon (Cole and Baker [1941]). Resonance and oscilla-
tions are closely linked as they represent two aspects of the same basic phenomenon
of frequency preference (Hutcheon and Yarom [2000]). High frequency oscillations
(HFO) as a component of the EEG or magnetic oscillations of 500-900 Hz in layer
4 of the somatosensory cortex have been described by several authors as part of the
somatosensory EP. They are taken to be due to activation of fast spiking inhibitory
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Figure 3.30.: Possible resonance response of the neurons; blue = baseline, purple =
neuronal activation. (A) With the opening of voltage gated channels
the resonance could be ampliﬁed as shown in purple, causing a positive
change in impedance at intermediate frequencies (striped area between
the curves). (B) Alternatively, with the depolarization of the mem-
brane the resonance frequency could shift, causing a positive change
in impedance (striped area between the curves).
neurons (FS interneurons) by monosynaptic thalamic input (Hashimoto et al. [1996],
Buzsáki and Silva [2012], Ritter et al. [2008]). This ﬁnding could imply that the
FS interneurons in layer 4 of the somatosensory cortex are resonant to frequencies
around 600 Hz. Should this be the case, two mechanisms are possible that could
cause a positive impedance change at frequencies around 600 Hz. The resonance
could either be increased by amplifying currents which has been described to be
due to persistent Na+current which ﬂows through NMDA-receptor channels or dy-
hydropyridine sensitive high-threshold Ca2+currents. Amplifying currents interact
with resonant currents without greatly altering the resonant frequency (Hutcheon
and Yarom [2000], see ﬁgure 3.30, A). Alternatively, the resonant frequency could
shift due to the change with the membrane potential and lead to a change in im-
pedance as seen in ﬁgure 3.30 (B). Such a shift in the resonance frequency with the
membrane voltage has been described in mesencephal neurons of rats (Wu et al.
[2001]) and in thalamocortical neurons of guinea pigs (Puil et al. [1994]). The time
diﬀerence between the positive and the negative peak in impedance at 1025 Hz
carrier frequencies is roughly 3-4 ms apart, this could be due to the time diﬀer-
ence between the thalamocortical input to inhibitory interneurons and excitatory
neurons. Cruikshank et al. found the time diﬀerence between the ﬁring of fast spik-
ing inhibitory interneurons and regular spiking excitatory neurons to be 1.65 ms in
response to thalamic stimulation, measured in patch-clamp recordings in thalamo-
cortical slices of mice (Cruikshank et al. [2007]).
No inductance was included in the modelling using Cole’s equation or in Liston
et al.’s model of the impedance change over frequencies so it is not surprising that
neither model predicted any positive changes in impedance. I am suggesting two
separate steps to test whether the observed positive impedance changes could be
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due to resonant behaviour of FS interneurons as suggested here. The testing of the
resonance hypothesis suggested here will be discussed in the next chapter.
1024. The source of the fast neural signal
in EIT
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4.1. Introduction
4.1.1. Orienting paragraph
In chapter 3 an unexpected activity evoked increase in impedance was recorded
when a 600 Hz carrier frequency was used. I hypothesize that could be a resonance
eﬀect of ion channels of fast spiking interneurons at 600 Hz. In this chapter this
possibility will be addressed. If the positive evoked impedance response is really
due to a resonance eﬀect on ion channels of one speciﬁc interneuron type then this
poses the additional question of what percentage of the impedance signal is due to
activity on interneurons. Fast-spiking interneurons are a subgroup of GABAergic
interneurons, which in total only make up only 15-25% (Hendry and Schwark [1987])
of the total neurons in the brain. If the impedance increase is really due to resonance
in this subgroup of neurons, then their eﬀect appears to override the impedance
drop in other cell types which are much larger in number. One possible reason for a
resonance eﬀect causing such a large signal could be that the subgroup of neurons
involved open up a low resistivity path networked by gap junctions with very little
electrical resistivity.
4.1.2. Background
4.1.2.1. 600 Hz high frequency oscillations
High frequency oscillations (HFO) are oscillations in the EEG in the 80 - 600 Hz
frequency range (Engel and da Silva [2012]). Depending on their location, frequency
and situation in which they occur they can either be part of normal function or
are associated with pathology in epilepsy (Engel and da Silva [2012]). They have
been shown to play a role in visual perception (Singer and Gray [1995]), in the
sensorimotor cortex related to motor activity (Murthy and Fetz [1996]), whisker
evoked potentials in rats (Jones and Barth [1999]), in verbal memory (Sederberg
et al. [2007]) and spatial learning (Ego-Stengel and Wilson [2010]). HFOs in the
600 Hz range have been reported to appear in median nerve somatosensory evoked
potentials of humans in EEG and snout stimulation elicited activation in pigs with
MEG (Gobbelé et al. [2004], Restuccia et al. [2011], Ikeda et al. [2002]). The HFOs
in somatosensory EPs are generally understood to be generated by GABAergic
inhibitory interneurons in layer 4 of the cortex (Hashimoto et al. [1996], Swadlow
[1989]).
4.1.2.2. Interneurons
Most neocortical neurons in mammals are excitatory pyramidal neurons (Hendry
and Schwark [1987]), which have relatively stereotypical anatomical and physiolo-
gical properties. The remainder of neurons are inter-neurons, which are mostly
inhibitory and have more diverse characteristics (Markram et al. [2004]). Features
which distinguish interneurons from pyramidal neurons are the presence of aspiny
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dendrites, the occurrence of both excitatory and inhibitory synapses onto their
somata and the branching characteristics of interneurons. Interneurons usually ar-
borize within a cortical column and can project laterally across columns but do not
project down into the white matter, which leads to them sometimes being called
’local circuit neurons’ (Markram et al. [2004], Thomson and Deuchars [1994]). In-
terneurons can be put into three groups that express one of three marker: (1) the
Ca2+-binding protein parvalbumin (PV), (2) the neuropeptide somatostatin (SST)
and (3) the inotropic serotonin receptor 5HT3aR (Rudy et al. [2011]). The PV
group accounts for approximately 40% of all inter-neurons and is associated with
a fast-spiking ﬁring pattern (Rudy et al. [2011]). Fast spiking (FS) interneurons
are of particular interest as they have particular fast acting ion channels to allow
high ﬁring rates and are therefore the most likely candidate to produce resonance
at frequencies of around 600 Hz. They will therefore be discussed in more detail
below.
4.1.2.3. Fast spiking interneurons
FS interneurons make up approximately 5-10% of the total neuron population in the
neocortex; they occur in layer 2-6 and are particularly common in layer 4 (Rudy
and McBain [2001]). They have 2 distinct special features: (1) they contain a
speciﬁc arrangement of ion channels which allows them to produce exceptionally
fast sustained trains of action potentials with little spike-frequency adaptation Chow
et al. [1999], Erisir et al. [1999] and (2) they are interconnected with each other by
gap junctions (Galarreta and Hestrin [1999], Gibson et al. [1999]).
To be able to produce such high frequency activity FS interneurons have speciﬁc
ion channels whose time constant allows them to ﬁre at high frequencies. They
express a speciﬁc subfamily of potassium channels which contains Kv3.1-Kv3.2 pro-
teins (Chow et al. [1999], Erisir et al. [1999], Rudy and McBain [2001]). Kv3.1
and Kv3.2 are expressed in the neocortex as well as in the hippocampus, two brain
structures that contain fast spiking GABAergic interneurons (Weiser et al. [1995],
Sekirnjak et al. [1997], Chow et al. [1999], Martina et al. [1998]). Kv3.1-3.2 enable
sustained high frequency ﬁring by facilitating the recovery of Na+ inactivation and
by minimizing the duration of the afterhyperpolarization in neocortical interneurons
(Erisir et al. [1999]). It will be tested, whether the combination of this channel type
together with the Na+ channel in this neuron could cause resonance at frequencies
of ~600 Hz by modelling as well as by selectively blocking the Kv3.1-2 channels with
very low doses of 4-AP (Martina et al. [1998]). Low doses of 4-AP have been shown
to inhibit fast delayed rectiﬁer K+-channels in brain slices (Martina et al. [1998]).
The other distinguishing feature of FS interneurons is the presence of gap junc-
tions which couple them electrically. Simultaneous recording from FS interneurons
revealed coupling ratios of 62-66% (Galarreta and Hestrin [1999], Gibson et al.
[1999]). They are exclusively coupled to each other and not with any other cell
type (Galarreta and Hestrin [1999]). Most commonly, gap junctions occur between
dendrites but examples between a dendrite and a soma or two somata have been
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Figure 4.1.: Bar graph summarizing eﬀect of diﬀerent concentrations of meﬂo-
quine vs control on the coupling coeﬃcient between cells. Figure from
Cruikshank et al. (2004).
described in the past (Galarreta and Hestrin [2001]). Gap junction channels are
composed of proteins called connexins. They allow ionic current and small organic
molecules to pass directly between cells with symmetrical ease (Cruikshank et al.
[2005]). In the cortex, interneurons and glia cells but not pyramidal cells form
gap junctions (Cruikshank et al. [2005]). The gap junctions in diﬀerent cells can
be distinguished by the subtype of connexins they use. Connexins are membrane
spanning proteins, six of which combine to form a hemichannel called connexon. In-
terneurons in the cortex all express connexin 36 channels (Cx36), named after their
molecular weight of 36 kDa (Cruikshank et al. [2005]), whereas Cx32 and Cx43 are
present in glial gap junctions (Dermietzel and Hertberg [1991], Rash et al. [2000]).
Cx36 can be speciﬁcally blocked by low doses the antimalarial drug meﬂoquine in
neocortical slice preparations of rats with minimal nonspeciﬁc actions (Cruikshank
et al. [2004]). Meﬂoquine caused no signiﬁcant change in evoked excitatory or in-
hibitory postsynaptical potentials, and intrinsic cellular properties in Cruikshank et
al.s experiments (Cruikshank et al. [2004]).
4.1.3. Rationale
The purpose of the study presented here is two-fold: (1) To test whether the po-
tassium channel of FS interneurons could be responsible for the resonance eﬀect seen
at 600 Hz injected current during activity and (2) to test whether part of the fast
neural response is due to current ﬂowing through the gap junction in interneurons.
4.1.4. Experimental design
The role of FS interneurons in the generation of high frequency resonance was
tested by using a Hodgkin-Huxley type model using the equations and parameters
of Pospischil et al. (Pospischil et al. [2008]), but using the conductivity values of
FS interneurons as measured by Erisir et al. (Erisir et al. [1999]).
The role interneurons play in the generation of the fast neural dZ signal was
tested by (1) blocking their gap-junctions using meﬂoquine and (2) by blocking the
Kv3.1-2 channels using low-dose 4-AP. Meﬂoquine and 4-AP were injected into the
cortex of a rat and forepaw EPs were measured during propofol anaesthesia before
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and after injection.
4.2. Methods
4.2.1. Modelling
The membrane dynamics of fast-spiking interneurons were modelled using Hodgkin-
Huxley equations (Hodgkin and Huxley [1952]) adapted for this speciﬁc neuron
type (Pospischil et al. [2008]). The model parameters were obtained from Figure
3 of Pospischil et al. (2008), except that the maximal conductance of the delayed-
rectiﬁer K+ channel (gKd) was set to 220 mS/cm2 to model the fast dynamics
of channels containing Kv3.1-Kv3.2 proteins (Erisir et al. [1999]). The impedance
response of the simulated membrane was measured by injecting a small sinusoidal
current at diﬀerent frequencies. The impedance spectrum was measured both at
the neuron’s resting state (membrane potential = -70 mV) and at a sub-threshold,
depolarized state (membrane potential = -55 mV).
4.2.2. In-vivo experiments
4.2.2.1. Animals, anaesthetic and surgical procedure
The animals, the anaesthetic and surgical procedure used in this study is the same
as described in chapter 3 in 3.2.2.
4.2.2.2. EEG and impedance recordings
Electrodes The surface electrode arrays were produced in house using stainless
steel foil in silicone rubber in a sandwich technique. The arrays were designed and
produced by Mohamed Koronfel, they measured 6x8 mm and had 30 stainless steel
contacts measuring 0.6 mm in diameter, which were platinised before implantation.
As in chapter 3 the electrode was placed above the ﬁrst sensory cortex on the
forepaw localization.
EEG ampliﬁer and current source The same EEG ampliﬁer as in chapter 3 was
used. The current source used in this study was the Keithley 6221 current source
(Tektronix U.K. Ltd Keithley Instruments, UK). It produces AC currents from 2
pA to 100 mA up to a frequency of 100 kHz and has an output impedance of
1014
. It was combined with a custom designed switching system based on the
ADG714 CMOS (Analog Devices Ltd., UK) and was controlled via an Arduino
(SmartProjects, Italy) through a custom made MATLAB interface (Mathworks,
USA).
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4.2.2.3. Meﬂoquine
Evoked potentials were elicited as described in chapter 3 were elicited in four rats
while the impedance was recorded. Then 25M meﬂoquine was injected through
the array into the cortex in portions of 5l as closely to the electrode with the
largest activity in EEG as possible and the evoked changes in impedance were
measured again. The carrier frequency for the impedance measurements was 1700
Hz in all recordings. As a control, 5 l of saline was injected before the injection of
meﬂoquine in one rat to ensure that the injection of ﬂuid would not alter the EP or
dZ. In one rat the needle was inserted and further EPs conducted without starting
the meﬂoquine injection to test for an eﬀect of the needle alone.
4.2.2.4. 4-AP
Evoked potentials were elicited as described in chapter 3 were elicited in four rats
while the impedance was recorded. Then 10M 4-AP was injected through the
array into the cortex in portions of 3l as closely to the electrode with the largest
activity in EEG as possible and the evoked changes in impedance were measured
again. The carrier frequency for the impedance measurements was 1700 Hz in all
recordings.
4.2.2.5. Analysis of in-vivo recordings
The raw voltages were recorded as described in chapter 3 and the EEG and dZ were
extracted. The EEG was extracted by low pass ﬁltering it at 300 Hz. The impedance
data was recovered by ﬁrst band-pass ﬁltering the recorded voltages with a ﬁlter of
 300 Hz. The voltages were then demodulated as described in chapter 3. Outlier
rejection was performed as explained in 3.2.6.3. The data was compared two-fold.
Both the maximum EPs and dZs were compared and then the EPs and dZs for the
channels with the largest initial dZ compared. The dZ and EP measurements were
normalized by their ﬁrst value to allow an easy comparison.
4.3. Results
4.3.1. Modelling
The membrane dynamics of a fast-spiking interneuron was simulated using modiﬁed
Hodgkin-Huxley equations (Pospischil et al. [2008]). When stimulated with supra-
threshold depolarizing current, the simulated neuron generated a fast sequence of
action potentials (at ~500 Hz; Fig. 4.3.1). The simulation also revealed a change in
the impedance spectrum of the neuron’s membrane between its normal resting state
(-70 mV) and a sub-threshold depolarized state (-55 mV). At rest, the membrane
impedance had a resonant frequency at 80 Hz, but when depolarized the membrane
exhibited a much higher resonant frequency at 540 Hz (Fig. 4.3.1). Due to this
shift in resonance, the impedance change between resting and depolarized states
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was initially negative at low frequencies but turned positive at higher frequencies,
with peak amplitude at 540 Hz (Fig. 4.3.1).
4.3.2. In-vivo experiments
4.3.2.1. Meﬂoquine
49 evoked impedance recordings were conducted before and after injection of meﬂo-
quine in all four rats. The evoked potentials in EEG and accordingly the evoked dZ
showed a large interindividual diﬀerence. The injection of meﬂoquine caused a de-
crease in both EP size and dZ size as seen in ﬁgure 4.3.2.1. This reached statistical
signiﬁcance in three of the four rats (p<0.05, Wilcoxon ranksum test). In the rat
that did not show a statistical signiﬁcant decrease of EP and dZ, there were very
few data points in the ﬁrst recording. The maximum EPs were normalized by their
ﬁrst value as well and remained much stable throughout the recording with a mean
normalized value 1.020.33 (n = 32).
4.3.2.2. 4-AP
Injection of 10 M 4-AP caused epileptiform spiking in the EEG of two rats and
the recordings were aborted.
4.4. Discussion
In this study the impedance spectrum of a membrane was modelled and values from
the literature for Kv3.1-2 channels from fast spiking interneurons included. In mod-
elling, the impedance spectrum of the membrane had a resonant frequency of 80 Hz
at rest (-70 mV), which increased to 540 Hz when the membrane was depolarized
to -55 mV (see ﬁgure 4.3.1). The modelling suggest that the positive impedance
measured in chapter 3 at 600 Hz frequencies could be due to a resonance eﬀect of
the injected current on the cell membrane of fast spiking interneurons. The reson-
ance frequency of the membrane shifts between the resting and the activating state
according to our modelling. A shift in resonance frequency with depolarization has
been described in mesencephalic neurons of rats (Wu et al. [2001]) and in thalamo-
cortical neurons of guinea pigs (Puil et al. [1994]). As the resonance shifts with
during activation an increase in voltage could be measured, when a resonant carrier
frequency is used. As voltage recordings are used in our method, this increase in
voltage would cause an apparent increase in impedance after analysis.
If the hypothesis, that the increase in impedance seen in our recordings is due
to resonance in the cell membrane of one subtype of interneurons which makes up
5-10% of the total neurons, is accepted, the question on why our recordings are
so sensitive to this eﬀect should be asked. Why would resonance on such a small
number of neurons give us a larger impedance signal than the drop of impedance in
all other neurons?
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Figure 4.2.: (Top left) The simulated neuron generated a burst of action potentials
when a supra-threshold depolarizing current was applied at t=200 ms.
(Top right) Impedance spectrum of the membrane at resting state (-70
mV) with resonance at 80 Hz. (Bottom left) Impedance spectrum of the
membrane at a depolarized state (-55 mV), showing a higher resonant
frequency at 540 Hz. (Bottom right) Diﬀerence in membrane imped-
ance between resting and depolarized states. The impedance change is
positive at frequencies above 150 Hz, with peak amplitude at 540 Hz.
Impedance is given in arbitrary units (a.u.) for all three graphs.
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Figure 4.3.: Normalized dZ (red) and EP values for four individual rats are shown
against time in hours (A)-(D). Each EP and dZ was normalized by its
ﬁrst value to allow better comparison between rats. The black arrows
(solid line) indicate the time meﬂoquine was injected in (A)-(D), the
dashed green arrow in (B) indicates the injection of 5 l of saline and
in (C) the insertion of a needle without injection of meﬂoquine.
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When the ion channels open in neurons during depolarization an additional path
is open for the current to pass which decreases the impedance overall. One pos-
sibility for the importance of FS interneurons could be that this additional current
path is particularly low in resistivity because there is a direct connection from one
of these cells to the next because they have gap junctions. Gap junctions would al-
low the current to pass from cell to the next without encountering much resistance.
The junctional conductance of gap junctions has been measured as being 658-1600
pS in FS interneurons and an even higher junctional conductance of 2100 pS has
been described for low threshold spiking (LTS) interneurons (Galarreta and Hestrin
[1999], Gibson et al. [1999]). If gap junctions oﬀer a favourable current path then
LTS interneurons are likely to be involved as well, however their ion channel time
constants are unlikely to play a role for the resonance eﬀect seen in our recordings.
Unfortunately, modelling of the eﬀect of the gap junctions would be rather complex
as it would involve several cell types. This is beyond the scope of this thesis, how-
ever a better knowledge of which cell types cause what percentage of the impedance
change would allow a better interpretation of the images conducted. This know-
ledge might also be helpful for the choice of future paradigms as some subcortical
structures such as the thalamus in rats lacks interneurons (Barbaresi et al. [1986],
Williams and Faull [1987]).
This question was addressed by attempting to selectively block gap junctions as
well as potassium channels. Unfortunately, both of these experiments remained in-
conclusive as in one case the evoked potential was aﬀected and in the other epileptic
potentials were caused. Cruikshank et al. reported a blockage of gap junctions with
little other non-speciﬁc eﬀects in experiments in brain slices of rats. In particu-
lar, they reported no signiﬁcant changes in evoked excitatory or inhibitory postsyn-
aptical potentials, and intrinsic cellular properties in his experiments. They pointed
out that it took meﬂoquine 90 min to reach its maximal eﬀect (Cruikshank et al.
[2004]). In contrast, the evoked potential in our study was reduced after injection
of meﬂoquine within 30 min (see ﬁg. 4.3.2.1). This also caused a decrease in the
activity evoked dZ which would be expected, as the evoked activity was reduced.
Control injection with saline or just the placement of a needle did not lead to a
decrease in EPs or dZs. It is thus unlikely that the drop of evoked activity in LFP
or dZ is solely due the local damage caused. It appears that the action of meﬂoquine
of a whole brain preparation of cortex yields diﬀerent results than in brain slices in
rats. Recordings after injection of 4-AP in an attempt to selectively block Kv3.1-2
were aborted as seizures developed even when a 10 M solution was used. It was
originally planned to try even smaller doses of 4-AP but this plan was aborted after
it was noticed that seizures developed in other experiments even when electrode
grids were re-used that had been in contact with 4-AP at any point in time, despite
washing.
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4.5. Conclusion and future work
In summary, it appears that there might be a resonance eﬀect on fast spiking in-
terneurons which may cause an apparent impedance change when measured with our
method. The contribution of interneurons to the total activity-related impedance
signal in the cortex remains inconclusive.
To further the issue on which neuron type contributes how much to the total
activity related impedance change in the cortex, recordings in slice preparations
could be used. A way of selectively activating FS interneurons vs activating the
cortex in general should be found. This could for example take place by activating
FS interneurons selectively by stimulating them with light in an optogenically mod-
iﬁed rat vs stimulating the thalamus electrically causing activity in in general could
be measured. An adequate chamber in which the impedance of a brain slice can
be measured during activation would have to be designed. Optogenetically modi-
ﬁed mice, in which FS interneurons can be selectively targeted by light have been
produced in the past (Cardin et al. [2009], Sohal et al. [2009]). The optogenetical
modiﬁcation could potentially be extended to rats. Alternatively, recordings from
mice could be conducted using the frequency sweep paradigm from chapter 3, if the
results were similar to those in the rats the existing optogenetical mouse models
could be used to evaluate the role of interneurons for the impedance signal further.
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5.1. Introduction
5.1.1. Orienting paragraph
Imaging activity throughout the brain with a temporal resolution of milliseconds
would permit assessment of activity between centres in the brain. This type of
assessment would have an enormous impact on neuroscience. . EIT has the potential
to image neuronal activity throughout the brain, which is tested in this study. The
previous studies have shown that the activity within the cortex can be reliably
imaged, therefore it will now be tested whether activity in subcortical structures
can be imaged.
5.1.2. Background
5.1.2.1. Previous attempts of 3D EIT imaging
The alteration in carrier frequency discussed in chapter 3 allowed us to improve the
SNR from 12.2 to 27. This encouraged testing of whether or not EIT could image
neuronal activity throughout the brain. Previous attempts to image EIT throughout
the brain have been made by Tidswell et al. and Gilad et al. (Tidswell et al. [2001b],
Gilad et al. [2009]). Tidswell et al. however measured changes in the regional blood
ﬂow and volume rather than the fast neural impedance response. They measured
impedance responses of about 0.5%, 6 seconds after visual, somatosensory, or motor
activity using a 50 kHz carrier frequency. Gilad et al. attempted to measure EIT
of the fast neural impedance response to visual evoked potentials throughout the
brain in healthy human subjects (Gilad et al. [2009]). They injected a square wave
(DC) and recorded the voltages from scalp EEG electrodes. They were able to show
reproducible signiﬁcant resistance decreases of 0.0010.0005% in these recordings
reaching an SNR of 2:1, which was not suﬃcient for imaging. Imaging directly from
the brain and with a higher carrier frequency compared to Gilad et al. (hence higher
SNR) might allow us to conduct whole brain images of neuronal activity.
5.1.2.2. Impedance measurements from subcortical structures
As discussed in chapter 3 Klivington and Galambos recorded resistance changes in
the cat cortex in response to auditory stimuli using two electrodes with 10 kHz
current injection, recording via a Wheatstone bridge (Klivington and Galambos
[1968], Klivington, K Galambos [1967]). Within the same group and using the same
method, Velluti et al. measured evoked resistance changes in various subcortical
nuclei following sensory stimuli (Velluti et al. [1968]). They measured the changes
in response to visual stimuli in the lateral geniculate nucleus and the optic chiasm
and the retina. In response to auditory stimuli, evoked resistance changes were
measured in the medial geniculate nucleus, the inferior colliculus, the midbrain
reticular formation, and the auditory cortex. Electrical stimulation of the sciatic
nerve caused resistance shifts in the ventral posterolateral nucleus (Velluti et al.
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[1968]). The changes in resistivity measured by Velluti et al. were very small (0.1

 with a baseline of 2000 to 5000 
) but were of similar magnitude in the cortex
and the subcortical structures. It should also be taken into account that these
measurements were taken with a two electrode set-up. The same electrodes were
used for current injection as well as voltage measurement and hence include ionic
diﬀusion due to accumulation of ions at the interface as well as surface polarization
of cells (Bédard and Destexhe [2009]). This is probably why the authors present
their dZ change in absolute rather than in relative terms. In our experiments, the
electrodes recording the voltages were not the same as the electrodes injecting the
current. Hence, the relative dZ change recorded by Velluti et al. and Klivington et
al. can not be determined with certainty and the results from this study cannot be
directly compared to theirs. However, it is very encouraging that the magnitude in
resistivity change was similar between cortex and subcortical structures when the
same method was used by Velluti et al. (Velluti et al. [1968]).
5.1.2.3. Somatosensory system
In this study stimulation of the forepaw and the whiskers were chosen to elicit ac-
tivation of the brain. The pathways of the somatosensory system and the structures
involved will brieﬂy be discussed here.
Forepaw stimulation In our forepaw stimulation paradigm, the nerves of the fore-
paw (the median, the ulnar, and the radial nerve) are being stimulated. This is
achieved by needle electrodes in the forepaw which stimulate enough to see the
forepaw twitch. It is likely that pain receptors are also activated as the stimulating
current is fairly high in the anaesthetised animal. The sensory part of the median,
ulnar, and radial nerve transmits the information of sensory receptors in the skin.
These can be divided into slowly, intermediate, and rapid adapting mechanorecept-
ors. The slowly adapting mechanoreceptors include Merkel and Ruﬃni endings and
some free nerve endings. Merkel endings are particularly dense in follicles of si-
nus hairs of the face and Ruﬃni endings respond to tissue stress (Rice and Fundin
[1997], Grigg [1996]). Free nerve endings respond to painful stimuli and can be slow,
intermediate and rapidly adapting. They are found in the skin as well as in muscles
and tendons, which is why they are likely stimulated by the current passed from
the needle electrodes in our paradigm (Mense [1996]). The other rapidly adapting
mechanoreceptors include small lamellated corpuscles, lanceloate endings, and Pa-
cianian corpuscles. Pacianian corpuscles are particularly sensitive to vibration, and
lanceloate endings are located in hair follicles (Paxinos [2004]). The cell bodies of
all of these receptors lie in the dorsal root ganglia along the vertebral column by the
spine. The somatosensory information reaches the somatosensory thalamus via two
diﬀerent pathways. Discriminative touch and proprioception are mostly transmitted
via ascending ﬁbres in the dorsal column which reach the medullary relay nuclei.
These are the gracile, cuneate, and external cuneate nucleus as well as the nucleus Z.
From there the somatosensory information mostly reaches the ventral posteoraleral
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nucleus of the thalamus (VPL) via the internal arcuate ﬁbres across the mid-line
which enter the medial lemniscus. Pain, temperature, and innocuous stimuli are
being transmitted via the spinothalamic tract directly to the contralateral VPL,
the posterior thalamic group (Po), and the intralaminar nuclei (Paxinos [2004]).
The main part of the somatosenosory thalamus is also called the ventrobasal com-
plex (VB) which consists of VPL and ventroposteromedial nucleus (VPM). VPM
mainly receives input from the whisker pad and is discussed in the next paragraph.
The other parts of the thalamus that receive somotosensory inputs are the pos-
terior group (Po, mainly nociceptive stimuli), the centrolateral and parafascicular
nucleus, the gelatinosus nucleus, and the lateral ventromedial thalamus (Paxinos
[2004]). The rat VPL does not contain any signiﬁcant number of local interneurons
(Barbaresi et al. [1986], Harris and Hendrickson [1987]) and all VPL neurons send
their axons to the somatosensory cortex (Saporta and Kruger [1977]). There are
GABAergic interneurons in the reticular nucleus, which is a thin layer lamina of
neurons that surround the dorsal thalamus (Paxinos [2004]). However they seem
to only play a role in selective attention (McAlonan [2000]). All neurons in the
VB send their axons to the somatosensory cortex (Saporta and Kruger [1977]).VB
and Po neurons project to the ﬁrst and the second somatosensory area (S1 and S2,
respectively) but relatively few of these neurons send axons to both cortical areas
(Spreaﬁco et al. [1987]). Neurons in the intralaminar nuclei project to wide areas
of frontal cortex (Berendse and Groenewegen [1991]). Both the gelatinosus nucleus
and the ventromedial thalamic nucleus are implicated in noxious stimuli (Backonja
and Miletic [1991], Desbois and Villanueva [2001]). They project to the ventrolat-
eral orbital cortex and a strip of dorsolateral frontal cortex, respectively (Yoshida
et al. [1992], Desbois and Villanueva [2001]). Axons from the VB to S1 mostly
terminate in layer 4 (Herkenham [1980], Kharazia and Weinberg [1994]), while the
axons from Po mainly terminates in layers 1 and 5a (Herkenham [1980]). There
is a single representation of the body surface in S1 which has partial overlap with
the motor cortex. This area occupies a strip about 1 mm wide and contains the
representation of the forepaw and hindpaw (Sapienza et al. [1981], Sanderson et al.
[1984]). S2 is located laterally to S1 and contains a second complete representation
of the body surface (Paxinos [2004]).
Whisker stimulation Whisker stimulation leads to activation of the maxillary di-
vision of the trigeminal nerve. Each follicle of the facial vibrissae of common labor-
atory rats is innervated by approximately 250 nerve ﬁbres (Paxinos [2004]). The
peripheral receptors in the follicles are Merkel cells, lanceolate endings, free nerve
endings, reticular and Ruﬃni endings (Renehan and Munger [1986], Fundin et al.
[1995], Rice and Fundin [1997]). The cell bodies of the aﬀerents of the maxillary
division of the trigeminal nerve supply, which supplies the whisker pad, lie in the
trigeminal (or Gasserian) ganglion in the middle cranial fossa in the base of the
skull, where they are arranged somatotopically (Paxinos [2004]). From there the
information is transmitted to ipsilateral trigeminal brain stem nuclei. Of these, the
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main or principal trigeminal nucleus (Pr5) and the spinal trigeminal nuclei (Sp5O
(oral), Sp5I (interpolar) and Sp5C (caudal)) are of particular importance for the
information transmission from the whisker pad to the cortex. Pr5 lies in the lateral
pons and has two classes of whisker responsive cells which project to VPM and Po.
VPM and Po also receive input from the spinal trigeminal nuclei Sp5I and Sp5C; Po
receives additional input from Sp5O (Veinante et al. [2000], Paxinos [2004]). VPM
is a thalamic subcortical nucleus, which is crescent shaped in coronal sections and
lies dorso-medial to VPL (Paxinos [2004]). It contains thalamocortical relay cells
and, unlike to carnivores and primates, there are no interneurons or GABAergic
cells present in rat VPM (Barbaresi et al. [1986], Williams and Faull [1987]). In-
puts to VPM are somatotopically organized and inputs from the vibrissae supply
a disproportionately large topographic region (Waite [1973], Van Der Loos [1976],
Sugitani et al. [1990]). Po surrounds VPM on the dorsomedial and caudal aspects.
The rostral, dorsomedial sector of Po (PoM) receives the somatosensory input of
the vibrissae. PoM and VPM lack GABAergic interneurons and receives inhibi-
tion from the reticular thalamic nucleus (Pinault et al. [1995]). Activity in PoM is
largely suppressed during anaesthesia via inhibition from the zona inserta (Petersen
[2007]). Both VPM and PoM receive dense projection from the somatosensory cor-
tex, which modulates its activity (Diamond et al. [1992], Paxinos [2004]). VPM and
PoM both project to the ﬁrst sensory cortex (S1) to complementary regions (Lu
and Lin [1993]). VPM mainly projects to layer 4 of S1 but also supplies supra- and
infragranular layers in the cortex (Herkenham [1980], Jensen and Killackey [1987]).
Po avoids the barrel centres and projects to the septa between barrels in layer 1, 4
and 5a, facilitating the lateral spread of activity, and to the surrounding dysgranular
cortex as well as to S2 (Carvell and Simons [1987]). The dysgranular zone is located
between the forelimb and hindlimb in S1 and is understood to correspond to gyri
in mammals (Paxinos [2004]). Within S1 the body representation is somatotopic
with the face areas occupying approximately 66% of the area (Welker [1971]). The
input area is called the barrel ﬁeld, which dominates the facial area. Each whisker
has its own distinct representation in the barrel ﬁeld (Paxinos and Watson [2007]).
5.1.2.4. Expectation regarding imaging in 3D
The two structures involved in evoked potential processing that could be imaged
with EIT are the activity in the thalamus and the cortex. As discussed above, the
VPM and VPL are expected to activate before the somatosensory cortex activates
when whiskers or the forepaw are stimulated. The thalamic structures are expected
to be active 2-6 ms prior to activation of the somatosensory cortex (Cruikshank
et al. [2007]), which in our experience reaches its peak activity at 10-20 ms (see
chapter 3). The size of the representation of whisker in VPM and forepaw in VPL
should be taken into account. The whiskers have their representation in nearly the
entire VPM, while the forepaw is only one of the areas with a representation in the
VPL; The two structures have a similar total volume (Paxinos and Watson [2007],
Paxinos [2004]). Therefore, most of the VPM is expected to be activated if all
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whiskers are being moved on one side but only part of the VPL when the forepaw
is stimulated. Other structures involved such as the medullary relay nuclei or the
trigeminal nuclei are both too small and outside the area of the brain that these
recordings are sensitive to.
5.1.2.5. Previous modelling
In a study by Aristovich et al. the feasibility of imaging deep brain neural activity
with EIT was tested in modelling (Aristovich et al. [2014]). They tested whether a
0.5 mm spherical perturbation with a 10% conductivity change, located in the CA1
area of the hippocampus, could be detected in the image reconstruction. They used
a 15 M element mesh for the forward solution, a 100 k inverse tetrahedral mesh
and 256 electrodes placed around the brain. They came to the conclusion that deep
brain activity in the hippocampus could be imaged with an accuracy of 0.5 mm
with this set-up (Aristovich et al. [2014]). Neither a conductivity change of 10%
in the thalamus can be expected nor is it possible to use 256 electrodes. However,
both VPM and VPL have a substantially larger total area than the perturbation
used in this paradigm. They are somewhat semicircular and oval in length but
at the maximum width VPM measures approximately 0.9 x 2.8 mm and its total
length is approximately 2.2 mm (Paxinos and Watson [2007]). The maximum width
of VPL is approximately 0.75 x 2.5 mm with an approximate length of 2.3 mm
(Paxinos and Watson [2007]). However, it should be appreciated that, especially
in the forepaw paradigm, not the entire VPL is expected to be active, because the
forepaw is just one of the structures represented in the thalamus. The minimum
change in impedance in the thalamus required to image with EIT using brain surface
electrodes determined by modelling in this study.
5.1.3. Rationale
The overall purpose of this study was to test whether impedance changes due to
neuronal activity can be imaged throughout the brain using measurements from the
brain surface. First, the magnitude of impedance change in the thalamus neces-
sary to detect impedance changes on the surface of the brain was determined by
modelling the changes. It was then tested whether any reproducible measurable im-
pedance changes were recordable in subcortical structures from recordings of evoked
potentials at the surface of the brain. The actual evoked impedance changes were
also measured in the thalamus locally.
5.1.4. Experimental design
The minimum change in impedance in the thalamus needed to reconstruct activity
was modelled and two further types of experiments were conducted in this study.
3D EIT recordings were attempted by covering most of the surface of the brain. For
this purpose a custom made 60 channel electrode was designed and produced. This
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electrode array covered approximately 90% of the hemisphere and one electrode was
implanted subdurally on each hemisphere, so that a total of 120 channels could be
used. The forepaw and the whisker were stimulated with this set-up under propofol
or  chloralose anaesthesia in an attempt to image impedance changes throughout
the brain. The other type of experiment involved impedance measurements directly
from the cortex. For this purpose a 16 channel depth electrode was stereotactically
implanted directly into the VB covering both the VPM and VPL. Large surface
electrodes were used to inject current from either side or dorsal to ventral from the
brain surface. This experiment was done to characterize the impedance response of
the somatosensory thalamus.
5.2. Methods
5.2.1. Modelling
The VPM was modelled as a 1.5 mm diameter sphere located at AP -3, ML 3
and 6mm depth from the surface of the brain using a high-resolution 200,000 ele-
ment mesh. The thalamic activity was modelled as a change with the following
amplitudes: 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, and 2% in this sphere. Forward modelling was used
to model the changes in the boundary voltage due to the perturbation using the
same current injection protocol as in one of the 3D experiments. 0.1V random
Gaussian noise was added to the simulated boundary voltages. The same method
as in 5.2.5 was used for the reconstruction. The centre of mass was computed for
the reconstructed perturbation (threshold at half-maximum impedance change) and
the distance to the actual perturbation was used as a measure of the reconstruction
error.
5.2.2. Animals and anaesthetic procedure
Fourteen female Sprague-Dawley rats aged 5-8 months, weighing between 300 and
450 g, were used in this study. They were obtained from Biological Services, Uni-
versity College London, which bred them on site. They were kept in a room with
12 hour dark/artiﬁcial light cycle with 18-20 air exchanges/hour, and had access
to food and water ad libitum. All work was conducted under UK Home Oﬃce
regulations. All rats were induced with isoﬂurane 4% in an induction box and the
anaesthesia was maintained with an injectable anaesthetic. They were intubated
as described in chapter 4 and in Vongerichten et al. (Vongerichten et al. [2014])
and either their femoral or their tail artery and vein were cannulated. Monitoring
and ventilation was the same as in chapter 3. In one of the rats anaesthesia was
maintained using propofol 10-50 mg/kg/h. However to maximise EPs, anaesthesia
was maintained with  chloralose and fentanyl in the reamining rats. The dose
rate for  chloralose was 25-35 mg/kg/h and 25-50 mcg/kg/h for fentanyl.
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Figure 5.1.: Simulated perturbation in the 200.000 element brain mesh. The per-
tubation is 1.5 mm in diameter and located at AP -3, ML 3 and 6 mm
depth from the surface of the brain
5.2.3. Surgical procedure
The skin on the top of the skull was incised in the mid-line and the skull freed of
periost. The insertion of the temporal muscle on both sides was cauterized with
bipolar forceps and then incised using a scalpel. The muscle was subsequently
dissected oﬀ bluntly. Two craniotomies were performed, which were reaching from
4 mm rostral of bregma to 1mm rostral to lambda and laterally as wide as possible
down to the insertion of the zygomatic arch. A small strip of bone remained in the
mid-line to protect the superior saggital sinus.
5.2.4. EIT and EEG recordings
5.2.4.1. Electrodes
A 16 channel depth electrode of 10 mm total length was used for the thalamic imped-
ance recordings (A1x16-10mm-100-703-A16, Neuronexus, MI, USA). Each contact
was 703 m2 in size and they were 100 m apart, so that the electrode area covered
1.5 mm of the tip of the electrodes.
The surface arrays was produced in house using stainless steel foil in silicone
rubber in a sandwich technique. The arrays measured 15 x 9 mm at their longest
points and had 60 contacts measuring 0.6 mm in diameter, which were platinised
before implantation. The arrays covered ~90% of the neocortex and one electrode
was implanted on each hemisphere. The design had to be amended twice over the
course of the study. The initial design was too large in surface area and the second
design had a corner on the back which easily could slip caudally under the bone,
damaging the feeding veins on the caudal area of the superior saggital sinus and the
transverse sinus. The ﬁrst design was used in one rat and the second design was
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used in two rats.
5.2.4.2. Current source
The current source used in this study was the Keithley 6221 current source (Tek-
tronix U.K. Ltd Keithley Instruments, UK). It produces AC currents from 2 pA
to 100 mA up to a frequency of 100 kHz and has an output impedance of 1014
.
It was combined with a custom designed switching system based on the ADG714
CMOS and was controlled via an Arduino (SmartProjects, Italy) through a custom
made MATLAB interface (Mathworks, USA).
5.2.4.3. EEG ampliﬁer
The same Biosemi EEG ampliﬁer as in chapter 4 and 3 was used.
5.2.5. 3D EIT recordings of evoked potentials
3D recordings were attempted in 11 rats, but data of only three of them was tech-
nically sound due to ongoing development of the surgical technique, the electrode
design and other parts of the recording system such as the electrode holders. A
whisker stimulation and a forepaw stimulation paradigm was used to elicit evoked
activation in the brain. The forepaw paradigm is the same as described in chapter
3. The forepaw paradigm was performed with an increased stimulation pulse width
in one rat. The whisker stimulation paradigm has been initially developed for a
previous project and is discussed in more detail in Brett Packhams thesis (Packham
[2013]). Brieﬂy, for the whisker stimulation a piezoelectric actuator (PL140.10, PI
Ceramic, Germany) was used, which had a deﬂection frequency of 1 Hz, amplitude
of 4 mm and velocity of 800 mm
s . In our study all whiskers were tied together
and displaced in the rostro-caudal axis by the stimulator. In one rat the whisker
pad was stimulated electrically above twitch threshold as no EPs could be elicited
mechanically. For the EIT recordings, current injection was performed choosing
one electrode contact on either side of the brain, the current frequency was 1700 Hz
but in two rats additional current injection with 600 Hz was performed; the current
amplitude was 50-100 A rms. The current was injected between two electrodes
on either side of the brain and the remaining 118 electrodes recorded the resulting
voltages. The electrodes chosen were as far lateral as possible and in the middle
row 1 to allow as much current as possible to pass through the thalamic area. The
current injection was switched between pairs every 15-60 s.
5.2.6. Thalamic impedance recordings of evoked potentials
Thalamic impedance recordings were conducted in three rats using the same whisker
and forepaw stimulation described in 5.2.5. Current was injected either via large
circular platinum electrodes (4 mm diameter) in the centre of each hemisphere or via
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Figure 5.2.: 3D EIT electrode contacts displayed on the mesh used
one large current electrode (4 mm) on dorsal surface of the brain and a stainless steel
screw (00-96, Plastics One, USA) in the hard palate of the rat. The ﬁeld potentials
generated from the neurons and the voltages generated by the current injection
was measured with a depth electrode described in 5.2.4.1. The thalamic depth
electrode was placed in AP -4 mm, ML 3.5 mm and 6.5 mm depth from the surface
of the brain (coordinates according to the stereotactic atlas of Paxinos and Watson
(Paxinos and Watson [2007])). In addition to this location, the depth electrode was
also placed in 3-6 other locations (sampled  1mm around the above coordinate) for
broader sampling. The placement of the electrode in the thalamus was conﬁrmed
by placement during EPs (which were visible in the local ﬁeld potentials) and the
post-mortem removal of the brain showing the tract of the electrode in slices.
5.2.7. Analysis of 3D data
The EEG data was recovered by low pass ﬁltering the recorded voltages at 300
Hz when 1700 Hz current injection was used and 200 Hz when a 600 Hz carrier
frequency was used. All results of the amplitude and latency of EEG EPs and
dZ are given as meanSD. The impedance data was recovered by ﬁrst band-pass
ﬁltering the recorded voltages with a ﬁlter of  300 Hz for 1700 Hz and  200 Hz
when a carrier frequency of 600 Hz was used. The voltages were then demodulated
as described in chapter 3. Outlier rejection was performed as explained in 3.2.6.3.
Signiﬁcant impedance changes were detected by computing the t-statistic of the dZ
signal at each time point, with the signiﬁcance level set at p<0.01 (two-sided).
An anatomical realistic 60.000 element ﬁnite element model was used to model the
rat brain. The electrodes were placed on either hemisphere and covered most of the
hemisphere due to their surface area. A complete electrode model was used for the
forward modelling, assuming 1 kW contact impedance for all electrodes and 0.3 S/m
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baseline conductivity in the cortex. The baseline boundary voltages predicted by the
ﬁnite element model closely matched those recorded during the experiments (from
visual inspection). The forward model was used to estimate a sensitivity (Jacobian)
matrix for the current injection protocol used in each experiment. Conductivity
changes were estimated from the recorded dZ signals using the sensitivity matrix
and applying zero-order Tikhonov regularization (Holder [2005]). The regularization
parameter was optimised by the cross-validation method (Abascal et al. [2008]) as
described in chapter 3.
5.2.8. Analysis of thalamic recordings
The local ﬁeld data was recovered by low pass ﬁltering the recorded voltages at
400 Hz. Similarly to the processing in 5.2.7, the voltage recordings were band-pass
ﬁltered at 500 Hz and then demodulated.
5.3. Results
5.3.1. Modelling of thalamic activity strength
The forward modelling predicted that an impedance change in the thalamus of 1%
would produce a peak change in the boundary voltage of 0.025%; the remaining
impedance changes are proportional to this so that a 2% change in impedance will
cause a peak change in boundary voltage of 0.05%, 0.5 % change in impedance would
be seen as a 0.0125% change in boundary voltage and an impedance change of 0.1%
in the thalamus would cause a boundary voltage change of 0.0025%. The simulated
change in impedance could be reconstructed when 0.1%, 0.5%, 1% and 2% imped-
ance changes were used. However the image became increasingly blurred the smaller
the impedance change was as seen in ﬁgure 5.3.1. The thresholded reconstructed
volume (thresholded at half-maximum) increased with decreasing simulated dZ in
the spherical perturbation, which had a volume of of 1.77 mm3. The reconstruc-
ted volume was 108.35 mm3 for a 2% simulated dZ change, 106.76 mm3 for 1%
simulated dZ change, 117.48 mm3 for a simulated dZ of 0.5% and 254.34 mm3 for
a simulated dZ of 0.1%. The reconstruction error increased when the impedance
change decreased. For an impedance change of 2% the reconstruction error was
0.27 mm (distance between original centre of perturbation to reconstructed centre
of mass), for 1% it was 0.26 mm, for 0.5% it was 0.5 mm and for 0.1% it was 1.6
mm reconstruction error (see ﬁgure 5.3.1).
5.3.2. 3D EIT recordings of evoked potentials
Successful recordings were obtained in three rats, in which EIT recordings of forepaw
and whisker stimulation were performed. A minimum of one of each paradigm was
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Figure 5.3.: Simulated perturbation (A) and reconstructions of the simulated per-
turbations in the thalamus shown on a 200.000 element rat mesh (B-E).
The colourbar represents reconstructed impedance changes from 0.002%
(red) to -0.002% (blue). (B) Reconstruction if an impedance change of
-2% is simulated (C) for simulated change of -1% (D) for simulated
change of -0.5%. (E) for simulated change of -0.1%. The amplitudes
of the dZ seen in (B)-(E) are smaller than the originally simulated
amplitudes as the images are increasingly blurred (resulting in a bigger
volume for dZ creation).
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Figure 5.4.: Localization error in mm in relation to the originally modelled imped-
ance change.
Forepaw
Frequency n EP (mV) EP latency (ms) dZ (%) dZ latency (ms)
1700 Hz 10 1.160.4 14.76 -0.090.03 14.42
600 Hz 3 1.450.67 15.38 0.270.13 15.38
Whisker
1700 Hz 5 0.650.21 16.71 -0.140.07 16.75
Table 5.1.: Summary of the mean EPs and dZs recorded from the 120 channel elec-
trode on the cortex in the 3D EIT recordings (n = number of recordings
in 3 rats).
obtained in each rat and the total numbers were 13 EIT recordings of forepaw and
5 recordings of whisker stimulation.
The EPs and dZs are summarized in table 5.1. In the assessment of the raw
dZ recordings a single brief drop in impedance of -0.0950.04% was observed in
response to the cortical forepaw evoked potential and a single -0.140.07% in re-
sponse to whisker stimulation was seen on EEG when the recording was performed
with 1700 Hz current injection.
A brief single increase in impedance of 0.2690.13% was seen when a 600 Hz
injection frequency was used in the forepaw paradigm. The latencies of the increase
and decrease of the impedance matched the latencies of the EPs. However, no dZ
change larger than the 0.01-0.03% noise which preceded the change in impedance
due to the cortical EP and might have represented thalamic activity was seen. All 21
recordings were reconstructed showing cortical activity but no impedance changes
in deep structures were seen. Active areas all reached t-values of >100 for each voxel
and were thresholded at half-maximum. The mean centre of reconstructed activity
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for whisker activity was AP -2.47, ML -4.6 and 2.87 depth in the Paxinos & Watson
coordinate system (Paxinos and Watson [2007]), which corresponds to S1 barrelﬁeld.
Each individual reconstruction was in the S1 barrelﬁeld as well except for one which
reconstructed 0.3 mm medial to the S1 barrel ﬁeld into the neighboring primary
sensory dysgranular cortex (S1DZ). The mean centre of reconstructed activity for
forepaw stimulation was AP -0.43, ML -3.77 and 2.7 mm depth which corresponds
to S1 forelimb (Paxinos and Watson [2007]). All individual recordings reconstructed
to the S1 forelimb area, except for one which reconstructed into the neighboring M1
approximately 0.4 mm medial to the S1 forelimb area. Recordings in which a 1700
Hz carrier frequency was used reconstructed to the same area as those which used
a 600 Hz carrier frequency.
5.3.3. Thalamic impedance recordings of evoked potentials
Recordings were obtained in three rats; successful placement of the depth elec-
trode in the VPM/VPL complex was conﬁrmed post-mortem in all three rats.
Evoked activity on the local ﬁeld could be measured in the thalamus in 25 recordings
but was unsuccessful in 7 recordings due to noise, these were excluded from further
analysis. The EP amplitude was 50.3135.74 A with a latency of 7.672.95 ms
for whisker stimulation and -174.61130 A with a latency of 13.51.925 ms for
forepaw stimulation. No dZ >0.01% of noise was recorded for forepaw stimulation
in any of the 15 recordings. The dZs recorded in the whisker EPs using a 1700 Hz
carrier was -0.0170.03% with a mean latency of 9.4 ms (n = 10) and 0.0170.003
with a latency of 9.75 ms if a 600 Hz (n = 2) carrier frequency was used. Noise was
0.01% throughout the recordings.
5.4. Discussion
This study tested, whether impedance changes in the thalamus could be imaged
using 3D EIT. Klivinton and Galambos as well as Velluti et al.s studies showed
an impedance change in subcortical structures that was similar to the impedance
changes recorded on the cortex (Velluti et al. [1968], Klivington, K Galambos [1967]).
Our recordings in chapter 3 showed an average impedance change of 0.126 ± 0.085%.
Our modelling predicted that such an impedance change could be reconstructed but
would produce a localization error of 1.6 mm. However, no reproducible changes
in dZ were detected in subcortical structures in response to evoked activity when
the impedance was recorded with electrodes from the cortical surface. In contrast,
the dZ changes in the cortex could be imaged reliably in every recording and the
reconstruction showed activity in S1 of the whisker and forepaw area, respectively
(see ﬁg. 5.3.2).
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Figure 5.5.: Example of the reconstructed dZ in response to whisker EPs in one rat
at 5 ms (A), 9 ms (B), 12 ms (C), 17 ms (D) and 23 ms (E). Each time
point shows the mesh from 3 angles and 3 slices through the mesh to
detail depth. Activity is seen in the cortex only. The central graph
shows the EP as seen in EEG (top), the dZ in absolute terms (middle)
and the relative dZ change (bottom).
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Figure 5.6.: Example of a dZ measurement directly from the thalamus. The current
is injected with two large electrodes from either side and the recording
obtained from a depth electrode located in the VPM.
To ﬁnd the reason for this absence of a signal, recordings directly from the thal-
amus were conducted to assess whether the signal strength was too weak or other
reasons such as noise might play a role. The average dZ recorded directly from
the VPM/VPL was <0.01 % for the forepaw paradigm and 0.017% for the whisker
paradigm which was measured against noise of 0.01%. This means that the dZ is
substantially smaller than what modelling predicted would be necessary (0.1%) to
image impedance changes in the thalamus from cortical electrodes and it so small
that it could not be detected against the noise in the forepaw paradigm all together.
The dZ signal in the thalamus could be subdued by sampling error which results in
failure to record from the exact centre of activity with the depth electrodes or the
anaesthesia might have suppressed the extend of the dZ signal. The evoked activity
could be measured in the EEG on the surface of the brain as well as local ﬁeld
potentials from the depth electrode in the thalamus. This makes a failure to detect
a signal due to sampling error or due to anaesthesia seem unlikely. The forepaw EPs
on the brain surface were of similar amplitude and latency to those recorded with
planar arrays in chapter 3 and the recorded dZ matched the recordings from the
same chapter at the equivalent frequency. The method has been validated with con-
trol recordings in chapter 3 and the matching results to the same paradigm are taken
as an indicator for the absence of any technical issues in this study. The evoked
ﬁeld potentials of the thalamic recordings matched the literature in amplitude and
latency (Temereanca and Simons [2003], Sobolewski et al. [2010]).
The most likely explanation for the absence of an activity related impedance
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change in the somatosensory thalamus is the volume of the activated tissue. The
modelling predicted that a minimum of 0.1% impedance change would be necessary
to be able to measure the impedance change on the surface. Recordings directly
from the VPM/VPL conﬁrmed the absence of a reproducible detectable impedance
signal. It is likely that the total volume of synchronously active neuronal tissue in
the somatosensory in too small to produce a detectable impedance signal. There
was never any impedance change found if the forepaw was stimulated but there was
a very small dZ recorded in some of the thalamic whisker recordings. This supports
the hypothesis of the activated volume being too small in the thalamus further as
the thalamic representation of the whisker pad in the VPM of the thalamus is much
larger than the representation of the forepaw in the VPL.
Another factor that might have an impact on the impedance signal due to activa-
tion is the cell type involved. As discussed in chapter 4 interneurons might play an
important part in generating the impedance response in cortical tissue. The VPM
and VPL of the rat thalamus have no interneurons which might be an additional
reason for the absence of an impedance signal in our recordings.
5.5. Conclusion and future work
The results of this study make successful recordings of fast neural impedance signals
in response to physiological stimuli seem unlikely. As discussed in chapter 4 it
would be of interest to clarify which cell type generates the fast neural signal in
the cortex. This could for example be obtained by recordings of impedance in
brain slices where only speciﬁc cell types are selectively activated. Furthermore
more conclusive modelling might be required. Should the outcome of such studies
be that the impedance signal depends crucially on the activity of interneurons then
recordings of the fast neural impedance signal would be possible in 3D, provided the
hypotheses to be tested involve the activity of interneurons in subcortical structures,
as would be the case in primates (Somogyi et al. [1982]).
1306. The impedance response of
epileptic activity in neuronal tissue
in vivo
1316. The impedance response of epileptic activity in neuronal tissue in vivo
6.1. Introduction
6.1.1. Orienting paragraph
This study tested whether EIT could be used to image the epileptic focus and the
seizure spread in the cortex in in-vivo rat models of epilepsy with a sub-second
time resolution. A set-up similar to the one used in chapter 3 would allow a high
temporal resolution of 3.33 ms and the activity in the cortex could be imaged down
to 2 mm from the surface. Localising the epileptic onset zone is of great importance,
as it determines whether surgery can be oﬀered to an epileptic patient, who did not
respond to anti-epileptic drugs. This will be discussed in greater detail below. EIT
could be potentially used in two ways in localising seizure onset zones: (1) by using
the fast-neural component of the impedance signal for imaging and (2) by using the
cell swelling that occurs shortly after the onset of seizures as it increases the local
tissue impedance. In this chapter I discuss the characteristics and time course of the
impedance signals and discuss their potential use in clinical pre-surgical diagnostics.
6.1.2. Background
6.1.2.1. Epilepsy
Epilepsy is the commonest neurological condition which aﬀects people of all ages,
races and social classes. The epilepsies are characterized by recurrent unpredictable
seizures due to synchronized neuronal ﬁring. It aﬀects approximately 50 million
people worldwide (Meinardi et al. [2001], Ngugi et al. [2010]). Of those with chronic
epilepsy 20-30% will not respond to anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs) (Regesta and Tan-
ganelli [1999], Cascino [2008]). In fact 20% of all patient treated with AEDs in the
community had seizures at least monthly (Hart and Shorvon [1995]). There are
over 30 recognized types of epilepsy; they can be categorized into focal seizures,
generalized seizures or classiﬁed according to their electroclinical syndrome (Berg
et al. [2010]). Generalized epileptic seizures are originating at some point within,
and rapidly engaging bilaterally distributed networks. The individual seizure on-
sets can appear localised, but the localisation and lateralisation are not consistent
from one seizure to another. Focal epileptic seizures are originating within net-
works limited to one hemisphere and the ictal onset is consistent from one seizure
to another. Both focal and generalized epileptic seizures can involve cortical and
subcortical structures (Berg et al. [2010]). Focal epilepsies make up the majority of
epilepsies Kotsopoulos et al. [2002] and some can be treated with resective surgery
if they are not responding to AEDs. In order to treat a focal epilepsy surgically, a
clear seizure focus has to be found and deemed resectable; it has to be surgically
accessible and in an area of the brain, where removal will not lead to an intolerable
functional deﬁcit (Duncan [2011]). Potential surgical candidates often undergo in-
tracranial EEG recordings (ECoG), where EEG electrodes are implanted directly
to the surface of the cortex suspected to contain the epileptogenic focus (Duncan
[2011]). ECoG recordings generally suﬀer some drawbacks, as it is a summated po-
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tential which is recorded on the surface. Depending on the brain architecture, such
as deep-seated sources, source orientation tangential to the scalp, opposing source
orientation in sulci or concentric neuronal architecture activity may have no EEG
correlate (Schomer [2011]). Depth electrodes can be placed in the cortex but are
limited in their spatial sampling and their number as they damage the tissue.
6.1.2.2. Imaging the epileptogenic focus
In recent years, additional measurements for seizure focus localization have been
proposed. Methods measuring the secondary eﬀects of the neuronal activity on
the surrounding tissue instead of the electric signal itself have drawn particular
attention. Changes in the bloodﬂow due to neuronal activity can be imaged using
intrinsic optical measurements and spike-triggered fMRI (Bahar et al. [2006], Suh
et al. [2005], Zhao et al. [2007], Haglund and Hochman [2004], Vulliemoz et al.
[2010]). Functional MRI has the ability to show haemodynamic changes time-locked
to epileptic activity in the whole brain non-invasively (Vulliemoz et al. [2010]) The
BOLD signal is due to oxygenation changes in the microvascular tissue bed as well as
downstream venous pooling, leading to potential responses in draining veins remote
from the neural source Vulliemoz et al. [2010]. This could be the reason why sensory
cortex mapping with fMRI and microelectrode arrays showed an overlap of only 55%
in anaesthetized monkeys in a study by Disbrow et al. (Disbrow et al. [2000]).
Research with intrinsic optical methods has recently produced rather intriguing
results, as it allows a mapping of the areas with changes in blood volume as
well as speciﬁc mapping of areas of changed blood oxygenation, depending on the
wavelength used (Zhao et al. [2007], Bahar et al. [2006], Suh et al. [2005]). In a
study conducted by Haglund and Hochmann this appeared to give a much more
accurate mapping of the epileptogenic focus than blood volume changes by itself
(Haglund and Hochman [2004]). Bahar et al. could show a lowered oxygenation of
the blood in the centre of the ictal focus with increased blood volume in the tissue
surrounding it (Bahar et al. [2006]). Generally, the optical methods suﬀer the draw-
back of needing an open skull to measure epileptic activity. Only few patients will
have enough seizures to image their seizure focus during surgery with this method.
Another eﬀect of the neuronal activity that can be measured in epilepsy mod-
els is the change in the extracellular space (ECS). As neurons activate, potassium
is released into the ECS and immediately removed from the ECS by astrocytes.
Water then follows the ions into the astrocytes which reduces the ECS temporar-
ily (Florence et al. [2012], Haj-Yasein et al. [2012], Ø stby et al. [2009]). Altera-
tions in the potassium channels in astrocytes have been described in some epilepsy
syndromes and abnormal cell swelling has been proposed as a seizure maintaining
mechanism (David et al. [2009]). The change in the ECS can be visualized by dif-
fusion of labelled molecules such as radiotracers, tetramethylammonium+(TMA+)
and ﬂuorocently labelled macromolecules in brain slices or with photobleaching in
vivo (Binder et al. [2004]).
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6.1.2.3. Previous work on EIT/impedance recordings in epilepsy models
Several authors have reported an increase in cortical impedance during seizures
and inter-ictal spikes (IIS), the time-course of which however diﬀers vastly in the
literature. All of these authors explained the increase in impedance with cell swelling
occurring during seizures and IIS. There are no reports in the literature of a fast
neural signal measured in response to epileptic activity but this may be due to
the temporal resolution of the impedance measurement systems employed in the
past. Traynelis et al. measured the impedance response of seizures in hippocampal
rat slices with a high potassium model and reported a 2% increase in impedance
before the start of the seizure which then increased further to 8% (Traynelis and
Dingledine [1989]). They could also show that the impedance response was abolished
when mannitol was added to the bathing ﬂuid and that seizures could be abolished
with adequate doses of mannitol in 21/23 cases and concluded that the increase in
impedance was due to cell swelling (Traynelis and Dingledine [1989]). Fox et al. in
contrast did not report an increase in impedance in hippocampal slices until up to 1
s after the seizure started using a low calcium model of epilepsy and an impedance
measurement system with a temporal resolution of 500 ms. (Fox et al. [2004]). In
in an in-vivo model of epilepsy Elazar et al. reported an increase in impedance in
a tungsten acid model of epilepsy reaching 3.5-5% above baseline but also reported
that 2% of the seizures were preceded by impedance increases. The system they
used gave them a temporal resolution of 500 ms (Elazar et al. [1966]). In more
recent experiments Olsson et al. reported a continuously increasing impedance
in picrotoxin, kainate acid and ﬂuorocitrate seizure models and he could see an
acceleration in the impedance increase just prior to the seizure onset (Olsson et al.
[2006]). They used a similar set up to ours with a current source and an EEG
ampliﬁer reaching a temporal resolution of ~33ms but only 6 screw electrodes in
the scull. Their temporal resolution was an order of magnitude higher than that of
Elazar et al. (Olsson et al. [2006]). They reported a peak increase in impedance of
13.2
 with picrotoxin, 1.1
 for kainic acid and 0.3
 for ﬂuorocitrate during seizures
and calculated that the measured change in impedance would correspond to a 7-
10% increase in cell size (Olsson et al. [2006]). The increase in impedance prior to
seizures in the ﬂuorocitrate model were reproduced by Broberg et al., who could also
show concomitant high frequency activity (150-300 Hz) in the EEG and an increase
in extracellular potassium and a calcium decrease (Broberg et al. [2008]). These
results are intriguing as they point towards a potential for impedance measurements
to act as an early seizure detecting method. It should however be appreciated that
these measurements were taken with very few electrodes and that the measured cell
swelling prior to seizures appeared to be seizure model dependent.
Previous attempts in our group to image seizures with EIT have been undertaken
by Anling Rao for her PhD project in the late 90s’ (Rao [2000]). She used the
Sheﬃeld Mark 1 system to produce EIT images with a carrier frequency of 47 kHz
and a temporal resolution of one min. She used cortical electrical stimulation in
the anaethetized rabbit as a model of epilepsy and her 16 electrodes were arranged
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in a circle on the cortex. She detected signiﬁcant increases in impedance 80s after
electrical stimulation of the cortex. Due to her set-up, she was unable to record EIT
and EEG at the same time, but noted that the average increase in impedance out-
lasted the average epileptic discharges after stimulation. She came to the conclusion
that the increase in impedance was due to cell swelling as a result of the epilepti-
form activity. She could reconstruct the impedance change to the same location as
the stimulating electrode was placed. This study clearly showed that it is possible
to image epileptic seizures using the eﬀect of cell swelling with EIT, however with
our new hardware it will potentially be possible to achieve a temporal resolution of
several milliseconds and to record seizures with an electrode arrangement similar to
that in epilepsy patients. Our set-up could could allow us to image epileptic activity
using the fast neural signal. Furthermore, epilepsy models that elicit spontaneous
seizures without texternal triggering were used. This is a further step towards the
situation we would be faced with, in human epilepsy subjects.
6.1.3. Epilepsy models
Focal epilepsy models that would work under anaesthesia had to be found, seizures
had to occur frequent and spontaneously and within a relatively short time course.
EIT imaging of seizure foci was tested in more than one epilepsy model to ensure
that the imaging could be conducted independently of the used model. Chemical
models of epilepsy were used as direct electrical stimulation would interfere with
our recordings. In the chosen models, the substance was injected directly into the
cortex as this would most likely produce a localized seizure focus. 4-aminopyridine
(4-AP) is a commonly used epilepsy model in anaethetized rats is and it is usually
used in conjunction with urethane anaesthesia (Bahar et al. [2006], Ma et al. [2013],
Macé et al. [2011]). As urethane is not available to us due to university policy, we
used  chloralose anaesthesia instead. Droperidol in conjunction with fentanyl an-
aesthesia was used for all other models as it was shown to be the anaesthetic agent
most permissive for seizure discharges for a number of epilepsy models in a study
by Hunfeld et al. (Hunfeld et al. [2013]). The seizure models tested for the purpose
of this study were: 4-AP, pilocarpine, cobalt chloride, kainic acid (KA), picrotoxin
and penicillin. All of these substances are well described seizure models and were
injected into the cortex of anaethetized animals. 4-AP is a potassium channel
blocker, while pilocarpine is an agonist of muscarinic ACh receptors which it activ-
ates (Pitkaenen et al. [2005]). The mechanism of action of cobalt chloride remains
mostly unclear and may be due to local irritation of the brain. KA is an agonist for
a ionotropic glutamate receptor causing seizures by activation. Picrotoxin and peni-
cillin both interfere with the inhibitory GABAergic system. Picrotoxin blocks the
GABAA-receptor chloride channel and penicillin is a selective GABAA-antagonist
which block GABAA mediated inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (Pitkaenen et al.
[2005]).
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6.1.4. Rationale
The overall purpose of this study was to determine if EIT could be used to produce
reliable images of impedance changes during spontaneous epileptic seizures using a
planar array of subdural electrodes. Planar grids of electrodes are also used in the
pre-surgical assessment of patients when their seizure focus is being determined. If
the seizure focus can be reliably identiﬁed with EIT in the rat model, then it could
potentially be used in the pre-surgical assessment of epilepsy patients. Compared to
previous works, this study contained several novelties: the temporal resolution ne-
cessary to detect the fast neural response to epilepsy was reached for the ﬁrst time;
(2) the onset and time course of cell swelling was characterized in unprecedented de-
tail; and (3) using a high-density electrode grid and new reconstruction algorithms,
the spatial resolution was improved to 0.4 mm in the cortex. The speciﬁc questions
this study set out to answer were:
• Can fast neural impedance changes be imaged in epilepsy and what are their
spatial and temporal characteristics?
• What are the spatial and temporal characteristics of cell swelling in our epi-
lepsy models, as reﬂected in our impedance measurements?
• How do the observed changes relate to the known pathophysiology and the
EEG?
6.1.5. Experimental design
In this study, seizures were imaged in three well described rat models of seizures
using EIT. Further epilepsy models were tested but did not produce suﬃcient epi-
leptiform activity. A similar set up to the one described in Chapter 3 was used.
The same electrode type as in Chapter 3 was used with the amendment of having
pre-cut holes between the electrode contacts to allow injection of substances to in-
duce epilepsy. Epileptic activity was induced by injecting either 4-aminopyridine
(4-AP), picrotoxin or penicillin into the cortex of anaethetized rats. The impedance
response to inter-ictal spikes and to seizures was assessed. The use of both the fast
neural signal as well as the cell swelling dependent impedance changes during IIS
or seizures were assessed for imaging the epileptic focus and the resulting images
were compared.
6.2. Methods
6.2.1. Animals
Thirteen female Sprague-Dawley rats aged 5-8 months, weighing between 300 and
450 g, were used in this study. They were obtained from Biological Services, Uni-
versity College London, which bred them on site. They were kept in a room with
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12 hour dark/artiﬁcial light cycle with 18-20 air exchanges/hour, and had access
to food and water ad libitum. All work was conducted under UK Home Oﬃce
regulations.
6.2.2. Anaesthetic and surgical procedure
The rats were initially anaethetized using isoﬂurane 4% in 100% oxygen. They were
intubated as described in appendix B and in Vongerichten et al. (Vongerichten et al.
[2014]) and ventilated with 4% isoﬂurane in 30/70 oxygen/air with a small animal
ventilator (Inspira, Harvard Apparatus, UK). Either the femoral or the tail vein and
artery were cannulated and anaesthesia was continued with either  chloralose in
2-hydroxypropyl--cyclodextrin as described by Storer et al. (both Sigma Aldrich
Ltd., 30-45 mg/kg/h; Storer et al. [1997]) or droperidol/fentanyl (Sigma Aldrich
Ltd., UK and Martindale Pharma, UK, respectively, mixed as 0.5 mg/ml droperidol
and 10 mg/ml fentanyl, 1.5-2.5 ml/h) intravenously. The animals were relaxated
with 2 mg/kg of pancuronium bromide (Hospira, UK) just prior to the induction
of epileptiform events if penicillin was used. The blood pressure was monitored
invasively during the recording and a mean arterial pressure (MAP) between 90-
110 mmHg was maintained using adrenalin iv (Adrenaline, diluted to 1:20 000, 0-0.6
ml/h, Martindale Pharmaceuticals, UK) or labetolol iv (Trandate, 0-0.5 ml/h, RPH
Pharmaceuticals AB, Sweden) as necessary. The body temperature of the rat was
controlled with a homoeothermic heating unit (Harvard Apparatus, Kent, UK).
The rat was ﬁxed in a stereotactic frame in prone position using ear-bars. The
rat’s head was then shaved, the skin was inﬁltrated with subcutaneous lidocaine
(Lignol, Dechra Ltd., UK) and subsequently incised using a scalpel. The bone was
freed from periosteum and the suture lines identiﬁed. The insertion of the temporal
muscle on the left side was incised with a scalpel and the muscle bluntly dissected
oﬀ the bone until the zygomatic arch came into view. A craniotomy reaching para-
medial from 2 to 3mm rostral to the bregma to just rostral of the lambda suture
in a triangular fashion with the tip of the triangle reaching down laterally to 1 mm
above the level of the junction of zygoma to temporal bone. A veterinary bone drill
was used for the craniotomy (Ideal Micro-Drill TM). The bone ﬂap was then lifted
and the dura incised in a crescent shape and deﬂected over the mid-line to avoid
damage to the superior saggital sinus. The brain was kept moist with warm (38C)
0.9% NaCl solution.
6.2.3. Induction of epileptiform events
Seven diﬀerent chemical were injected via a 30 G (BD Insyte, BD, UK) needle
using a AL1000-220 syringe driver. The needle was introduced using a stereotactic
micromanipulator (SM-15, Narishige, Japan) through a pre-cut hole in the subdural
electrode array and advanced to a depth of 1.5 mm measured from the array. All
dosages depended on the clinical response (epileptiform spikes in EEG). The needle
was withdrawn once changes in the EEG became visible. 6-15 l of 50-100 mM 4-
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Figure 6.1.: Experimental set-up. As previously, an electrode grid is implanted sub-
durally and the EEG and current source run in parallel. Seizures and
IIS are elicited by injecting one of three chemicals (4-AP, picrotoxin or
penicillin) into the cortex.
AP in 0.9% saline was injected in 3 rats under  chloralose anaesthesia. 3-10 l of
10 mM picrotoxin was injected in 3 rats under  chloralose or droperidol/fentanyl
anaesthesia and 6.5 to 20 l of 100-200 mM penicillin was injected in 3 rats under
droperidol/fentanyl anaesthesia.
Further models that were tried but did not produce spikes or seizures were: Pilo-
carpin (n = 2, 35l of 5 M solution), Cobalt chloride (n = 1, 26l of 0.1 M solution)
and kainic acid (n = 1, 14l of 23.5 M solution).
6.2.4. Control experiments
As a control baseline impedance recordings without an epileptic focus were per-
formed. The same recordings were repeated after injection of saline into the cortex
to ensure that the found changes were not merely the reconstruction of an alteration
in the cortical volume due to the epileptiform agent. Furthermore, EEG recordings
of interictal spikes and seizures were performed without any current injection to test
whether the current injection altered the seizure activity.
6.2.5. EEG and Impedance recordings
6.2.5.1. Electrodes
The electrode used in this study was the same as in chapter 3, with the amendment
of pre-cut holes of 0.3 mm diameter between the contacts to allow the injection of the
chemical substances. The reference electrode was a 1.5 x 1.5 cm silver/silver chloride
plate which was placed under the skin of the right side of the skull, opposite the
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recording electrode grid. In some recordings a 16 channel depth electrode (A1x16-
3mm-100-703-A16, Neuronexus, MI, USA) was placed through the holes in the grid
electrode array. The depth electrode was used in conjunction with a headstage pre-
ampliﬁer (33504-20, Plexon, TX, USA). The depth electrode was placed in the area
that the epileptogenic substance was injected by maintaining the angle and rotation
on the micomanipulator used for the injection of the chemicals (see description in
6.2.3).
6.2.5.2. Current source
The same current source as in chapter 3 was used.
6.2.5.3. EEG system
The system used to record both, the EEG and voltages from the epicortical array
and the depth electrode, was the same as in chapter 3.
6.2.6. Analysis of the EEG and Impedance data
Recorded voltages were loaded into matlab and processed oﬄine. To extract the
EEG, the recorded voltage signals were low pass ﬁltered <300 Hz. The same re-
corded voltage signals were bandpass ﬁltered at 1700300 Hz and subsequently
demodulated to extract the impedance signal.
6.2.6.1. Analysis of the EEG data
Spikes were detected automatically by thresholding for amplitude (> 2mV), events
with < 70 ms in width and inter-spike interval of > 1 s. The EEGs were examined
for seizures and those were labelled by hand marking out the start, duration and
end. The start of the seizure was either determined by the beginning of spiking or -
in the case of the 4-AP model - as the DC shift marking the beginning of a seizure.
The seizures themselves were deﬁned as a run of spikes that was had a frequency of
> 1 Hz and lasted a minimum of 2 seconds.
6.2.6.2. Analysis of impedance signal
The spike related impedance response was reconstructed for each spike and then
averaged. A time frame of -200 ms to +2 s was considered as the event time.
Seizures were also reconstructed from a single injection pair and then focus was
subsequently averaged.
6.2.6.3. Reconstruction of impedance signals
The same method for reconstruction and the same cylindrical mesh as in chapter 3
was used.
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Figure 6.2.: Analysis of voltage signals. The voltage signals are low passed ﬁltered
to extract the EEG. The same raw signal is bandpass ﬁltered and de-
modulated to extract the dZ signal.
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Frame 64, Injection: 2  23
Figure 6.3.: Example frame showing the beginning of a seizure elicited by 4-AP; the
coloured lines each represent a channel of the EEG (1mV/division) and
the relative dZ in that channel is plotted in grey on top of them.
6.2.6.4. Comparison of the location of the reconstructed foci
The spatial diﬀerences between the foci reconstructed using (1) the fast neural
component of IIS, (2) the slow component of IIS and (3) the seizures were measured
and compared using a one-way anova (see 6.3.3.1 for the deﬁnition of the fast and
slow component of the IIS impedance signal). The distances of the reconstructed foci
using these three signals were also assessed for the distance to the site of injection of
the chemical causing the seizures and the distances were compared using a one-way
anova.
6.3. Results
6.3.1. EEG recordings of epileptiform events
6.3.1.1. 4-AP model
Injection of 4-AP into the cortex lead to both IIS as well as seizures. One rat
only developed seizures and no IIS and the other two rats had IIS and seizures.
The beginning of the seizures was characterized by a DC shift followed by an elec-
trodecremental period of varying length with then lead to spiking with a 4-5 Hz
frequency. The seizures occurred every 8-30 s lasting between 2 and 20 seconds.
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Frame 10, Injection: 23  18
Figure 6.4.: Example frame showing the beginning of a seizure elicited by penicillin,
the coloured lines each represent a channel of the EEG (1mV/division)
and the relative dZ in this channel is plotted in grey on top of them.
There were 74, 94 and 205 seizures in each rat, respectively. There were no IIS in
one rat, while 596 and 158 IIS were recorded in the other rats, respectively.
6.3.1.2. Picrotoxin model
The EEG of the picrotoxin model was characterized by IIS occurring with a fre-
quency of 0.3 - 1Hz. Only 16 self-limiting seizures were elicited in total so that
averaging of seizures was not possible. There were 630, 821, and 828 IIS recorded
in each rat.
6.3.1.3. Penicillin model
After injection of penicillin sporadic IIS developed which slowly progressed self-
limiting seizures. The spike frequency during the seizures was 6-8 Hz. There were
72, 7 and 145 seizures in each rat of this group, respectively. There were 279, 292,
and 1128 IIS recorded in each rat.
6.3.1.4. Other epilepsy models
Injection of pilocarpin, cobalt chloride or KA did not produce spikes or seizures in
the EEG of the anaethetized animals in our experiments.
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Figure 6.5.: The recorded dZ depends on the location of the current injection. (A)
Shows IIS in the EEG in an example rat, the seizure focus (point of
4-AP injection) is marked with a ’x’. (B) shows the dZ (n = 54 IIS)
recorded at the same electrode grid during one current injection (pairs
marked with dots) and (C) shows the dZ recorded during a diﬀerent
recording pair (n = 39 IIS). (D) The upper panel shows the IIS in EEG
recorded from the electrode marked with red in B and blue C during the
two diﬀerent injection pairs with no diﬀerence to the EEG. The lower
panel shows the dZ recorded during these injection pairs (pale blue and
red represents 99% CI respectively).
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Figure 6.6.: EEG (upper) and dZ (lower) traces for 3 diﬀerent seizure models. All
horizontal scale bars represent 1 s and all perpendicular represent 2
mV for the EEG and 0.2% for dZ. (A) Seizures elicited with 4-AP, (B)
picrotoxin and (C) penicillin.
6.3.2. Control experiments
No epileptic focus was recorded when baseline recordings were used for reconstruc-
tion or measurements after saline injections were reconstructed. The current injec-
tion did not alter the seizure frequency or morphology.
6.3.3. The Impedance recordings of epileptiform events
6.3.3.1. Impedance response to single spikes
IISs caused a brief decrease in impedance prior to the peak of the epileptic spike in
the EEG, this will be called the fast component of the impedance signal. The initial
decrease was followed by a signiﬁcant increase in impedance following the peak of
the epileptic spike and lasting for up to 2 sec; this will be called the slow component
of the impedance signal. The impedance response to IIS is illustrated in ﬁgure 6.6.
The fast component had a median of -0.04 to -0.17 % and occurred between -10.82
to +1.82 ms relative to the peak of the IIS. The slow component had a median of
0.15 to 0.43%, the time to reach signiﬁcance was 16-117 ms. The slow component
reached its maximum within 336 to 930 ms. The results are summarized in table
6.1 and all stats for an example rat are shown in ﬁgure 6.7.
The correlation between the amplitude of the fast and the amplitude of the slow
dZ component fast calculated in each rat and averaged. The mean correlation was
0.830.11, see ﬁgure 6.8 for an example. The correlation between the size of the
spikes in the EEG and the extent of the event related dZ was calculated for each
rat and then averaged. The mean correlation was r = 0.730.2 for the fast and r
= 0.640.31 for the slow component (see ﬁg.6.9 for the correlation in an example
rat and table 6.1 for the full set of results).
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Figure 6.7.: Statistics for the IIS of an example rat using 4-AP as a seizure model.
(A) Upper panel: IIS in EEG in mV in one channel over 130 ms (grey
lines: individual traces, black: mean). Lower panel: dZ (in %) re-
corded in all injection-measurement combinations over the same time
frame. The blue circles indicate the minimum dZ and the green circles
the ﬁrst signiﬁcant positive dZ. (B) Shows the dZ (%) recorded on all
injection-measuremen combinations on a longer time scale (1s). (C-F)
Histograms of the distribution of peak negative dZ (C), peak positive dZ
(D), time of the peak negative dZ (E), and time of the ﬁrst signiﬁcant
positive dZ (F).
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Figure 6.8.: Correlation between the amplitude of the fast and slow dZ. (A) and (B)
show examples for one rat each.
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Figure 6.9.: Example of the correlation between the amplitude of the IIS and the
event related dZ in the same channel in one rat.
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6.3.3.2. Impedance response to seizure-like event
Seizures caused a signiﬁcant increase in impedance which peaked at 2.211.16% (n
= 201 seizures in total) in the 4-AP and penicillin model.
6.3.4. Reconstructed images of epileptiform events
6.3.4.1. Reconstruction of epileptogenic focus using single spikes
Images of the impedance changes during IIS were reconstructed using measurements
of single injection pairs. Both the fast and the slow component of the impedance
signal can be used for the reconstruction of the epileptogenic focus (ﬁg. 6.10). Both
signal components localize the focus to the same location and to the known site
where the epileptogenic substances were injected (see ﬁg. 6.12, left for a summary).
The mean spatial diﬀerence between the centre of mass of the epileptogenic focus
reconstructed using the fast component and the slow component was 0.450.35 mm,
see table 6.2.
6.3.4.2. Reconstruction of epileptogenic focus using seizure-like events
Individual seizures were reconstructed from measurements of single injection pairs
(compare ﬁgure 6.11 for an example). The spatial diﬀerence between the epilepto-
genic focus reconstructed using IIS and the focus reconstructed from seizures was
0.620.22 mm using the fast component of the IIS and 0.540.17 mm using the slow
component of the IIS, respectively. There was no statistical signiﬁcant diﬀerence
between the distance of the reconstructed foci of the IIS using the fast and slow
component compared to using the seizures (p>0.05, one-way ANOVA), see table
6.2 for the full set of results.
6.3.4.3. Comparison of the location of the reconstructed foci
The mean distance of the reconstructed focus from the site of injection of the chem-
icals (4-AP, picrotoxin and penicillin) was 0.630.29 mm for the fast component
of the IIS, 0.750.3 mm for the slow component of the IIS and 0.610.33 mm for
the seizures. There was no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the groups
(p>0.05, one-way anova), see table 6.2 for the full set of results.
6.4. Discussion
6.4.1. Summary of results
In this study the impedance response of cortical tissue to IIS and seizures was char-
acterized for three diﬀerent seizure models and two distinct signal components were
found. These consisted of a brief drop in impedance in response to synchronous
activity in conjunction with the peak of IIS and peaks in spiking during seizures.
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Figure 6.10.: Reconstruction of the epileptic focus in one of the 4-AP rats using IIS.
Upper panel: fast component; lower panel: slow component.
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Figure 6.11.: Example of a single seizure elicited by 4-AP and its reconstruction.
The reconstructed changes are shown at a depth of 1 mm. Each tile
represents a 0.5 s time point. The change in conductivity is given
in (%). The EEG shown as solid lines (2 mV/division) and the dZ
changes are plottet as dottet lines for the same channel on top of the
EEG.
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X X
Figure 6.12.: Examples of the location of the reconstructed epileptic foci one ex-
ample rat. The large black ’X’ indicates the location of injection of
the chemical causing the epileptic activity. Left: the red circles repres-
ent the reconstruced epileptic foci using the fast component of the IIS
impedance signal; red cross: mean location of the foci using the fast
component; blue circles: the reconstructed epileptic foci using the slow
component of the IIS impedance signal; the blue cross indicates the
mean location. Right: the small black ’x’ represents the reconstructed
foci using individual seizures; the black square represents the mean of
the reconstructed foci using seizures. The red and blue cross indicate
the mean reconstructed location using the IIS which occured in the
same rat.
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They were were followed by an increase in impedance which became signiﬁcant
within approximately 50 ms of the peak of the spike and I argue that this increase
is due to cell swelling. The epileptic foci was imaged with event related EIT using
either IIS or seizures in the EEG as the event. The focus of the IIS and seizures
matched in location and matched the EEG signal. The reconstructed foci using
either of these signals were less than one millimetre apart and there was no stat-
istically signiﬁcant diﬀerence between them. When the epileptic foci was set, the
needle was not perfectly perpendicular to the brain. This caused inaccuracy, which
might explain a discrepancy of up to 1 mm between the entering point of the needle
to the reconstructed epileptic focus. The spread between the reconstructed foci
using single current injection pairs however clearly shows variability with respect to
the injection pair. This variability can be reduced in two diﬀerent ways: either by
switching between current injection pairs and using all pairs for the reconstruction
or by injecting current in parallel by frequency multiplexing. It should be taken into
account that only the area under electrode grid, down to 2 mm from the surface,
was imaged with the method employed in this study. Hence, only the behaviour of
the impedance signal in the cortex can be discussed. There are further limitations
in imaging seizure foci with the EIT method used, as the switching current injec-
tion makes it diﬃcult to average the recordings and single injection pairs were used
instead.
6.4.2. Spatial and temporal characteristics of the impedance response
to inter-ictal spikes and seizures
The brief drop in impedance in response to the IIS most likely represents a brief drop
in tissue resistivity during the opening of ion channels occurring at the synchronized
depolarization during local activation similar to the decreases in impedance due to
physiological stimuli in chapter 3 and 5. Apart from ourselves, a brief decrease in
electrical impedance due to synchronous opening of ion channels has been described
by previous authors who measured the impedance response to activity in-vivo of the
cortex of cats and rats (Klivington, K Galambos [1967], Oh et al. [2011a]). Kliv-
ington et al. measured the impedance response of the cortical tissue to auditory
stimuli in the cat and Oh et al. measured the impedance response of the cortical
tissue to electrical stimulation of the forepaw in the rat. In line with our results,
both authors reported a brief drop in the impedance time-locked to the neuronal
activation of 0.03
 and 0.01%, respectively (Klivington, K Galambos [1967], Oh
et al. [2011a]). The larger amplitude of our impedance drop compared to our pre-
vious results and Oh et al. could feasibly be due to the diﬀerence in stimulation as
relatively physiological sensory stimulus were used in the past while the impedance
response to a pathological synchronized activation producing EEG signals of >2
mV were measured, while the evoked potentials previously reached amplitudes of
around 1 mV in amplitude.
The behaviour of the cortical impedance signal in response to seizures matched
was similar to that of IIS in the sense that each further spike during the seizure
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increased the local impedance further until a plateau was reached. A brief drop
with each initial spike could be distinguished apart from the recordings using 4-
AP as the seizure model, which started with a DC shift and not a sharp spike.
In order to conduct images in a volume, injection pairs were switched, to allow
to reconstruct from multiple injection pairs. This approach adds the diﬃculty of
not having enough dZ changes with the same injection pair in each rat to directly
compare the impedance changes in relation to the model directly. A possibility
of avoiding this problem in future could be to use non-switching multiple current
injection, which will be discussed in the future work section.
An increase in cortical impedance during seizures and IIS has been reported by
several authors, the time-course of which however diﬀers vastly in the literature. All
of these authors explained the increase in impedance with cell swelling occurring
during seizures and IIS. In contrast to our ﬁndings, none of these authors reported
a brief drop in impedance before the increase, which might be due to the temporal
resolution of the devices used and the measurement methods employed. Traynelis
et al. reported an impedance in impedance before the seizure started, while Fox
et al. reported impedance increases after seizures (Traynelis and Dingledine [1989],
Fox et al. [2004]). In recent experiments, Olsson et al. reported a continuously
increasing impedance in picrotoxin, kainate acid and ﬂuorocitrate seizure models
with an acceleration in the impedance increase just prior to the seizure onset (Olsson
et al. [2006]). Olsson et al. used a similar set up to ours, with a current source and
an EEG ampliﬁer reaching a temporal resolution of ~33 ms, a magnitude higher
than the temporal resolution in Elazar et al.s experiments. They calculated that
the measured change in impedance would correspond to a 7-10% increase in cell
size. The increase in impedance prior to seizures in the ﬂuorocitrate model were
reproduced by Broberg et al., who could also show concomitant high frequency
(150-300 Hz) in the EEG and an increase in extracellular potassium and a decrease
in extracellular calcium (Broberg et al. [2008]).
There are two possible reasons why there was an increase in impedance prior to
EEG changes seen in Olsson et al.’s data but not in our data. One possible reason is
that the cell swelling occurs prior to the onset of the seizure in the kainate acid and
ﬂuorocitrate model but not in the picrotoxin, the 4-AP and the penicillin model.
Alternatively, the sensitivity of the impedance measurements in Olsson et al.s ex-
periment could be higher than that of the EEG with the set up of screw electrodes
they used. This would lead to a delay of changes seen in the EEG when the imped-
ance change is already visible. When looking at the time course of the impedance
increase, it should take into account which physiological processes take place after
activation. From optical measurements it is known, that the electric activity causes
a brief focal deoxygenation in the epileptic focus together with an increase in CBV
both signiﬁcant at 100 ms, which was the temporal resolution of their method (Suh
et al. [2005]). It is easy to understand how a local deoxygenation could contribute
to cell swelling, an increase in blood volume however should decrease the impedance
of the tissue locally as blood is more conductive than brain tissue. It is possible
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that the focal increase in impedance due to cell swelling causes a much larger signal
in the impedance than the focal increase in blood volume. In response to activity
the capillaries react with a focal dilatation of 6.7% which occurs 1.3 s before the ar-
terioles dilate (Hall et al. [2014]). Capillaries take up approximately 2% of the total
cortical volume (Weiss [1988]) while the total extracellular space is approximately
20% of the total cortical volume and it changed in response to electrical stimula-
tion by approximately 4% in brain slices as measured with near-infrared dark-ﬁeld
microscopy (Holthoﬀ and Witte [1996]). The decrease in impedance due to the
change in the small volume fraction of the capillaries might not be measurable if
the larger volume fraction, the extracellular space, is reducing causing an imped-
ance increase at the same time. In contrast to blood volume, changes in blood ﬂow
increases or decreases impedance, dependent on whether the impedance is measured
longitudinally or radially to the blood vessel (Visser et al. [1976]). If a non-uniform
direction of the blood ﬂow in the cortex underlying the electrode grid is assumed
then changes in blood ﬂow itself would not alter the impedance much. In summary,
I argue that cell swelling in conjunction with seizures or epileptic spikes is a well
described phenomenon and it is mainly the time course of the cell swelling which
requires further clariﬁcation. A very quick onset of the cell swelling within 50 ms
was seen, but no cell swelling prior to the onset of IIS or seizures with the seizure
models used.
6.4.3. Comparison of the reconstructed impedance changes due to
inter-ictal spikes and seizures
This study showed, that seizure focus and spread can be imaged using impedance
measurements. Both the fast and slow component of the impedance signal can be
used individually for the IIS. Seizures as well as IIS can be used to image the seizure
focus using the slow impedance signal, the imaged focus was in the same area in the
animal models used in this study. In order to image seizures they have to occur in
a fairly stereotypical fashion and adequate numbers have to be available to average.
This was partially given in our experimental set-up but may be diﬃcult in human
epilepsy patients. It is feasible that single seizures may be imaged in the future as
the development of the EIT system progresses.
6.4.4. Comparison of the reconstructed impedance changes due to
inter-ictal spikes and seizures with the surface EEG
The EEG signal and the reconstructed EIT images correlated highly with each other
so that the assumption, that the same neuronal networks producing the spikes also
produce the impedance signal, can be made. Other events such as the DC shift
in the 4-AP model followed by the electrodecremental period also increased the
impedance which represents associated cell swelling. The correspondence of the
EEG signal to the EIT signal in the agyrate cortex of the rat was validated and I
propose that EIT might yield additional information when performed in the gyrated
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human brain where dipoles can cancel each other out in EEG but the EIT signal
would remain unaﬀected.
6.4.5. Future work
The results obtained in this study are promising but limited due to only impedance
changes in the cortex being be imaged. The clinical information obtained by these
recordings could have also been obtained by EEG recordings alone. However, the
characterization of the impedance signal due to epileptic activity will allow us to
proceed to recordings of epilepsy in the three-dimensional space using large elec-
trodes covering most of the neocortex of both hemispheres. A further limitation
in this study was, that switching was used to reconstruct the epileptic focus and
spread. Ideally, a single seizure at a time could be imaged reliably. Imaging using
single injection was possible if the seizure focus was directly in the sensitive area
of the injection pair. However using a single injection pair meant that less data is
available for the reconstruction, which lowers the image quality as well as reliability.
A possible way forward would be to use multiple current sources which continuously
inject currents of various frequencies through multiple injection pairs in parallel.
In the next study, the use the full potential of EIT in tomographic imaging of
seizure spread throughout the brain in a rat model of epilepsy is planned. A model
will be chosen in which activity is expected to spread from a subcortical structure to
the other hemisphere and/or to the cortex. Furthermore, an attempt to use parallel
current injection to improve the imaging of single seizures with less prior knowledge
of the epileptic focus will be made.
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7.1. Introduction
7.1.1. Orienting paragraph
As discussed in the previous chapter, a method that would allow us to image seizures
spreading throughout the brain would allow a better understanding of epileptic
networks and localisation of the focus, which may lead to a better post-operative
outcome. Spike triggered fMRI is successfully being used to image epileptic foci
(Vulliemoz et al. [2010]), however, it has the disadvantage of the time limit a pa-
tient may remain in the scanner as well as depending on changes in the blood ﬂow to
map neuronal activity. In the previous chapter, the impedance response of neocor-
tical tissue to epileptic activity has been characterized using a planar array. These
results were promising as they showed a stereotype impedance response to IIS and
seizures and could be reconstructed to show the seizure focus. In particular, the
slow component of the epilepsy dependent impedance signal seems large enough
to be detected from subcortical structures. In this chapter the possibility of ima-
ging epileptiform activity throughout the brain of a rat using EIT was examined.
Furthermore, a novel EIT paradigm that uses frequency multiplexing for making
parallel measurements was tested, which increases the amount of data obtained from
every seizure without loss of temporal resolution.
7.1.2. Background
7.1.2.1. Previous attempts of EIT imaging of seizures
A previous attempt to image epilepsy in 3D has been undertaken by Fabrizi et al.
in our group (Fabrizi et al. [2006]). They used the UCLH Mark 1b which utilized a
single impedance four-terminal measuring circuit multiplexed to up to 31 electrodes
to measure impedance (Yerworth et al. [2002]) on the scalp of patients undergoing
pre-surgical EEG-telemetry. Fabrizi et al. injected current with a frequency of
38.4 kHz and an amplitude of 2.2 mA from diametrically opposed electrodes in an
attempt to measure cell swelling and blood ﬂow dependent changes to the impedance
(Fabrizi et al. [2006]). Their method could record EIT and EEG simultaneously
on diﬀerent electrodes, but no reproducible impedance changes were found during
seizures. This was presumably due to low SNR and movement artefacts as they
attempted to measure through the skull. Using a single measuring circuit meant
that switching was necessary, which introduced a switching artefact in the EEG
requiring hardware and software ﬁlters for its removal, and the switching reduced
the temporal resolution of the measured impedance signal.
7.1.2.2. Single and multiple current injection for EIT
Parallel current injection by frequency multiplexing was tested for EIT recordings
in this study as it has the advantage of allowing continuous EIT recordings without
switching. This has the advantage of avoiding switching artefacts in the EEG as
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well as allowing comparison of spontaneous events such as seizures. If a single
injection pair is switched to obtain a tomographic image the recordings using one
injection pair is not directly comparable with other injection pairs during the same
event and does not allow statistical analysis. This is not a problem if the event is
triggered externally and can be repeated in large numbers as it is the case for EPs
but makes recording diﬃcult when a spontaneously occurring event is imaged. Using
multiple current injections however does add some challenges to the EIT recordings.
Care must be taken to separate the frequencies of the injected current far enough to
avoid overlap between the modulated signals. This bandwidth depends on frequency
spectrum of the impedance signal that we want to measure. The slow component of
the seizure dependent impedance signal only has a few Hz but the fast component
has a wider frequency range of approximately 200 Hz (see chapter 3). The distance
between the injected frequencies was hence chosen to be 1.4 kHz, 1.8 kHz, 2.2 kHz
and 2.6 kHz. This unfortunately means that we measured at frequencies which
are higher than 1925 Hz, which was the maximum frequency tested during the
frequency sweep in chapter 3. We worked on the assumption that the behaviour of
the impedance signal at these frequencies is similar to the one used in chapter 6.
Furthermore safety considerations are more diﬃcult as the total injected current is
a multiple of the current injected with a single frequency pair even though the more
important current density remains unchanged.
7.1.2.3. Cortical and hippocampal seizure models
An overview of the epilepsies has been given in the previous chapter and the choice
of epilepsy models has been discussed as well. The cortical 4-AP model was used
again to image seizure spread throughout the brain. In a functional ultrasound
study, Macé et al. showed seizure spread from the cortex to the thalamus in 3D
(Macé et al. [2011]). However, it remains unclear in how many rats such a seizure
spread could be imaged, as the video of a single rat was presented as supplement-
ary material. Considering that 4-AP is one of the cortical seizure models which
was characterized in the previous chapter, we attempted to image seizure spread
throughout the brain with this model. Furthermore it was tested whether seizure
spread can be imaged from a focus in the hippocampus. Hippocampal sclerosis is
the single most common pathology which underlies refractory focal epilepsy that is
amenable to surgical treatment (Hauser et al. [1996]). Hippocampal epilepsy usually
either spreads initially to the contralateral hippocampus, to the ipsilateral neocor-
tex, or simultaneously to the ipsilateral neocortex and contralateral hippocampus
(Spencer et al. [1987]).
7.1.3. Rationale
This chapter assesses the use of EIT for imaging the spread of diﬀerent types of
epilepsies throughout the whole rat brain. An epileptic focus was set either in the
cortex or in the hippocampus to test EIT’s ability to image subcortically and track
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diﬀerent patterns of seizure spread. It was also tested whether seizure activity could
be imaged using a novel EIT paradigm of parallel current injection by frequency
multiplexing, as this method could obviate the need to pool measurements across
multiple seizures for the image reconstruction, and therefore increase our ability to
ﬁnd an epileptic focus from single seizure events.
7.1.4. Experimental design
Two diﬀerent types of epileptic foci were tested: one in the cortex and one in the
hippocampus. In both cases 3D EIT images were obtained to assess the spread of
the activity. For validation purposes, depth electrodes were used in the hippocampal
model to measure LFPs which would indicate the start of epileptic activity. The
measurements of LFPs in the hippocampus also allowed for local measurements of
impedance changes.
7.2. Methods
7.2.1. Animals, anaesthesia and surgical preparation
Five female Sprague-Dawley rats aged 5-8 months, weighing between 300 and 450
g, were used in this study. They were obtained from Biological Services, University
College London, which bred them on site. They were kept in a room with 12 hour
dark/artiﬁcial light cycle with 18-20 air exchanges/hour, and had access to food and
water ad libitum. They were anaesthetized with isoﬂurane followed by  chloralose
and fentanyl as described in chapter 5. The skin on the top of the skull was incised
in the mid-line and the skull freed of periost. Two craniotomies were performed,
which were reaching from 4 mm rostral of bregma to 1mm rostral to lambda, the
lateral boundary was the insertion line of the temporal muscle. A small strip of
bone remained in the mid-line to protect the superior saggital sinus. The dura was
incised and the 3D electrodes were slid under the dura on either side.
7.2.2. EEG and EIT recordings
7.2.2.1. Electrodes
Two of the 60 contact electrode mats described in chapter 5 and 2 of the depth
electrodes described in the same chapter have been used in this study.
7.2.2.2. EEG ampliﬁer
The same Biosemi EEG ampliﬁer as in chapter 5, 6, 4 and 3 was used.
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A B
Figure 7.1.: (A) Sine wave generator. An arduino nano (SmartProjects, Italy) was
programmed to generate a square wave with variable duty cycle, passing
this signal to a low pass ﬁlter produces a sine wave at the output node
(Alter and Texas Instrumens [2008]). The frequency can be adjusted
by modifying the Arduino source code, with values up to 10kHz achiev-
able. A second order RC ﬁlter is used to produce a smooth output
waveform. Nominal values for R1/R2 and C1/C2 used 10kW and 1nF,
which produces an output signal with approximately 0.5 V amplitude.
In practice, R1 is replaced with a variable resistor, to allow for the gain
of the ﬁlter, and the amplitude of the output, to be adjusted. (B) How-
land current pump circuit. It operates as a transconductance ampliﬁer
(Texas Instruments [2013]). The output voltage from (A) is applied to
the V+ and V  terminals, which in turn produces an output current
across the load resistance, RLoad.
7.2.2.3. Current sources
Two types of current sources have been used in this study. Two Keithley current
sources which are described in chapter 5 were used in conjunction with a custom
designed system containing two parallel current sources. Each custom made current
source comprised two elements: a sine wave generator (an Arduino nano (Smart-
Projects, Italy)) and a voltage to current converter (Howland current pump), see
ﬁgure 7.1. The minimum output impedance of the system is 10 M
, current with
frequencies from 1 Hz to 10 kHz and amplitudes of 25-60 A could be produced by
each current source. Multiple current sources can be operated in parallel, providing
each is running from a separate power source. In this instance, the power source
used was a 6V, 15Ah, lead-acid battery, capable of powering the entire circuit for
>100 hours.
7.2.2.4. Current injection pairs
The current injection pairs were determined by modelling a perturbation in the
hippocampus and ﬁnding the injection pairs with the highest distinguishability for
the region of interest.
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Figure 7.2.: Frequency spectrum of the recorded voltage spectrum in the hippocam-
pal epilepsy experiment. The four peaks indicate the injected currents.
7.2.3. Cortical epilepsy model
100 mM 4-AP was injected into the cortex of two rats through the electrode array
as in chapter 6 to elicit epilepsy with a cortical focus.
7.2.4. Hippocampal epilepsy model
Two diﬀerent types of hippocampal epilepsy models were tried. 100 g of -
hydroxybutyric acid were injected in the hippocampus of one rat. This however
did not produce any seizures and hence no results are reported on this rat. 15 l of
100 mM 4-AP was injected into the hippocampus in two rats which elicited seizures
that spread from the hippocampus to the cortex. The location of the 4-AP injection
was AP -4 mm, ML 2.2 mm(left) and a depth of 3.5 mm from the surface of the brain
in rat P1. In the second rat the coordinates were AP -3.8 mm, ML 1.8 mm (left)
and depth of 3.5 mm from the surface of the brain (Paxinos&Watson coordinate
system (Paxinos and Watson [2007])). All results will be reported in the same co-
ordinate system. These recordings were obtained with two depth electrodes in place
and recordings using two Keithley current sources injecting continuously through
2 ﬁxed electrode pairs together with the custom made current source injecting to
another 2 ﬁxed electrode pairs.
7.2.5. Analysis of EEG and EIT data
The same criteria for seizures as in chapter 6 were used. The LFP and EEG signals
were analysed for the propagation of seizures from the depth to the surface elec-
trodes. The cross-correlation was computed between depth and surface recordings
for a time window of 4 s around the beginning of each seizure. The peak delay in
the average cross-correlation function was taken as the delay in the propagation of
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activity from the depth to the surface electrodes.
7.2.5.1. Analysis of recordings with switching injection pairs
The voltage recordings were lowpass ﬁltered at 300 Hz to extract the EEG. The
recordings were also bandpass ﬁltered at 17002 Hz to extract the dZ signal. The
start of each seizure in the EEG was annotated by hand.
7.2.5.2. Analysis of recordings with parallel current injection
The voltage recordings were lowpass ﬁltered at 300 Hz to extract EEG and also
bandpass ﬁltered at their injecting frequency of 1.4 kHz, 1.8kHz, 2.2 kHz and 2.6
kHz to extract the dZ signal. The start of each seizure was recorded and the cortical
EEG and the LFP in the hippocampus was cross correlated to check for the time
diﬀerence between seizure onset. A time window of 4 s around the start of each
seizure was used for correlation.
7.3. Results
7.3.1. Results of cortical epilepsy model
As in chapter 6, the injected 4-AP produced recurrent seizures which spread in the
cortex in one rat but failed to produce stereotypical seizures in another. 60 seizures
were recorded in 1 rat, and the mean timecourse of the seizures was reconstructed
(see ﬁgure 7.3). No seizure spread to subcortical structures or the contralateral
cortex was observed in the reconstructed images. From visual inspection, the seizure
spread in the impedance measurements matched the spread in EEG. The pattern
of seizure and IIS spread changed over time, an example of which is shown in ﬁgure
7.4.
7.3.2. Results of hippocampal epilepsy model
In both rats injection of 4-AP into the hippocampus led to spiking and seizures
ﬁrst detectable on the depth electrode and the seizure activity also spread to the
cortex. The average cross-correlation between the cortical EEG and the LFP in the
hippocampus had the largest peak at -34 ms for 209 seizures in the second rat (ﬁgure
7.5), indicating a time lag of 34 ms between the activity on the depth electrodes to
that of the cortical electrodes.
Unfortunately, the impedance data of the ﬁrst rat was unusable because of a
broken connector. In the second rat, the two Keithley current sources delivered
constant currents at 2.2 and 2.6 kHz, respectively. Because of an error in cal-
ibration, the custom-made current sources delivered variable current and therefore
the impedance changes from these current sources are not considered further. There
was continuous spiking on the depth electrode in addition to 209 annotated seizures,
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A B
C D
Figure 7.3.: Reconstructed mean seizure spread after injection of 4-AP in the cortex
at four diﬀerent time points (A) 350 ms; (B) 600 ms; (C) 1050 ms and
(D) 2000 ms.
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Figure 7.4.: Two example IIS recorded from a cortical epilepsy focus. Each hori-
zontal bar represents one electrode. IIS in (A) and (B) are 20 min
apart and a change in the spiking pattern is seen.
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Figure 7.5.: Cross correlation between the cortical EEG and the LFP measured in
the hippocampus in the time around the seizure start. The largest peak
is at -34 ms indicating a time lag of 34 ms of the cortical activity behind
the hippocampal activity.
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Figure 7.6.: Example of raw recorded data. Solid colours are the EEG frame in the
hippocampal seizure model; the dZ values are plotted on top of each
EEG channel. (A) Depth electrodes: Channel 1-16 left hippocampus
and 17-32 right hippocampus. (B) Electrodes on the right hemisphere;
(C) and (D) electrodes on the left hemisphere. Noisy channels were
excluded.
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Figure 7.7.: dZ changes in the hippocampal epilepsy model measured on the depth
electrode (left) and on the cortical electrodes (right) at 2.2 kHz and at
2.6 kHz. Right and left refers to the site of the electrode placement.
which spread to the cortex (see ﬁgure 7.6 for an example). For the cortical elec-
trode the dZ measurements were 0.02-6.28% for 2.2 kHz and 0.07-3.91% for 2.6 kHz
(compare ﬁgure 7.7), comparable to in chapter 6. No fast neural component could
be measured due to the lack of a precise trigger in the 4-AP seizures.The measured
impedance changes on the depth electrodes during seizures were 0.03 - 0.99% for the
2.2 kHz current injection and for the 2.6 kHz injection the impedance changes were
0.06 - 1.37%, measured on all channels on the side of 4-AP injection. The imped-
ance changes were reconstructed for each seizure. The mean of the reconstructed
images (n=209 seizures) at the 0.5 s time point in one rat was AP -2.95 mm, ML
3.75 and depth 3.75 mm (see ﬁgure 7.8), which corresponds the lateral edge of the
hippocampus. The reconstructed starting points of each seizure cluster around their
average location (ﬁgure 7.9).
7.4. Discussion
In this chapter, a novel set-up for EIT imaging of epileptic seizures throughout the
brain has been tested. Two diﬀerent kinds of epileptic models were used for this
purpose: a cortical and a hippocampal model of epilepsy. In the cortical model
activity started from, and spread through the cortex of two rats. Due to missing
cross-validation, it is unclear whether activity spread to subcortical structures at all,
or whether it was not possible to image an occurring spread of activity to subcor-
tical structures. To circumvent this problem, an epileptic focus in the hippocampus
has been set and depth electrodes were inserted in the site of 4-AP injection into
the hippocampus as well as in the contralateral hippocampus. This novel set-up
allowed for both validation of the reconstructed activity and measurements of dZ
locally. With the LFPs, it could be conﬁrmed that spiking occurred in the hippo-
campus, which lead to seizures on the cortex on the left side with a time diﬀerence
of 34 ms. The impedance measurements on the hippocampal epilepsy model were
plagued by technical diﬃculties but the usable data from these experiments showed
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Figure 7.8.: The average of the reconstructed seizure foci in the hippocampal seizure
model. The colour bar shows the dZ in (%).
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Figure 7.9.: Reconstructed centre of mass of each individual reconstructed seizure
in the hippocampal model.
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some promise. Firstly, the locally measured impedance changes during seizures in
the hippocampus reached more than 1%, which should allow imaging, according to
our modelling from chapter 5. Secondly, the impedance recordings could be recon-
structed showing foci in the subcortical area but errors in the localization occurred.
The reconstructed focus was 0.8 mm further rostral and 1.95 mm further lateral
than the set focus. This localization error might have occurred due to the inaccur-
acy of the electrode localization on the mesh compared to the brain. Due to the
size of the electrode arrays it was assumed that most of the cortex was covered and
the electrodes were placed on the mesh for the forward solution accordingly. As no
method to localize the electrodes in 3D (such as micro-CT) was employed, these
locations might have been inaccurate. Further errors might have been introduced
due to errors in the mesh and the use of a standardized rat mesh, which does not
take individual anatomy into account. To produce individual meshes a high resol-
ution CT or MRI scan would have been necessary from each rat. Manipulation on
the electrodes, to allow injection of 4-AP through the mesh into the hippocampus,
might have contributed to the localization error. Unfortunately, the purpose made
current source failed to produce constant current so that only two of the four cur-
rent injection pairs were usable in parallel for the hippocampal epilepsy recordings.
This might have reduced the accuracy of the image reconstruction further as each
current injection pair will bias the reconstructed focus according to its current path.
7.5. Conclusion and future work
The focus of seizures in a hippocampal epilepsy model has been imaged successfully
in whole brain measurements in a rat. Due to lack of time these recordings were not
reproduced in further rats. In future studies it would be of paramount importance
to localize the electrodes reliably and to test whether individual meshes should be
produced for each rat tested. The localization error in localizing epileptic foci could
then be reassessed. Furthermore, more than two parallel current injections should
be used, to allow to image individual seizures reliably.
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8.1. Imaging fast neural activity with EIT
It was possible to use the fast neural signal to image neuronal activity in the cortex.
In contrast, the size of the fast neural signal in the thalamus was too small to allow
imaging of activity in the deep structures. The SNR of EIT imaging was improved
signiﬁcantly by increasing the carrier frequency of the EIT measurements. Previous
modelling had led to the assumption that higher carrier frequencies would lead to
a decrease in SNR in EIT, which has been disproven in this work. The results of
this work highlight the need for a full biophysical model which includes several cell
types with active channels and which explains the path of the current in the tissue.
This could be used to evaluate the contribution of the diﬀerent cell types in the gen-
eration of the impedance signal. This modelling can be validated experimentally
in slices preparations using genetically modiﬁed rats, in which diﬀerent cell types
are selectively activated. If interneurons are conﬁrmed to play a disproportionately
large role in the generation of the dZ signal, then the lack of dZ signal in our record-
ings would have been due to the use of the rodent model (rats lack interneurons in
their thalamus), and consequently 3D imaging of fast neural activity may be pos-
sible in primates. Should, however, results from slice preparations and biophysical
modelling show that the interneurons only play a minimal role in the generation of
the fast neural signal then it has to be asumed that a substantial cell densitiy of
neurons ﬁring synchronously is needed. This would make 3D imaging of the fast
neural signal more diﬃcult as it would miss out on activity of the subcortical relay
stations such as the thalamus and other subcortical nuclei. Even if the neuronal
activity that can be imaged with fast neural EIT is limited to the cortex then there
is still the added advantage of EIT being independent on the dipole orientation in
the cortex. This makes little diﬀerence to EEG recordings in rodents as their cortex
is not gyrated. However, EIT could yield additional information about the course
of activity in gyrated cortices such as in primates, including humans. It could, for
example, be used to map the path of epileptic activity on the ECoG more clearly.
If EIT is proved safe to use, and any possible damage to human cortices resulting
from EIT may be ruled out, then human experiements may be conducted. Damage
to the cortex due to the current injection is less likely with higher carrier frequencies
than with the very low frequencies of around 250 Hz that have been used in the
past. The improvement in SNR with the use of higher frequencies has been shown
in chapter 3 and has the positive side-eﬀect of being safer.
Possible damage to the cortex could stem from one of three possible sources:
1. Brief DC discharges during the switching of the current injection electrodes
as DC current can alter neuronal activity at much smaller current amplitudes
compared to AC current.
2. Charge transfer across electrode-tissue interface causing electrochemically pro-
duced toxic changes such as pH alterations, chloride oxidation, oxidation of
organics etc. or electrode dissolution products (soluble salts of metals).
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3. Passage of current through tissue causing neuronal hyperactivity or changes
in membrane potentials, power dissipation (tissue heating) or electropoation
and cell destruction due to dielectric forces excerted.
Most of these possible sources of damage can be circumvented if the recording para-
meters are chosen according to safety concerns and the eﬀect of the remaining con-
cerns should be tested in animal models before human studies are conducted. The
DC discharge during the switching of the current injection pairs could be avoided
by using parallel current sources instead of switching current sources. Electrode
dissolution products could be avoided by using platinum instead of stainless steel
electrodes in human subjects. The eﬀect of possible electrochemically produced
products would have to be tested by continuous current application to the cortex
of an animal and subsequent histology to assess any possible damage due to the
current. Changes in the activity in the cortex due to current injection has not been
seen in any of our experiemnts and should not play a major role provided the cur-
rents are kept at a amplitude and a frequency away from the EEG band. Tissue
heating should not play any role as long as carrier frequencies are kept below radi-
ofrequency. Electropoation and cell distruction is also only a problem if AC current
of very high frequencies of 5 kHz and above with rather large amplitudes (several
volts) are used.
In summary, if the recording parameters are set correctly, with carrier frequencies
of above 1.5 kHz but below 3 kHz with a small cuurent amplitude below 100 A,
then EIT should be very safe. Changes to the neuronal activity has not been seen
in any of the recordings conducted in this thesis. Safety experiments in animals
should be conducted to test whether toxins that might potentially be produced
electrochemically play a signiﬁcant role. If the safety of EIT is fully proven then
human fast neural experiments may be conducted on epilepsy patients during pre-
surgical evaluation using ECoG electrodes.
8.2. Further work on the resonance eﬀect
In our work we showed that using a carrier frequency of ~600 Hz during evoked
forepaw activity leads to a resonace eﬀect presumably on the interneurons involved.
The source of this eﬀect would need some further evaluation for example with slice
preparations and biophysical modelling as discussed above. If the resonance eﬀect
is due to interneuronal activity, however, then it could be used to image certain
cells such as the interneurons selectively during activity. Interneuronal activity is
diﬃcult to grasp on EEG due to their dipole orientation, which makes the role
they play, in epilepsy for example, diﬃcult to assess. A frequency sweep during
interictal spikes or seizures could potentially show some resonance eﬀect reﬂecting
the interneuronal acitivity during epileptic activity. If resonance eﬀects are shown in
the frequency sweep then these frequencies could be chosen for selective imaging and
foci of interneuronal activity could be found. There is a chance that the application
of a resonant frequency alters the activity in the epileptic focus which may alter
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the results. However, it would still be a major advance to learn more about the
relationship of the pyramidal and interneuronal ﬁreing in an epileptic focus if the
epileptic activity remains unchanged.
8.3. Imaging epilepsy using EIT
The impedance response of neuronal tissue to epileptiform activity has been char-
acterized in this work. A stereotypical response was found in response to IIS and
seizures, which was consistent across three diﬀerent rat seizure models. The imped-
ance response consisted of a fast neural component during IIS followed by a slow
impedance rise. It was concluded that the fast neural component in response to the
IIS has the same physiological basis as the fast neural component in measurements
of evoked activity. The slow rise in impedance, however, is speciﬁc to epilepsy and
is due to cell swelling. This cell swelling does occur faster than described previously,
and reaches signiﬁcant values at ~50 ms. The increase in impedance following IIS
and seizures is large enough to be imaged from subcortical structures. A local rise
of impedance in an hippocampal epileptic focus has been conﬁrmed experiment-
ally. It was possible to image the epileptic focus in the hippocampus despite only
being able to use two of the four desired current sources. Errors in localization
of the focus did occur and suggestions to improve the spatial accuracy in future
experiments have been made. Due to lack of time, only one successful experiment
imaging a hippocampal epileptic focus was conducted. However, the results of this
experiment were very promising, and a full study should be conducted. This study
should include a full set of paralell current sources to compensate the lack a pri-
ori knowledge on where the epileptic activity will occur primarily in future human
work. This would allow unprecedented detail and real time imaging and also prove
the usefulness for human imaging. To localize the electrodes micro-CT scans could
be conducted at the end of the experiments. This would minimize localization error
due to uncertainty of the electrode localization and hence of the recorded foci. This
is of paricular importance as the epileptic focus in these experiments was set using
stereotactic coordinates while the electrodes were matched on the mesh mainly my
matching the expected and measured voltages in software. This could have lead
to a substantial localization error. Tests on whether the impedance signal behaves
the same way in humans should be conducted if a full 3D EIT study of imaging
epileptic foci proves successful.
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A.1. Introduction
A.1.1. General requirements for subdural EIT-electrodes
There are a number of aspects that we should take into account when designing
an electrode for EIT-measurements on the rat cortex. The electrode should avoid
damage of the neural tissue but provide good contact. The electrode should there-
fore be very ﬂexible to allow good contact between electrode array and the brain
without causing neuronal damage. We are intending to design sliding electrodes
eventually that will cover most of the brain. For the planned 3D project we should
ﬁnd a backing material that can be slid easily without kinking. In order to improve
our signal-to-noise ratio the conductive material needs to produce as little noise
as possible and have low contact impedance. When deciding about the size of the
contact are we should take two considerations into account. We should consider
that the larger the surface is the more current can be injected as the relative cur-
rent density decreases with size. On the other hand the resolution decreases due
to shunting eﬀects with larger electrode areas (Oh et al. [2011a]). When measuring
with an electrode array we should also consider that the distance between the con-
tact points determines the depth to which measurements can be undertaken. The
measurable depth equals twice the distance between the contact points of the array
(Barber et al. [1984]). This poses another restriction on how large the contacts can
be and it also means that we should keep the distance between all neighbouring
contact points the same to allow measurements over the same depth throughout
the array. When it comes to the tract width we have to consider that the resistance
of the tracts depends on the resistivity of the material p as well as the length l and
the diameter of the tracts:
R = p 
l
s
(A.1)
We therefore have to ﬁnd a tract width that allows a small enough electrode array
and does not interfere with the ﬂexibility of the array whilst not posing too much
resistance.
A.1.2. Intended recording application
We are planning to undertake two diﬀerent types of recordings.
A.1.2.1. Planar array measurements
In the ﬁrst instance we will measure with a planar array where current is injected
between two neighbouring electrodes and the remaining electrodes of the array are
used to measure the voltage. This provides us with measurements of fast neural
activity directly under the array down to a depth of 2.4 mm. We performed these
measurements with 29 channels and 225 Hz to then progress higher frequencies. We
performed these measurements with the electrode seen in ﬁgure A.1, but started
work on the development of in-house produced arrays as well.
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A.1.2.2. Whole brain measurements
In the second setting we will inject current between two opposing electrodes and
use the remaining electrodes to measure the voltage. This setting will provide us
with measurements of fast neural activity in the entire area of the brain covered
and include deep structures. We are intending to use 128 channels for this set-up.
A.1.3. Previous EIT array electrodes
There have been various designs for electrodes for EIT measurements from this
group. One of the past methods used was an electrodes made from silver wire in an
araldite block. This electrode however proved to be too stiﬀ and caused bleeding
and neuronal damage. The next method tried where wires in which the tip was
burned into a ball and that where arranged in glass capillaries to be able to slide
cite Anthony’s thesis. Unfortunately this electrode was too heavy and again caused
bleeding and neuronal damage. The next approach used was done in collaboration
with a group in Freiburg, Germany. This electrode consisted of an electrode array
with electrode contacts, a ﬂat ribbon cable connected to the electrodes and a contact
area (Schuettler et al. [2008]). The electrode was fabricated in platinum-in-silicone
technology which means that a patterned layer of platinum (12.5 µm thickness)
was sandwiched between two layers of silicone rubber. The design of the electrode
array is shown in Fig. 1. The electrode sites had a diameter of 0.6 mm and were
hexagonally arranged at a 1.2 mm centre-to-centre distance. The 29 tracks in the
ribbon cable were 25 µm wide. A 75 µm gap separated adjacent tracks. The tracks
end was soldered to a ZIF-connector (Schuettler et al. [2008]). Our experience with
this electrode was quite positive. The only drawback was that the tracts commonly
broke on the transition between connector pad and ribbon cable.
A.2. Materials
A.2.1. Conductive Materials
A.2.1.1. General considerations
The conductive material within the electrode will provide the direct interface be-
tween the EIT-device and the brain. It will be in contact with electrolytes in solu-
tion so that an electrode-electrolyte interface will occur (Webster and Clark [1995]).
When the electrode is brought into the electrolyte solution oxidization (and reduc-
tion) reactions will ensue and a half-cell potential will occur. This means that the
there is a diﬀerent potential in the solution surrounding the metal compared to the
rest of the solution. The value of this potential is dependent on the metal as well
as the concentration of electrolytes. It is desirable to have a low and stable half-cell
potential in a biological measurement electrode (Webster and Clark [1995]). Fur-
thermore the electrode should be non-polarizable. Perfectly polarizable electrodes
are those in which no actual charge crosses the electrode-electrolyte interface when
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Figure A.1.: Design of electrode array (Schuettler et al. [2008]), E:electrode site, Sil:
Silicon rubber, R: ribbon cable
current is applied, they behave as a capacitor and only displacement current oc-
curs. Perfectly non-polarizable electrodes are those in which current passes freely
requiring no energy to make the transition (Webster and Clark [1995]).
A.2.1.2. Material Choice
The two noble materials that have particular desirably properties for our purpose are
silver and platinum. Both can be treated to decrease their impedance, their polariz-
ability and to provide low and stable half-cell potentials. Silver can be coated with
silver chloride which brings the electrode very close to a perfectly non-polarizable
state. Silver/silver-chloride electrodes have a very low impedance and low stable
half-cell potentials (Webster and Clark [1995]). These features make silver/silver-
chloride electrodes the ideal electrode for scalp recordings. Silver is however neu-
rotoxic which limits its use for subdural recordings (Stensaas and Stensaas [1978]).
Whether or whether not this excludes silver electrodes from use for our purposes
is arguable since our experiments are terminal. The other noble material with
very desirable features is platinum. Platinum electrodes can be platinized (coated
with platinum black) which increase its surface area and hence lowers its contact
impedance greatly. Platinum is biocompatible and unlike silver it is not neurotoxic
(Stensaas and Stensaas [1978]). Platinum is therefore a commonly used metal for
long-term nervous interface implants.
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A.2.2. Base Materials
The following is a review of the literature that describes the production and the
base materials of the ﬂexible microelectrodes used for neural recordings. There are
three diﬀerent types of base materials that have been successfully used to produce
microelectrodes. All three of them are polymers and can be spun to be formed.
They do however diﬀer in their density, their Young’s modulus and their tensile
strength. The substance that is used for the longest time is silicone which has been
used for a wide range of implants since the 1960’s (Schuettler et al. [2007]). The
other two polymers that have been used for neural electrodes are polyimide and
parylene (Rodger et al. [2008], Stieglitz et al. [2011]). There also have been groups
that reported good results with a combination of silicone with polyimide (Kim et al.
[2009]) and polyimide with parylene (Feili et al. [2006]).
Polyimidea Parylene C Siliconeb
Possible thickness (µm) 1-15 1-100 10-100 for spin coating
Young’s modulus (MPa) 845 2756 0.8
Tensile strength (MPa) 392 69 6.2x10-6
Elongation (percent) 30 200 600
Table A.1.: Properties of Polymers, (a = UBE U-Varnish-S, b = NuSil Med-100),
sources: (Hassler et al. [2011], Schuettler et al. [2009])
A.2.2.1. Silicone
Silicone has been in use for implantable devices for a long time. Silicone rubber
is a rubber-like material composed of silicon - itself a polymer - together with car-
bon, hydrogen, and oxygen. It has excellent biocompatibility (Roggendorf [1976],
Stensaas and Stensaas [1978]). It is easily available, relatively low cost and can be
easily moulded or spun. The main advantage of silicone is its superior ﬂexibility; it
has a Young’s modulus of 0.8 MPa and forms no sharp edges. It does however have
very low tensile strength (6.2x10-6MPa) and therefore breakage of imbedded metal
tracts can pose a signiﬁcant problem (Schuettler et al. [2009]). Some groups there-
fore reinforce their silicone electrodes with polyester ﬁbre meshes to improve the
tensile strength of the electrode (Bhadra et al. [2001]), sputter metal onto stretched
silicone or implement woven tracts (Schuettler et al. [2009]). A further diﬃculty
with silicone based electrodes is that connection to the cables of the EIT machine
can pose a problem. Due to the softness of the material there will be a transition
of a metal tract embedded in a ﬂexible material to a rigid connector-board. The
connection between these two often poses a problem and breakage of the tracts on
the transition from soft to hard material occurs often. Conductive metals can be
bonded onto spun silicone by pressing a piece of metal foil onto the freshly cured
material. Alternatively metal can be sputtered onto silicone. The metal on sili-
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cone can then be laser ablated or dry etched with ﬁner pattern size of dry etching
(Schuettler et al. [2007]).
A.2.2.2. Polyimide
Polyimide is a polymer of imide monomers. Thermosetting polyimides are known
for their good thermal stability, chemical resistance and mechanical properties. It
has a characteristic yellow/orange colour. For example UBE U-Varnish Polyimde
has a Young’s modulus of 845 MPa and a tensile strength of 392 MPa (Table 1).
Polyimide got a bad reputation in the early years due to a short life-time in vivo
and fast degradation and failure. Nowadays, polyimides have diﬀerent chemical
structures and promise high stability, low water uptake and a long life-time. Poly-
imide has a good biocompatibility with even less formation of ﬁbrous tissue when
implanted for 6 months than silicone (Stieglitz et al. [2011]). Metal can be sputtered
onto it. Unfortunately the desirable tensile strength of Polyimide (see Table 1) is
countered by a very high Young’s modulus. Polyimide can therefore only be used
for micro-electrodes if it is extremely thin. We found a sample electrode with a total
thickness of 12 µm to be potentially useful but perceived a sample foil of 30µm as
not ﬂexible enough for implantation. Most polyimide-based electrodes described in
the literature are around 10µm thick in total (Cheung et al. [2007], Stieglitz et al.
[2000]). As we are looking at designing sliding electrodes on the longer term we
see the problem of polyimide not having the strength to be slid when it is thin
enough to be ﬂexible. However Polyimide can be bonded to silicone if it is treated
appropriately e.g. oxygen plasma treatment (Kim et al. [2009]). Polyimide can be
spun or purchased as sheets. One of the advantages of using polyimide as well as
Parylene as a base material in electrodes is the ease forming tracts on them by the
means of chemical etching processes and photolithography. This makes microma-
chining for their production fairly easy and allows a very small feature size (10µm)
(Stieglitz et al. [2011]). This process proved unsatisfactory in silicone (Schuettler
et al. [2007]).
A.2.2.3. Parylene
Parylene is the trade name of poly(p-xylyene) polymer. It is self-initiated and
un-terminated with no solvent or catalyst required and it can be vapor deposited
(Rodger et al. [2008]). It has often been used to increase biocompatibility of poly-
imide (Feili et al. [2006]) but has also been used as the sole base material (Rodger
et al. [2008]). Metal can then be sputtered onto it. It has a good tensile strength
of 69 MPa (Parylene Properties, 2010) (see table 1). It is moderately ﬂexible (2756
MPa), keeping its shape very well in its ﬁnal form (high conformality), having a low
water permeability and being highly biocompatible (Rodger et al. [2008]). In fact
its insulation properties are so superior that it has been used to coat devices for
insulation of implanted devices (Pang et al. [2005], ?). Unlike Silicone it does not
hydrate over time and it can also be vaporized onto silicone directly (Pang et al.
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[2005]). It can be processed at room temperature and can be heat moulded after
that (Rodger et al. [2008]). However a high temperature stable version of Parylene
is available (Parylene HT instead of Parylene C). If layers of parylene need bonding
then it needs annealing in vacuum (Rodger et al. [2008]).
A.2.3. Conclusion and Summary
Each of the discussed materials has its advantages and its disadvantages but all of
them have been used by other groups successfully. I believe that a combination of
materials i.e very thin polyimide combined with a layer of silicone would be desirable
for the design of sliding electrode. For the short term our collaborators in Freiburg,
Germany will produce more of the previously used planar arrays for us but coat
them with parylene on the back to avoid tract breakage (Schuettler et al. [2008]).
To provide planar arrays for the longer term an array similar to the Schuettler array
would be favorable, we hope to get an array made with a similar design but with
stainless steel instead of plantinum to avoid tract breackage, the contacts could
be metalized with platinum. The stainless steel in silicone electrode arrays will
be produced by Elliot Magee in the implanted devices group of UCL. Within our
group Mohammed Koronfel will take on the part of desinging microelectrodes on
polyimide basis.
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B.1. Introduction
B.1.1. Orienting paragraph
In our protocols we initially were performing tracheostomies on the rats to ensure
safe ventilation during experiments which might last >10 h. This practice is invasive
and can cause unnecessary blood loss. Intubation of the rats would be preferable
but no laryngoscope is commercially available for rats. To address this issue a
laryngoscope blade has been designed and produced by 3D printing.
B.1.2. Background
B.1.2.1. Intubation
Endotracheal intubation in rats is commonly needed to secure the airway in bio-
medical experiments that require deep anaesthesia with or without neuromuscular
blocking agents. Alternatively, a tracheotomy can be performed, if the experiment
is terminal, but should not be used in recovery experiments as wound infections,
pneumonia and tracheal stenosis can occur. Endotracheal intubation in rodents
poses a challenge to the experimenter due to the anatomy of their pharynx, with
its large tongue, small larynx and trachea and a relatively long distance from the
incisor teeth to the trachea. Previously published methods for intubating rodents
include blind intubation (Stark et al. [1981]), paediatric laryngoscopes (Schaefer
et al. [1984]), spatulas (Remie et al. [1990]), modiﬁed nasal specula (Proctor and
Fernando [1973]), otoscopes (Weksler et al. [1994]) and transillumination (Cambron
et al. [1995], Yasaki and Dyck [1991]). Designs of laryngoscopes speciﬁcally for rats
have been presented (Linden et al. [2000], Molthen [2006]); however, most of these
are not commercially available and require the experimenter to manufacture the
item themselves. The advantage of using a tilt table for intubation of rodents has
been presented in the past (Kastl [2004], Molthen [2006]); but again these are not
commercially available.
B.1.2.2. 3D-printing
3D printing is a process of making a three-dimensional solid object from a digital
model. This is achieved by an additive process; where successive layers of material
are laid down to form the desired shape. In the process used here the 3D printer
deposited melted plastic in layers to form the laryngoscope. We used uncoloured
polyactide (PLA) ﬁlament for our design to avoid possible toxicity from added col-
ouring. PLA is a biocompatible transparent plastic produced from corn or dextrose
which generally recognized as safe for food contact (Conn et al. [1995]) and is used in
the medical ﬁeld for suture material (Athanasiou et al. [1996]), drug delivery (Dorj
et al. [2013]) and as an implantable scaﬀolding in regenerative medicine (Charles-
Harris et al. [2008], Athanasiou et al. [1996]).
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Figure B.1.: Laryngoscope blade, left: drawing, all measurements are in millimetres;
R5 = radius 5 mm; right: photograph of ﬁnished product.
B.2. Methods
B.2.1. Laryngoscope
B.2.1.1. Design
The laryngoscope blade is 8 mm wide and has an angled shaft of 16 mm length.
The total length of the blade is 48 mm and the handle is 111 mm long (see ﬁgure
B.1). The laryngoscope was printed using a Makerbot Replicator 2 3D-printer with
uncoloured polylactide (PLA) ﬁlament (both Makerbot Industries LLC, NY, USA).
Printing was accomplished in 10 minutes; the material cost for each laryngoscope
was approximately 7 pence. The laryngoscope was inspected for any sharp edges
and these were rounded with sanding paper where required.
B.2.1.2. Testing of chemical resistance of the laryngoscope blade
We tested the chemical resistance of PLA in ethanol (AnalR Normapur, VWR Inter-
national, France) for 12 hours and in sodium hypochlorite (Sigma Aldrich Company
Ltd, UK) 2.3% (equals 1/2.5 of 5.25% bleach) for 20 min for n = 5 samples.
B.2.2. Design tilt-table
The tilt table was constructed of 1 cm thick cut-to-size sheets of acrylic. It was
designed to support adult rats (300-400 g) and to tilt them by 45. A wire attached
to a velcro pad was attached to the front end to hook under their front teeth. The
measurements for the tilt table can be seen in ﬁgure B.2.
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Figure B.2.: Tilt table, all measurements in millimetres; the table presented here
was constructed from cut-size sheets of acrylic of 1 cm thickness. A
wire loop was attached to the top end of the table to allow the rat to
be kept in position by hooking the loop under its incisor teeth. The
loop was ﬁxed to the table with Velcro.
B.2.3. Animals
All the animals in which the laryngoscope and tilt-table was tested were used for
other studies. The rats used for the assessment of this system are described in
chapter 6.
B.2.4. Intubation procedure
The rats were induced in an induction box using 5% isoﬂurane in 100% oxygen.
Once unconscious they were moved onto a nose cone and, once their breathing had
slowed to ~30 breaths per minute, were moved into supine position on a tilt table
(ﬁgure 2). A wire loop was hooked under the superior incisors of the rat which
was then attached to the top end of the tilt table using Velcro pads. The table
was then tilted and the tongue was grasped with a non-toothed forceps and pulled
to one side of the incisor teeth. The laryngoscope was introduced with the acute
angle rostral, and the vocal cords were visualised by pointing the angled tip slightly
upwards; lighting was provided with a LED headlight. It was only necessary to
introduce the ﬁrst 2 cm or so of the laryngoscope presented here; the remaining
shaft was used for grasping and manipulation. The pharynx was then sprayed with
lidocaine hydrochloride (Intubeaze, Dechra Pharmaceuticals, UK) to desensitize the
vocal cords and prevent laryngospasm. A soft stainless steel wire, which had been
removed from a 14 G human central venous catheter set (Leader-Cath, Laboratoires
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Figure B.3.: Photograph of a rat positioned on the tilt table with the laryngoscopic
blade inserted.
pharmaceutiques Vygon, France), was passed through a 14 G straight intravenous
cannula measuring 51 mm in length (Abbocath-T, Hospira, Ireland). The wire was
introduced through the vocal cords into the trachea under vision and the cannula
was pushed over the guide wire. The wire was subsequently removed. Endotracheal
placement was conﬁrmed by condensation on a dental mirror held in close proximity
of the tracheal tube. Ventilation was started using a Harvard Apparatus Inspira
Ventilator (Harvard Apparatus Ltd., UK).
B.3. Results
It was possible to perform the intubation in approximately 3 min in all rats. No
oesophageal intubations occurred in any of the 35 intubations, no other ventilatory
diﬃculties occurred in the recordings lasting between 6-10 hours. A single printed
laryngoscope could be used in all the intubations. No ventilatory diﬃculties oc-
curred during the experiments lasting up to 10 hours following the intubation. The
intubation allowed stable anaesthesia for craniotomy and electrode placement, as
well as subsequent imaging of epileptic seizures. . No obvious damage to the plastic
occurred after 12 hours of soaking the item in ethanol or 20 minutes in 2.3% sodium
hypochlorite.
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B.4. Discussion
The laryngoscope presented here is stable enough to be used multiple times and
withstood disinfection with ethanol and sodium hypochlorite. Alternatively, steril-
ization of PLA based implants using ethylene dioxide has been described previously
and could be used in experiments requiring a higher standard of disinfection (Ath-
anasiou et al. [1996]). 3D printing allowed us to design and produce small items
according to our individual need at a low cost and with a quick turn-over, the ad-
vantage is multiplied if the design is subsequently made available to the bio-scientiﬁc
community. This has been done by publishing both the design and the description
of the laryngoscope and tilt table. The laryngoscope has been used for intubation
of all animals in chapters including animal work apart from chapter 2 and 3.
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